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1)

My Early Life
(Aged: 0 – 25, 1940 – 1965)

At the age of 25, I faced a rather unusual problem. Up till this age, I had
always had some very definite goals, which I wanted to achieve. But, at this
point of time in my life, all my obvious goals had been accomplished. So
then I had to think of something else to do with my long future life. And this
wasn’t going to be easy at all, because my previous goals had all been rather
wonderful. So this is why this period becomes the first chapter of my life.
I was brought up on Mt Stromlo
near Canberra, because my Dad
was an astronomer and he was
working at the observatory there.
My family was quite large –
consisting of 5 brothers of whom
I was the second eldest. My Mum
was a very good mum and my Dad
also was a very good dad - so I
This picture shows our house on Mt Stromlo with
enjoyed a very happy childhood.
our goats in front.
(Apart from when my Mum
went over to NZ, to help her own
mother, and we children were given a
live-in housekeeper to look after us.
We thought our life with her in charge
was hell.)
Like many families in
those days, my family produced a
reasonable amount of our own food.
So we supported our own chooks
(about 20) and 3 or 4 goats (there
was plenty of room for them to roam
over the mountain). It was my job
to milk the goats – a job of which I
was excessively proud. I now believe
that this is the best way to bring up
This picture shows Clabon and myself when
a family in a healthy manner. But,
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we were young (I am on the right).

I must admit, I didn’t manage to do this
myself, when it came to bringing up my own
families.
I received my infant and my primary
education at Telopea Public school in
Canberra. I did not shine there at all. My
spelling was always atrocious and still is. I
also have a tendency to slack at times and
not pay attention to what is going on. At one
time, there was talk of me being sent down
to a lower class. But then the shame of this
possibility was so great for me that I then This photo shows me riding on of the goats
really worked hard for the next 6 months.
which I normally milked.
Eventually I was put into the highest of the
three different streams of class for each year. And I did OK there.
Where I did shine was in the cubs and scouts. My Dad, in particular,
had been very active in the scouts and he wanted us all to follow his good
example. And I certainly did so with great enthusiasm. I think I gained more
badges than anyone else in my cub group. The scouts/cubs had their own
sports carnival and I usually won the obstacle race. This was my special thing.
At the age of about 8, I started playing chess, which I liked very
much. By the age of 10, I had become quite good and could beat my Dad and
my elder brother Clabon quite easily. But, on the other hand, I found I was
hopeless at doing crossword puzzles. Also I certainly wasn’t good at a lot of
activities associated with language and speaking.
In general, I was quite keen on all the sports we played at school. But I
wasn’t much good at them.
I think my lack height and
size counted against me in
most of these sports.
When I was aged 10, my
Dad told me about the
“Division of the Cake”
problem. When there are
just 2 people the solution
to this problem is simple
– one person should cut
and then the other person
should choose. I was already

This picture shows me with all my cousins. In those
days many people had large families.
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familiar with this very sensible solution. But the solution of how a cake can
be completely divided between N people in a complete fair manner, becomes
very complex indeed. My Dad explained the full solution to me. It took about
½ an hour for me to understand this full solution and appreciate the necessity
of why this solution must be so complex. But, when I did understand the full
solution, it made a lasting impression on me. It made me realise that forming
just political systems is a very difficult problem indeed. (I give the full solution
in my webpage: “Known Mathematical Political Results”. And to get to this
webpage just google “bryden allen”.) I don’t think that there are many 10year olds who could appreciate the importance of this complex solution.
In 1950 my Dad
was offered a
Professorship at
University College,
London. (This
institution is in
most ways a full
university and it
is usually referred
to just as UCL).
There my Dad
would also be the
director of the
small observatory
that UCL owned in
Mill Hill. My Dad
and all my family This photo shows us 5 brothers. I am second from the right. I am
were delighted to only 2 years younger then my elder brother Clabon and 4 years older
go there. At that
than my younger brother Russell. So I was quite small.
time London was
still very much one of the centres of the world. So off my family went with
great anticipations of a fuller life there.
We went by ship and this journey took 5 weeks. For me the great
revelation of this trip was how the people lived in third world countries. We
called in at both Colombo and Bombay for a full day. So we saw how poor
those people, who lived there, were with almost no clothes and no shoes at
all. And these poor people took us around their cities in rickshaws, pulled by
themselves. But they all seemed to be very happy, kind and carefree people.
Also they were surprisingly honest and open in all their financial dealings with
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us. I was most impressed.
When we came to Aden, we happened to arrive there at 5 a.m. So,
when we came into the town there, many of the native inhabitants were still
sleeping in the streets. We watched them packing up their beds there, made
from bits of sticks and pieces of webbing. Most people there didn’t even have
a home to live in at all. Yet they were all very happy about their situation. This
also made a huge impression on me, which I would never forget.
It took a while for my family to buy a house in Mill Hill and make friends
again. But, when we did get settled in, we all loved the new situation. There
was a very good public transport system in operation there and we could
use this system to go to our schools, scouts, swimming pools and church
independently. Also we could travel by bike and all car drivers were very
careful about not getting too close to us cyclists there. We all felt very safe in
our new home.
But, the best thing of all was all the rural land, which was very close
to the house (which our family had bought in Mill Hill). At this stage in time,
Mill Hill was right on the edge of the residential region of London. So, to the
north of our house, there was mostly continuous rural land, while, to the south,
there was the whole of London. In particular, behind our home, there was an
open field, on which cattle often grazed. And in front of our house, we could
see continuous country land only 100 yards away from our home.
{Admittedly, when on Stromlo we lived in a large pine forest, which
people, these days, consider it a great joy to go running and cycling through.
When we were there, we worried about the pollen giving us hay-fever or the
forest burning down and us with it. In different ages, people appreciate very
different kinds of facilities.}
Anyway, all our family
thought our local English
country-side was wonderful.
We could go for long walks
through it and even munch on
grains of the wheat ears, which
we picked from local fields.
There were also many places
where we could go picking
excellent black-berries. And
the dawn-chorus on springThis photo shows my patrol in the scouts, when I first
mornings was absolutely
lead them into an unknown wood. I am the guy on
deafening. Our bird-life on
the right.
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Stromlo had been very good and colourful.
But, for sheer numbers, it could not
compare with the English county-side.
England seems to have almost the
perfect amount of rain and this ensures
that every square inch of land will soon be
covered by either grass, flowers or trees. It

This is me on a hike.

This is our senior scout group on a 3 -week hike in
Torridon, Scotland. I am on the top right.
This is our group before climbing the
mountain behind.

has a very beguine climate for life
to thrive without requiring too
much hard work from us humans.
It is always a great joy to see
such an abundance life sprouting
This is our Senior Scout group, when climbing in forth on all sides in such a fecund
the Pyrennies
manner.
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But, before going any further, I must explain a very fundamental problem
about this autobiography I am writing about myself here.
I have already produced my own very large website containing about
180 webpages and about 12 PDFs of my various books and novels. About half
these webpages are largely about the details of my life. I don’t wish to repeat
here too much of what I have already written in these webpages. Thus I have
written webpages on “Scouting”,“My Dad”, “My Cards” and“My Dreams”.
If you read these webpages on these specific subjects, then you will often learn
more about some of my personal life. But much of these activities can be seen
in my pictures here with their various captions.
I think it is easiest if I now treat my life in the UK in terms of the main
separate areas in which I was involved. These are: Academic, Clubs and
Societies and Personal Interests. (You can see already that I am one of those
horrible organised people, who tend to “Pigeon Hole” everything in a simple
boring manner. We all have our limitations.)
So now I must tell you how I progressed at school and university in the UK.
I went to my local grammar school called Hendon County and I
always felt it was reasonably good school. Two of my brothers went here as
well. It was a co-ed school, which I liked very much.
At the end of my first year an incident occurred, which might give you
an idea of one of the weaknesses of my nature. Our headmaster came down to
our class and addressed us students on a very serious matter. He told us that he
had received complains from some of our parents of some sexual goings-on in
our class-room, soon after our lessons were over for the day. So he was forced
to investigate as to who was involved in the matter. So the headmaster decreed
that everyone in our class had to write down, who they thought were involved
in the matter. So we all wrote our ideas as to who we thought were involved
in these goings-on on a piece of paper, and we gave all these writings to the
headmaster.
The headmaster first read out all our replies. Then he spoke to us all
and said. ‘Every sheet, bar one, contained two names: a guy called Jennings
and a girl called Blondie. And often there are one or two other guy’s names
mentioned as well. The only sheet that did not name Jennings and Blondie is
Allen’s. You appear to be the only student, who didn’t know what was going
on in your own class.’ So I was a bit humiliated by this whole episode.
Eventually Blondie was expelled from our school. I though this was
terribly tough on Blondie. To me she always seemed to be a very nice pleasant,
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friendly girl. To be expelled from your school, simply because the girl didn’t
object strongly enough, when some guys were putting their hands up her
dress, seemed very unfair to me. But I am afraid life is always unfair – when
someone does not obey the customs of their age. If Blondie is still alive I
would like for her to read what I have written here and how I would support
her. (In my latest story, where I imagine to have been born female, I behave far
worse than Blondie ever did. And there I imagine myself to be a real hero.)
But now, of course, I must tell you how I progressed in my academic interests.
(By chance my change from Australia to England also corresponded to my
change from my primary education to secondary education as well.) But
I followed my natural way – so my progress tended to be a bit erratic –
sometimes I would slack and then I do very badly. Then the sheer shame of
doing so badly forced me to really work. And then I did reasonably well.
This erratic behavour first occurred in the first term of my second year
at high school. Then the term afterwards I did very well indeed. To appreciate
how dramatic this change was you need to read the details of the two reports
(please see my pictures the next page). I give more details in my webpage
called “My Cards”. But I won’t try to give any more details here.
After this I was usually in the top 3 or 4 people of my year. So I was
OK. Like many schools of my day, our school took Maths and Science very
seriously indeed. So I specialised in Pure Maths, Applied Maths, Physics and
Chemistry. And I did OK in all these subjects.
My results in History also show a little of my nature. I love reading
about history, because I find it very illuminating to see how all our various
civilisations have thrived and then usually have failed. So I have always
enjoyed reading about it and history was naturally one of my O-level subjects.
In the exam, in the year before our O-level exams, I came top of my class
in history. In the exam six months before, called the “Mock” exam, I came
third. But in my final O-level exam, history was actually my worst subject.
Sometimes in a subject I can get bored and loose my passion. So then I can do
very badly indeed. This boredom, and its resulting slackness, seems to be part
of my rather erratic nature.
According to my general academic results at school, there should have been
a good chance of me getting into Oxford or Cambridge. I went to Oxford to
take the entrance exam there. But I didn’t get in. I stayed in one of those huge
ancient rooms there and I hated it. And I thought many undergraduates there
then were painful in the extreme. I lost any enthusiasm to go there.
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These pictures show how I can change from being terrible to being rather good.
To read them in more detail go to my webpage: “My Cards”
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But I was quite wrong – when I
went there, when I was 25, I found that the
average student at “Oxbridge” was, in most
respects, considerably keener and better
than any normal university student. I’ll talk
about this important situation later.
As I didn’t get into the Oxbridge system,
the obvious university for me to go to was
UCL (University College, London), where
my father also worked. This large college
had as good a reputation as anywhere, and
transport-wise it was very convenient for
me indeed. This meant I could continue
to live at home and have no financial
problems. I had won a state-scholarship
grant and I could live on this money,
This is a climb in the Dolomites which I
together with the money I earned in our local
did with the univerity club.
cemetery over the long summer holidays. In
all things, I always have been, and always will be,
very frugal and careful with money. This system
means that I usually have plenty of money and also
I have had a large amount of free-time to indulge
in a large amount of climbing. (My situation during
this period is described a little in my website “If I
had been born Female” pdf.)
At university I’m afraid my somewhat erratic
behaviour continued. But first I want to put in a
gripe against how our mathematics course was
first introduced to us students. {At university we
basically only did mathematics. Looking back,
I think that this was also wrong. It meant that we
students had a large amount of free-time to do
nothing but talk about very esoteric subjects. And I
followed this trend myself. I also accepted my life
as it is served up without worrying about my future
too much.}
We were told that at university that we
I am the “Man on the Wall”. This
should try to forget the mathematics we had
was my first building climb. I then
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became rather well known.

already learnt at school. At university
we should start from scratch and start
with the basic premises that would lead
to a full understanding of how some
basic premises would lead to a rigorous
and tight understanding of the form of
mathematics.
I initially accepted this idea
and tried to follow it all. But what was
missing in this approach was: “What
are the problems that mathematics is
trying to solve.” And all the lecturers
didn’t know this themselves, because
this wasn’t their job. But for me I felt I
didn’t know what all this mathematics
was to be used for. And so I lost some
This was my passport photo at this age.
of my enthusiasm for the subject. I
couldn’t see any need to be rigorous, if you didn’t know what you were trying
to do at all in the first place.
So in my second year I started to slack a bit. I didn’t think I was
slacking all that much. But my second year results told a very different story
– they were terrible. My lecturers were very good and they all showed me
the papers I had done and the detailed marking they had given me. And they
were all absolutely correct. Almost everything I had written down in my exam
papers was completely wrong. It was
hard for me to believe that I could get
everything so very wrong. My Dad was
also friendly with my lecturers and even
my Mum was even friendly with many
of my lecturer’s wives. My shame was
terrible – my situation couldn’t have
been any worse.
There was talk of me being
kicked out. But many of the lecturers
also recognised that I did have some
significant mathematical abilities. So
I was allowed to continue on with the
course. And for that coming year I really
worked very hard indeed.
So I went very carefully through These were my maths friends at uni. They
were a very good crowd of people.
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all my past lecture notes until I understood them all and how they all fitted
together. The wonderful nature of maths is that it does all fit together in a fully
coherent manner. So, when you understand it all, you can see how it all works
together. Then I obtained all the exams questions for the past 10 years. And I
answered every relevant question in a fully written form. So I really worked.
And this hard work of mine was rewarded. In my Finals Exams I got a good
first class honours. So then I knew I could do a PhD more-or-less where ever
I wanted to.
However, first I wanted to return to Australia where I had been born
and brought up for my first 11 years. Also I felt I had already been living at
home too long.
My primary interest outside school had always been associated with the
scouts. And this association continued in the UK. I think the 21’st Hendon
scout group, I joined, was considerably better and more active than the scout
groups I went to in Canberra. Pure and simply, this group went on camping
and hiking trips a lot more often than we had ever done in Canberra. My
webpage: “Scouting” shows how very active our group was. Instead, here you
can just read captions beneath my various pictures of my scouting activities.
When I went to university this scouting interest
was replaced by my climbing. At UCL I, like
most climbers, belonged to two quite different
clubs. We had our own UCL climbing club and
the larger London University Climbing Club.
And both clubs were very active. After about a
year, I became the most active climber in our
college and I organised most of the trips. These
trips were mostly to the sandstone outcrops, on
the downs south of London. The larger London
club usually organised a couple of coach trips
to North Wales every term. I went on all these
trips and enjoyed the whole scene very much
indeed. I particularly liked it when we all just
settled down in a large barn and we had to use
some straw beneath us, so that the floor bricks This photo shows our group climbing
at Harrison’s Rocks south of London.
didn’t feel too hard.
In the UK I became a good competent
climber. But I certainly wasn’t one of the elite climbers, who were doing some
of the first ascents. I wasn’t part of this “hard” scene at all. And I didn’t really
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aspire to be a “hard” climber either.
At school I played a lot of chess and after a while I became the principle
player there. So I usually won the chess championship there and became
the chess captain of our school chess team. There was a regular competition
among the local grammar schools so our team played on a regular basis. I did
most of the organising of the matches as well. Once a year our team played a
team of the teachers as well. The headmaster played in this team and often I
played against him (he was also a mathematician). So I got to know him quite
well and we became good friends in a way. I always found that playing-chess
was an easy way of forming many friendships.
At university I didn’t play chess as much. But I still played on a social
basis. Once I played against one of maths professors. I still find chess is a good
way of making friends. I would play now except I don’t know any players
close that could be interested. I have also played GO a significant amount. In
many ways it is a much better game than chess.
I have always enjoyed playing tennis and, if it is
convenient, I will always play on a regular basis.
I have played tennis a lot more in the UK than in
Australia. In Australia, most people take the game
a lot more seriously and I rapidly find that I can’t
play well enough to find a suitable opponent. So I
tend to give up.
My standard form of exercise has
mostly been to go running. This began at school
when group of us would have a long run over
Hampstead Heath once a week. I will talk about
my running in later chapters.
I have always loved to sing. This began up in
Mt Stromlo when we would sing with my Dad
playing the piano. I sang a lot with the scouts but I
have always found it hard to get climbers to sing. I also liked to read quite a lot.
Bushwalkers were usually better about singing This is one of my early favourite
books.
together. I will talk about this later.
My Dad taught me to play the piano quite
early and I have continued with this playing most of my life. But later in life I
preferred to play simpler instruments. I will also talk about this later.
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I also liked to go to church as a good social activity. From my earliest years,
I have always adhered to belief that no one knows for certain, if there is a
God or an after-life. (After all, even Jesus himself did not appear to be too
certain about such matters at the end of his life.) But a good church is rarely
too dogmatic about any certainty about such matters. And the Congregational
church, which our family went to, wasn’t too dogmatic at all. I enjoyed going
to bible classes before the evening service very much indeed. This was run
by a scientist called Dr Keys and he had a very balanced view about all the
teaching in the bible. It was a joy to go to his classes. Also our scout group
were associated with this church and we went to church parade once a month.
So our church tended to become the centre of our social life.
At the age of about 17, I started to worry about this close connection
with our church. After all I was an agnostic. I started to feel I should leave the
church. But this action would leave my social life in tatters. I then went into
reverse and took up my Christian beliefs quite seriously. Looking back at this
situation, this reversal all seems rather silly. But that is very definitely what
happened to me. I can remember the various stages with great clarity. I have a
feeling most of us are likely to have this type problem sometime in life. We all
have a desire for a bit of certainty in life. The agnostic position of sitting on the
fence tends to feel too weak. So for several years afterwards I became a rather
religious. Besides I have always loved singing the rather fundamentalist gospel
hymns.
When Noela and I split up, then this religious period of mine came to
a very natural end. Eventually I was to become a “Christian Stoic”. But I will
talk about this later.
Church attendance usually is very beneficial for a society. The hardest
problem, which all societies must face, is how to create a society, which
is just and fair to all its people. No society has ever solved these problems
completely. But, if people do discuss these problems in churches, then some
progress is possible. After all, many of our passionate reformers were also very
strong church leaders. Also it is usually a very social activity for everyone to
engage in.
Before leaving this subject of social activities, I must discuss the subject of
“girl-friends”. In general, I had learnt at early age how to be social and make
many friends. But as regards girl-friends, I didn’t know “when should a couple
first hold hands?”, or “when should a couple first kiss?” and questions like
these. These are, and always will be, very difficult problems for me.
I first learnt about my sexual nature, when climbing a rope at the
age of 13. This exercise caused a very pleasant sensation in my groin and
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sometimes I would even ejaculate. Then I also found I could get the same
effect by doing a very slow upwards circles on the horizontal bar, our family
conveniently had in our back garden. I found I liked to do this at least a couple
of times a week. (I have yet never found anyone else who liked to masturbate
like this. I suspect my body might produce a high level of testosterone.)
I formed many good friendships with girls at school, university, church
and climbing. But it took me a long time to know: when was the appropriate
time to make a slight move towards a closer friendship. What I should have
done is tried to do, of course, was to simply have made such moves, with
any girl who was even slightly keen on me. So I should have practised. And,
looking back, I see I had many such good opportunities. But I didn’t use these
wonderful chances. I only started making such moves at the age of about 23. I
really had many opportunities for starting some mild sexual relationships many
years before this. This is now one of the great regrets of my life.
As I look back over my life, I consider that my life in Mill Hill was a very
remarkable “Utopian Period”. But, of course, I didn’t think that at the time.
This idea will take me a while to explain.
In London I suppose my family was slightly better off than other
ordinary people. But my family’s advantages were fairly marginal. There were
seven of us in our family and we all fitted into a normal 4-bedroom house.
So this living didn’t exactly indicate an excess of wealth. We all went to the
normal various local state schools and this was fine. We ate the same standard
school lunches that all children did in the UK at the time. This was soon after
the end of the war and the government had decreed that every child should
have a least one good nutritional meal each day. That was a sensible decree
and I partook of this meal everyday with pleasure. However, I have to admit,
that most of the other school kids grew quite contemptuous of these school
lunches. But I’m afraid all children are like this. Also, for a few years, many
foods were still rationed. But I was completely happy with this rationing and
it didn’t worry me at all. I considered that our rationed amount simply gave
everyone a well balanced diet. In fact, it was better than most current people’s
diets, where a high proportion of our population simply become obese.
During this period, all people were treated fairly equally in financial terms.
I remember the rates of pay that applied to the various workers in the long
summer holidays, when I worked in the local cemetery. These figures were, of
course, in shillings and pence. We temporary students were paid 3/1p per hour
(i.e. 3 shillings and a penny per hour), the regular workers were paid 3/4p per
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hour, and the boss in charge was paid 3/6p an hour. I thought these rates were
almost too egalitarian. We, the students, on the whole didn’t work anything
like as hard as the normal regular workers. So we were over paid. The boss
was overweight but in his way he was fairly conscientious. He used to go blue
in the face, when in a passion, he told one of us students off for slacking. I
thought he was likely to suffer from a heart-attack, when he did this. I can’t see
that it is worth a person risking their life for a mere tuppence an hour.
There were still a few landholders nearby who had big houses with
large grounds. But these people allowed these grounds to be used for our
church fetes and our scout groups to camp in. So these facilities were well
used. As I remember the situation, no one worried too much about money then
- at least not as much as we do now.
Public transport was also very reasonable. My Mum could do all
the family shopping just by using public transport. And I could get to school
or university either by public transport or by pushbike without difficulty. Our
family car was almost only used for social trips on the weekends. When my
scout group camped locally, which was quite often, we walked there pushing
our trek-cart piled high with our gear. Our parents didn’t need to help us in
these adventures at all.
And everything else was quite reasonable as well. So no one worked too hard
and yet all people could obtain good simple practical jobs easily. All people
had an adequate life-style in terms of material goods. And, most important
of all, all people could have a good social life in terms of local groups like:
church, scouts, friendly pubs and many other active clubs and societies.
So I claim that the 10 years I spent in Mill Hill was a very Utopian Period. So,
I hope you are asking: “Why did this special Utopian Period exist during
this particular time?”
Well this 10-year period occurred from just 5 to 15 years after WW2.
So, at this time, most people were still remembering the horrors of those
terrible 6 years. During those times, most people thought it was a great luxury
to sleep in a safe comfortable bed and have an adequate diet. The supposed
delights of excessive wealth were temporarily forgotten. When this terrible
war was over, I think there really was an honest desire to create a better
egalitarian society.
So, in 1946 by a huge majority, a strong Labour government was
elected to office. (In spite of the fact that it was Churchill, a conservative, who
had been the leader who had won the war.) And this government introduced
a series of taxes – and these taxes transferred a huge amount of wealth from
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the very wealthy people to the public purse. And then this money was used
for the public good. The taxes then were simply enormous. As I remember the
situation, the surtax on the highest earning level took away 87% of this level
of income. Thus a person payed 17/6p in tax - for every 2/6p they received.
And the death duties were similarly huge. (So, for example, on an estate of 5
million pounds - the death duties were 4 million pounds.) And, of course, rents
and rates were kept at constant low levels. This period only lasted 6 years.
But this period was long enough to create a much more egalitarian nation.
And after this period, this country enjoyed the utopian phase, which I have
described above. During this period the UK in fact returned to a conservative
government. But this new government didn’t dare to change this strong taxing
system introduced by the Labour Party too soon.
So during this period, an incredibly successful revolution occurred.
And this revolution was entirely peaceful. I was there at the time and there
were almost no complaints at all. I suppose that the suffering caused by that
war must have been so awful – that paying a bit more tax by the rich seemed
like just a triviality. (This is certainly what I would have felt, if I had lived
through the bombing myself.)
So I claim that I was very fortunate indeed to live in a very pleasant egalitarian

This picture shows where we lived in Mill Hill. But it is hard to read. I created the
picture to illustrate a story I had written about my life in Mill hill.
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period of life. And I thought it was wonderful. But there was another very
important feature of this period. The people, who lived through the war, knew
that a country could easily run only using half its available labour (because at
least half its population had been employed in the war effort). So, when peace
returned, the country should have a large amount of free time. So at school and
at university we were taught to join clubs and so use our abundant free time in
healthy social activities.
And to help this happen in an egalitarian manner, we were taught how
good clubs should be run. And, in simple terms, this meant that, in a club,
the president, the secretary and the treasurer were of equal status. Each officer
had a job to do and just one officer should not dominate. And in all the clubs I
belonged to in the UK this idea was accepted. And, on the whole, all the clubs
in the UK, were run in a sensible manner. But this certainly wasn’t the case
back in Australia where clubs mostly were run by just one person - usually the
President. So the club system back in Australia never did work as well as it did
in the UK. This was a very sad important fact I had to learn.
Another feature of this period in the UK was that all exams were very open
and completely fair. So I could easily obtain all the previous exam papers
and practise on all these questions. This was very useful to me. In fact, most
of these questions came from Oxbridge exams so most of all the various
university exams were fairly similar. So all exams were similar and fair. This
was not true back in Australia.
But, not only was I blessed to live in a very egalitarian fair period of time, but
I was also born into a very sensible family. Firstly, in a large family a child
immediately learns how to get on with all his family. In my day, the modern
scourge of autism never existed at all.
My family was always quite outdoors oriented. We had our own
allotment close to our house and we all helped a little there. Also our family
thought that it was just as important to engage in scout-type activities as to
engage in academic activities.
Finally, my family all felt that the acquisition of money should
definitely not be a person’s purpose in life. Hopefully the ultimate purposes of
a person ought to be to help human society to develop in a better manner. But
times have changed now. Most people now feel that the acquisition of money
is terrific. And any person, who thinks that they can help the world change for
the better, is a nut-case.
But this is not what my family as a whole felt at all.
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So now I must come to the subject of what my political ideas were in those
days. I’m afraid at that time, I had a slightly biased view of life. I thought that
our current political system was fairly good. The one blight on our life in the
UK were those terrible unions who were inciting their members to try and
obtain an unfairly large amount of the wealth of the country. So the unions
were holding our country to ransom by preventing some essential services to
work (like transport and mining). I thought that this was terrible.
But this wasn’t the view of most of my family at all. Our family was
divided. I and my Dad had slightly right-wing views and my Mum and my 4
other brothers had quite definite left wing views.
Now I took the subject of politics quite seriously. But I was affected
in a reactionary manner. Almost all the people I knew then held quite strong
left-wing ideas. And I thought a lot of their views were very simplistic and not
carefully thought out. So I reacted by taking on right-wing ideas. When I was
16 at school, I even wrote a carefully argued tract putting the case that higher
efficiency in factories could help a country develop wealth for all people by
economic growth. This was just the standard view but I managed to show, by
a series of examples numerical examples, that all people could benefit equally.
So such a system didn’t just favour the rich. As I remember the tract now I
think I did a competent job. I took this tract to our school’s economic master to
read. But he just said my tract was all a load of rubbish.
However, the logic I used in this tract was really the same logic that
has been used for the past 50 years by economists, the world over, to support
Capitalism and Economic Growth. So it wasn’t too bad. However, I was to find
how wrong my logic all was, when I was to join industry in 1968 when I was
28. So I continued to hold these views for about another 12 years yet.
When I finished my first degree, I was very keen to return to Australia for
a substantial amout of time. But I took my time in doing so. First I had to
earn my own passage by working in my local cemetery for quite a long time.
Then the boat, I took, went via the Panama Canal. It was a pleasant trip and I
had plenty of chances to practise my flirting skills. But I wasted my time and
played chess instead. It was 6 ½ weeks before I finally arrived in Sydney.
I first checked that there was a reasonable chance of being able to
do my PhD at Sydney University - and there didn’t seem to be too much of a
problem. So I could take my time about deciding what I should actually do in
this very different country.
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Now I have never been all that keen on either: the materialism of this little
world; the wonders of higher education; or the benefits of joining big business.
This is what all the rest of my friends in the maths department had been keen
on trying to do before I left. But I wanted to be quite different. And I was
hoping I might be able to find something different in the wilds of Australia,
which was slightly more associated with the basics of life. So I went and hitchhiked up north into the more remote areas of Queensland.
But then one night I got slightly sick through eating some slightly
rotten carrots. And the mozzies were bugging me something horrible as well.
So to cool off, I went out for a little walk but, to my horror, on returning to
my tent, I found a huge cane toad sitting bang in the middle of my sleeping
bag. He could only be removed with the help of a large stick. So, on reflecting
on this for the rest of the night, the life of wandering around seeking the
“meaning of life” seemed too hard to me. So next morning I turned back
and returned to Sydney. In the end I finished up doing a PhD as a means
of avoiding work for a while (as I have said, my first degree results were
sufficiently good so that getting a scholarship was no problem).
I will now talk about my activities in terms of: academic, climbing, social and
girls. I’m afraid that this means that the most boring subject must comes first.
But this is the way it has to be – after all I did have to learn how I could earn a
future income first.
One of my subjects in my last year at UCL was in computers. I loved
this subject because it was very practical and I was good at it. So my the
first enquires were, in fact, at the Computer Dept. And they immediately
welcomed me with open arms.
The Computer Dept. in those days was located in the School of Physics. This
was when Harry Messel had just been made the supreme head of the School of
Physics, and he was incredibly good at enthusing people and getting groups of
people to fund large projects there. So this department had just been formed to
build their own computer, Silliac, which was very advanced for its time.
This meant that I was right at the centre of scientific progress at the
time. So at morning and afternoons teas, I sat down with the likes of: Harry
Messel, Stuart Butler, Bernard Mills, Robert Hanbury-Brown and Charlie
Watson-Munro. These are all famous Professors and important in their
different fields. Compared with these professors, my own head of department
and my personal supervisor, Prof John Bennet, was an unknown.
But the really wonderful thing about this situation for me was
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how all these famous people used to argue amongst themselves. And these
arguments occurred very easily because Harry Messel would always start the
conversation with some outrageous statement. This could be about physics
ideas, but sometimes this was about his illegal fishing. Or it could even be
about how he and Stuart were catching crocs in the Northern Territory. I was
absolutely enthralled by all these conversations at many of the morning and
afternoon teas I attended.
Of course, I almost never said a
word in any of these many conversations.
But, when I led the first ascent of Balls
Pyramid, this ascent was splashed all over
the front page of the SMH for several days.
And I figured in these photos quite often.
Even Harry Messel, himself, was just a
little bit envious of the publicity I gained
then. All those important Profs might even
now remember who I was just a little bit.
The School of Physics had one
of the most imposing buildings in the
whole of Sydney University. So it stood
opposite to the large hocky lawn, and this
meant that the School of Physics could
always be seen from a huge way off. It
was a very long large building of mostly
two high stories. It had to be long because
there were long optic experiments in the
In this picture it is, of course, me
corridor that needed to be carried out when
climbing
the post. We got a huge amount
it was originally built. On this long ornate
of
publicity in the SMH.
building, all the famous physicists names
are written out in large letters for all the rest
of the university to see. It is a great building.
And my humble push-bike for three years resided just outside this
building, next to our morning and afternoon tearoom for the world to see. (I
always have been and hopefully will always be, a very green human myself,
who does a lot of exercise.)
The work in my Computer department divided into two parts. The major
part consisted of constructing, extending and running the computer. I, of
course, had nothing to do with this. The computer was mostly associated
with the physics being done in this school. Again I had nothing to do with
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this. I following Prof Bennet, who was interested in Numerical Analysis and
Operations Research problems. But the hardest job, in any PhD, is to work out
a suitable problem to solve.
I contemplated this for the first year. But the Department also ran a
Diploma course and we PhD and MSc students had to do the same course as
well - but we had to pass at a much higher level. So this was how we mostly
spent our first year. Also we were also called to act as tutors to the diploma
students.
I loved both these subjects and took an interest in all the details. In
the exams at the end of the course, I had an exam result of more than 100%. I
easily answered many more questions than were needed.
But my really hard problem was to choose a good PhD subject. At that
time, the problems that were being studied in our department were: Linear
Programming, Non-linear Programming and Integer Programming. I couldn’t
see a worthwhile problem in any of these areas. But a mathematician called
Bellman had just suggested a solution to a different problem, which he called
Dynamic Programming. His solution was quite sensible. But, when such
problems became too big, his solution would take too long to compute. For
example, the problem of building a road through a mountainous region is a
problem that Dynamic Programming could solve. (In technical terms, the total
cost of such a road is the integral, which the solution must try to minimise.
Then the path, which will minimise this, is the solution.) But such a problem is
far too hard to conceive trying to do just just in a PhD.
So this was the problem I chose to solve - but for much simpler problems.
The name of my thesis was then called “The Direct Numerical solution
of the Calculus of Variations Problem”. I think I did a reasonably good
job in providing a series of solutions, which were closely related to normal
Numerical Analysis. (In mathematics all forms of solution must be closely
related to each other.) The two most important elements of this solution I wrote
up and submitted them to the Computer Journal (the major British journal on
this subject.)
And then I was exceedingly fortunate. The referee for these two papers
was Dr Goodwin, the head of the Maths Division at NPL. He was the best
person in this whole field. He accepted both papers and suggested I take a
section out of my first paper and make it into a separate paper. This small paper
generalised considerably a very well known Numerical Analysis result. So it
made a good paper. I was just stupid not to recognise this fact in the first place.
He suggested I go and see him. And, when I did, he showed me, in detail, how
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This is how my first paper starts. You can see it is very mathematical.

I could produce a more detailed error term (I was in the UK at the time). This
made this paper look a lot more sophisticated. So Dr Goodwin was very good
to me indeed.
Then, of course, my PhD went forward without any problems. But I
suspect that Dr Goodwin was the only person to ever read the major part of
my thesis. But this is true of most mathematical theses. In general, solving
mathematical problems leaves a person in isolation for too long. It is not a
healthy thing to do.
But, as you will see in the following pages, I was also involved in a
large number of very social activities as well.
After I ceased looking for the meaning of life in remote Queensland, I
found about the existence of the Sydney Rock-Climbing Club. I joined it
immediately. My first trip was actually to the Wolgan valley. I certainly wasn’t
impressed by the quality of the sandstone rock there. But, after a few weeks, I
got used to it.
I started my climbing mostly with a guy called Ted Batty, because we
climbed at a similar standard. In those days two people seemed to completely
dominate the climbing scene: they were Russ Kippax and Dave Roots. They
had both been on the first ascent of the face of King George, in the Grosse
Valley, which, for its time in 1952, was an incredible achievement. (The climb
was more than 1,000 ft long.) And then, in more recent times, they had done
the Mantle-Shelf on the first sister, Terrier 1 on Boar’s Head and Fuddy Duddy
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at Narrow Neck. All these climbs, for their day, were very significant climbs.
It seemed to Ted and myself that Russ and Dave bestrode our climbing
world like a Colossus, and we, Ted and I, were just petty climbers and so
must fill dishonourable graves. So we plotted together against Russ and Dave’s
continued glory. But we were not the only climbers in this plot. Several of the
other younger climbers joined us in this plot.
The occasion for a showdown arose quite soon. The whole SRC club
were going to the Warrumbungles park to camp around Dow’s hut over the
Easter break in 1962. And this position has a perfect view of the West face
Crater Bluff. And Russ and Dave were going to try to make the first ascent of
this remarkable face on Good Friday. We all toiled up to the hut on Thursday.
Dave and Noele (Dave’s wife) were taking their first-born, Philippa, with them
as well. Russ, besides all his own climbing gear, was given the task of carrying
Philippa’s play-pen as well. Russ had a really tough time indeed.
Russ and Dave were going to start the climb at 7 am on the Friday. So
Ted and I planned to start at 5 am. We tried not to be secretive about this. Of
the dozen or so climbers,
who were there, only
Russ, Dave and Noele
didn’t know about our
attempt. All these people
could have told them
about our attempt - and
we had not told them
our plan was to be a
secret. But no one did.
Everyone was looking
forward to seeing a bit
of a drama being played
out on this very big
special day, where all
the watching climbers
This photo shows our route. It was the hardest route we had
would have a perfect
ever done. (This photo is taken from Dow’s hut itself.)
view.
So Ted and I started at 5 am and we were 3 or 4 pitches up the climb
before Russ and Dave arrived on the face and could see us (Ted and I always
lead through). When Russ called out, very hoarse with anger, we thought it
better to pretend we couldn’t hear him. We just continued to climb. The climb
wasn’t easy. I graded it at 17, whereas all the climbs that Russ and Dave had
previously climbed were only about grade 15. Ted and I hadn’t climbed at
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this grade before as well. But this very dramatic situation had put us on fire
– we were just running on adrenaline. (In fact, I fell off at one stage, while
seconding and carrying our pack. I don’t think I would have fallen off, if I had
been leading and taking my time. But I definitely did need the rope above me
on one pitch.)
We actually finished the climb by 11 am. When we returned, Russ
refused to speak with us at all. He was very angry indeed. But first Noele and
then Dave soon started to talk with us. Then I worked on making friends with
Russ for many months. And, in the end, I was successful. Russ is now a good
friend of mine as well and has been for many years now.
But this wasn’t the only
important climb that Ted and I were
to do on that very special holiday
weekend. On the Saturday, Ted and I
were to do the first ascent of CornerStone Rib, which is now rightly the
most popular climbing route in the
Warrumbungles. The climb takes a
fine dramatic line up Crater Bluff and
the route is mostly safe and on good
rock.
Then on Sunday we did the
route “Out and Beyond”, which was
the first route to go out into the really
difficult climbing area on the NorthEast face of Belougery Spire.
Finally, Ted and I went over
to have a first close look at the rock on
the face of Bluff Mountain. But Ted
refused even to take our ropes out.
But this was sensible – we had quite
enough dramatic climbing already in
the park.
This picture shows our route up “CornerStone Rib”.

But Sunday night was also a very important night for me. Dot Butler with
some of her old friends turned up and camped with us at Dow’s hut. And Dot
was one of the climbers, who made the first ascent of Crater Bluff in the 1930s.
I had already been longing to meet her because she seemed to be such a heroic
character.
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But the really wonderful thing was that Dot sang the song “The Ghost
with No-Boots”. Now I, like my Dad before me, have always been a very
dedicated “folkie”. And this means that a “folkie” person should try to sing
those songs, which belong to their own culture. This primarily means that you
should not sing just those songs, which are just being circulated by the mass
media. Singing some of these mass-media songs, of course, is unavoidable.
But, when a climber hears really a genuine “folk” song, coming from their own
culture, then they should really treasure such an experience. And “The Ghost
with No-Boots” is such a song. It was clearly written in the 1930’s and it is
clearly about climbing. It has a hero, who, like all true heroes, has a hard time.
It also has its own tune – not a good tune – but a good tune suitable for the
words. It is a long song and it takes 5 minutes to perform. I think it is a really
wonderful song. But I could be alone in feeling this way. I learnt the correct
tune from Dot and the words were in the Kameruka’s Song Book. So I have
treasured this song and have sung it many times myself.
My novel “The No-Boots Club” discusses all the details of this song.
I would love to hear young people singing this ancient magnificent song once
again.
After this long weekend, Ted and I became the number one climbing
partnership in our state. And so Russ and Dave were relegated to being just
the number two climbing partnership. Ted and I enjoyed this new situation
immensely.

This picture shows the climbing crowd in those days. I am the guy doing the lifting.
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I had started my climbing in the UK and I had always enjoyed climbing’s very
social nature. In the UK, every climbing region had its own little guide-book
telling the local climbers of the routes that had been done. So, for example at
UCL, we had our own little guide with the 14 climbing routes that had been
done on our UCL buildings. I repeated most of them (and then I added 4 of
my own). It is fun to do other people’s climbs and the compare the different
problems you have.
But when I started my climbing in NSW, our state still had no guide
book. So I soon resolved to write such a guide. But I wanted to follow the UK
tradition of doing every climb first. So I set out to repeat every climb – about
100 climbs when I started.
In Australia there is so much rock that many people only want to put
up new routes - and they spend a large amount of time doing this. But then the
whole scene becomes much less social, because then climbers cannot compare
their different efforts on the different climbs. I don’t enjoy the isolation that the
excess of unknown climbs brings.
So I went about repeating all the known routes in NSW. It took me
about a year – but it was all great fun.
There were problems in getting
the guide printed. Noele Roots offered
to type it all up. And she proceeded to
do this. But then she refused to type
anything she didn’t like. In the end I
needed to hire a professional typist
in town to do all the typing. I had
100 copies printed and most climbers
bought a copy. But John Ewbank
produced his own climbing guide to
the Blue Mountains only a couple of
years after my guide to NSW. So most
climbers these days don’t even know
that my guide ever existed. Of course,
you can now read my guide on my
website under the name of “The RockClimbs of NSW, 1963 – book”. And
there you can see how primitive the
printing facilities we had in those days. This is the cover of this now very ancient
This guide still gives a good picture of
guide book.
the climbs we were doing in the early
1960s.
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Another task I was
involved with, at this
time, was to develop a
good bolting system.
Russ and Dave had been
using “Terriers”, but these
bolts looked to be highly
suspect to me. (But they
were amazingly easy to
put in.) After a great deal
of trouble, I managed to
obtain the American book
This was my first form of this new bolting
“Belaying the Leader”. This is a
system.
terrific book, a much better book than
I had ever read before. And this book
confirmed that Terriers could fail very easily in two different ways.
I studied the many possibilities for many weeks. And the conclusion
I came to was that a standard 3 1/2 inch steel bolt, (3/8 inch diameter) filed
down in tapered way to a square shape, and bashed into a 5/16 inch drilled
hole, was the best and safest protection system.
And a climber could attach to this bolt by using
a key-hole bracket, which I had manufactured.
I did a huge amount of testing of this system
at Lindfield Rocks. Eventually this system was
accepted throughout our state. There are now
many thousands of such bolts and in general they
have given very good protection for many climbs
in our state for the past 40 years. Of course, the
modern glue-in ring-bolts now give much better
and easier protection that my old “carrot” bolts.
But my old bolts did a useful job before this. This
system is all described in detail in my webpage a
“Carrot Bolt Belay System” (this webpage is in
.“My Inventions” section of my website).
I am sure that this was the most useful
thing, I ever did, to help the development of
climbing in Australia.
This is what a normal “carrot”
bolt now looks like.
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Illegal Ascents of Sydney’s most Iconic Buildings

These photos show some of the routes I have done on some of Sydney’s buildings.
Other photos show the routes up the building to get to these clock towers.
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In London I had climbed on the university building quite extensively. But
at Sydney University this activity was strictly forbidden because there had
been an accident doing this. So I thought about climbing on the city buildings
instead. And there were some superb buildings just waiting to be climbed.
So this is what I did. I have naturally written these ascents up in webpages in
my website (just google - bryden allen). So my webpage: “Illegal Ascents
of Sydney’s most Iconic Buildings” introduces my building climbing. And
my four webpages: “Illegal Ascent of Sydney Central Railway ClockTower”, “Illegal Ascent of Sydney Town Hall + Clock-Tower”, “Illegal
Direct Ascent of Sydney Harbour Bridge” and “Illegal Ascent Land’s
Department + Clock-Tower” tell of the building climbs I did at this time.
Much of the details of these ascents can all be seen in my pictures here.
Towards the end of my time in Sydney I thought about trying the three
outstanding climbing challenges in Australia. I wasn’t expecting that I would
be able to do them. But I should at least try to have a go. So this is what I did.
Of course this was a huge operation getting the parties together and practising
in the various areas beforehand. And then, wonders of wonders, I, with my
different parties, was successful in all three endeavours.
My webpage: “My 3 Famous Big First Ascents” introduces these
important ascents. Then my webpages: “First Ascent of the Face of Bluff
Mountain”, “First Ascent of the Face of Frenchman’s Cap” and “First
Ascent of Ball’s Pyramid” give the details of these major ascents. These
ascents can also be seen in my various pictures in the following 3 pages.
I thought I was incredibly lucky to be able to do all these very
important first ascents. So I felt it was time for me to step down and let some
younger people have their share of glory. I would continue to be a very active
social climber. But mostly I would just repeat other people’s new climbs. And
this is what I mostly did for the next 35 years of my active climbing career. I
still had a large amount of free-time to consider very carefully the many other
challenges that exist in this world of ours.
The following webpages then also describe some of my other
climbing activities at this time. These are: “First Ascent of Sweet Dreams”,
“My Exploits in the Warrumbungles”, “Four Deaths on the Crags” and
“Climbing Days at Lindfield”.
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First Ascent of the Face of Bluff Mountain

The picture above
shows our very
central route up
Bluff Mountain.
The picture
below shows
John Ewbank and
myself, who made
the first ascent.
Then the picture
below this shows
our very pleasant
campsite beneath the face,
where there is usually
plenty of water.
		
The picture on
the top right, shows me
climbing up a horrible
steep section of the route.
The picture below this
shows Kendra looking
very beautiful. This route,
in the right weather, can
be a very pleasant climb
and not all that difficult.
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First Ascent of the Face of Frenchman’s Cap

The picture
above shows
our very
direct route
up the face of
Frenchman’s
Cap.
The
picture below
this shows me
climbing up a
difficult section
of the route.
Then the
photo on the top
right Jack Pettigrew
and myself who
made the first ascent. You can see how primitive the
equiment we had in 1964, when we put up this ascent.
The picture beneath this shows a climber on
the “Traverse Diable”, which is the end of the hard
climbing on the face.
The last picture shows a section of the front
page of the Tasmania’s main paper “The Mercury”,
where I feature after our ascent.
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First Ascent of Ball’s Pyramid

The picture
on the top
left shows
our quite
complex
route.
The picture
below
shows our
campsite at
the bottom.
The photo on the top-right shows our party
- from left to right: Don Wilcox, Jack Hicks, John
Davis, me, Dave Witham, Ben Sandilands and Jack
Pettigrew. Below then is our summit party (Jack took the photo). And finally
then Don Wilcox is shown climbing up using our fixed ropes.
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During this time, I still did have plenty of time for social activities. So I went
to Pitt St Congregational church on most Sunday nights and sang in the choir
there. I usually went to a small SCM service once a week, when convenient. I
joined the Sydney University Choir and sang with them once a week during
term. I have always been keen to sing. But in technical terms I wasn’t all that
good at singing a harmony part. Singing a musical part did not come to me
naturally at all.
The various bush-walkers and climbers at Sydney University always
gathered to have lunch together on the Botany Lawn from 1 pm to 2 pm. I was
always also there. So I got to know all the active climbers and bush-walkers at
Sydney University very well.
I also joined the Kameruka Bush-Walking Club and I was active in
many of their activities. This club was very active in singing and they had just
produced their own song book. So I always joined their club, whenever there
was a general reunion and whenever lot of singing went on. And I went on
many of their bush-walking trips as well.
So I was a very socially active person indeed.
So now I must come to the difficult subject of girl-friends. I was rather bad
in these matters. I liked girls and wanted to get to know them. But I wanted to
remain uncommitted. And, in my early days, I managed to get away with this.
Climbers and bush-walkers often sleep together in caves, rough huts,
large tents or even on the floor of vehicles. And then I would often play a
game, which I call “touchies”. I would do this with any girl I knew. I would
first try to sleep close to such a girl. I would adjust then my position so that our
heads might be close together. I would take out my hands so that they might
touch either the girl’s hands or even
touch her lips. A surprising numbers
of girls were happy to go along with
such a game a little. I have spent
many happy nights playing this notso-innocent game. Often we kissed
and sometimes we even did some
more serious touching. I should
have, at least, made contact with
such a girl afterwards. But mostly I
did not. These were my first sexual
contacts with girls.
My first recognised contact
This is the climb I did with Dave Lambert on
Lidgbird on our first attempt to climb Balls
with a girl is described at the start of
Pyramid.
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my webpage on “First Ascent of Ball’s Pyramid”. So I won’t say anything
more about this here.
Noela was my first real love and we eventually got married. I tried to play the
touching game with her to start with of course. But she got very angry about
this indeed. She forced me me to change my ways completely. But let me now
give you a few of the details.
When I first saw Noela at a Kameruka meeting, my immediate thought
to myself was that - “this girl could be my wife, she looks to be my sort of
person”. But this didn’t mean I was keen on her – I would have preferred a
girl, who looked a bit wilder and appeared more glamorous. Noela, at first,
seemed quite keen to get to know me better. But I gave her the cold shoulder.
Then she reacted by giving an even worse cold shoulder to me. I then swapped
positions and chased after her instead. It took several months before I could
make contact with her again. I even went on several ghastly Kameruka
bushwalks in the hope of meeting her again.
Finally, we went to a reunion together at Era. Many of us started at
Cronulla on Friday night and then took the ferry to Bundeena. We stayed in a
cave that night and I tried playing my game of touchies with Noela. But Noela
immediately turned emphatically away from me. However, at the campfire,
Noela gradually seemed to realise that I was now really keen on her. And so
she would have
to put up with my
interest in her. I
came into her tent
in the morning and
she now suffered
my presence as I
bounced on her
bum. We made
arrangements to
go bushwalking
together.
Our first walk
together was over
Mt Solitary and we
spent our first night
This is Noela when we went hiking together for a week at Blue
together camping
Lake in the Snowy Mountains.
at Dex’s creek.
And there Noela immediately taught me what I was allowed to do and what
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I wasn’t allowed to do with her body. And,
as I look back over many years, I now think
Noela’s limitations were exactly correct.
Noela was slightly older than me and she
had had a couple of long-term boyfriends.
So she did have the necessary experience.
But I have not met a woman as sensible as
she was, about such delicate sexual matters.
So she taught me very well.
We went on many walks together
and gradually drew closer together. As
opposed to most normal people, Noela
was not impressed by the fame, which I
received for leading the first ascent of Balls
Pyramid. I went on a Kameruka bushwalk
immediately after this ascent with many
of the senior members of our club. No one
wanted to hear about our ascent at all. I even
have photos of that trip and the people that
definitely didn’t want to hear about our great
first ascent.
This photo shows Noela and myself
On the following page there is a
together
at the camp-site in Claustral
photo showing me and Noela on my 25’th
Canyon.
birthday at Lindfield rocks. During this
night, I, in a fairly casual manner, told Noela
I wouldn’t mind being married to her. We went down Claustral Canyon about
a fortnight after this and by this time we both had accepted that we would be
married – for better or for worse. (There are photos of us there as well).
I should mention that Noela was a Kindergarten teacher and she
ran her own little school. Here she could play the piano well enough for the
children to dance to her own playing. So she was a very capable, responsible
person.
But, at this stage, I had already arranged that I would finish my PhD at
Oxford University, because Prof Fox had written one of the standard texts on
my type of subject. I thought my getting to know him would help me with my
PhD. So Noela and I arranged that we would get married together in the UK.
We naturally went up to see her family in Ipswich, Queensland for an extended
weekend and then I got on with her family quite well. Noela and I managed
climb Mt Barney at the same time and then spent night in the hut at the top
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together.
I had 2 months in Oxford
before Noela came over, during
which time I still did a lot of
climbing. Then Noela came
over and we got married at my
local church in Mill Hill, with
a lot of my friends, who I still
knew in Mill Hill. My parents
lent us their car for 2 weeks,
during which we went north to
Scotland. And we did some of
the scrambles in the Cuillins
of Skye, which I already knew.
Then we settled down in Oxford.
So a new life had started for
Noela and myself. But I had done
all that I wanted to do so far. I
had become the major climber in
Australia. My PhD appeared to
be in the bag. And I had married
the love of my life. So life, in
general, had been very kind to
me.

This photo shows Noela and myself at Lindfield
Rocks. It was my 25th birday day and Noela had
baked the cake, which you can see.

If you wish to read more about this
period in my life, then you can read my
webpages “My Life”, “My Cards”,
“My Dad”, “Academic Activities”
and “Scouting”. And my webpages:
“Mt Stromlo – 1940-1951”, “Mill Hill
– 1952-1961” and “Stanmore – 19621965” show more photographs.

This is our wedding photo.
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2)

Seeking Useful Employment
(Aged: 26 – 33, 1966 – 1973)

Noela and I, in fact, then lived in the Oxford region for the next two and a half
years. The reason for this long stay was very simple - the climbing club there
was just incredibly good. This club is usually just referred to as the OUMC
(short for the Oxford University Mountaineering Club).
To me it was a
great joy to be involved
in a climbing club that
really functioned very
well. In practical terms,
this meant that each of
the many officers in the
club took their individual
jobs very seriously. And
each of the officers in this
Oxford University club
actually did this. And then
This photo shows 3 members of the OUMC camped in the
the club really worked.
Dauphine Mountains, France. Hugh Woodland, on the
Thus usually there was a
left, was a frequent climbing partner of mine.
trip every weekend and a
small practise climbing meeting mid-week. Transport was well organised for
such meets. Once a month there was usually a big general meeting with a good
speaker. Then occasionally the club would hire a climbing hut - and then they
might actually organise to have some communal food. No club, I have seen in
Australia, could ever manage to organise such a communal operation.
And this really good organisation did not happen by chance. I myself
was educated in the UK. I know we were taught that clubs should be run in
such a way that no one person should dominate. This meant that, at all club
meetings, each officer would speak and tell what they had done. Then the
officers all did their jobs well, because the officers knew that they would
receive their correct recognition by all the members (who would have seen
them doing their jobs). This never happened in Australia.
Noela and myself, of course, joined in most of these OUMC activities
and enjoyed them very much.
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Of course we made many life-long friends there. But I won’t try to name most
of them. But three people do need to be mentioned.
Our friends, John
and Jill Leslie, were of a
similar age as Noela and
myself and at a similar
stage academically (John
was finishing his PhD in
philosophy and Jill doing
some academic work in
her field of economics).
We also rented similar flats
in the less fashionable and
cheaper south-east area of
Oxford.
This photo shows John and Jill Leslie later in life.
One of the practise
climbing areas was at Horspath on the side walls of a rarely-used railway
tunnel. There were about 10 superb climbs here about 4 m high. John and I
usually went there once a week. Sometimes we were joined by a larger group.
There was also a disused tunnel close by that could be used for traversing.
It is quite remarkably easy to find good practise climbs on many old disused
buildings.
Fairly soon, the four of us organised that, at least once a week, we
would all eat together, alternately at each other’s flats. And this meant that the
4 of us would cluster around our paraffin stoves - our sole form of heating in
those days. And, of course, we then played games. Initially we played chess
and scrabble. But soon John introduced me to GO. John had learnt to play by
joining the GO club in town. Fairly soon we reached a similar standard and we
enjoyed the game. I think it is a better game than chess and I would advise all
chess players to learn this game as well.
So we saw a lot of each other. John and I also played squash together
occasionally.
I also saw a lot of Peter Riddy. He was about 3 years younger than me and he
was finishing his undergraduate course in maths at Oxford. He also climbed
a lot. We eventually worked out that we must have met at school, because
he also played in his school chess team. And this team belonged to the same
tournament as my school chess team. So we must have met and possibly have
played chess against each other there.
Peter eventually joined John and I in playing both chess and GO. So
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we had a lot in common. Eventually he was to also to live in NSW and so we
saw a lot of each other. Peter always likes to tell every one about his great
suffering story about how I sucked him into doing an appalling bushwalk
down the Grosse Valley. But I thought the trip, which I described to him, was
just the same trip that I had done myself several years before. Mind you, even
I had thought it was a ghastly trip. (And I only did this trip originally myself,
because the great Russ Kippax himself had done the bushwalk before me.)
Everyone likes suck in their good friends into a little bit of healthy suffering.
This, I think, is what really makes our little world go round and so we all live
life to the full.
Before I can go any further, I need to explain about my PhD work. You might
remember that I went to Oxford so that I could work in Prof Fox’s computing
department. I then hoped to get him to read my thesis. But, before I wanted to
talk with him about this, Dr Goodwin contacted me and he suggested my third
paper. I think now that he was a lot more capable than Prof Fox in this work.
So I didn’t really need to see him at all. But I found it wonderful to mix with
the people at Oxford University and I found that they were all very much my
kind of people. My PhD scholarship still had six months to run, so I had plenty
of time to finish things off at Oxford. But then I started to go into a slack mode
and didn’t get to writing up my thesis as quickly as I should have. This is part
of my nature.
Noela and I had to get used to married life and this wasn’t all that easy. Sex,
of course, rapidly loses its initial interest as soon as you get used to it. But,
even when we got used to it, sex was something to do with each other in the
evening and in the morning most days just to fill in our time. It was still a lot
more fun than just reading a book. So Noela and I continued to have a very
active sex life for many years. I suspect that Noela may only have done this
because she thought that this was her duty as my wife. But I was very happy
with her continuing to do her duty to me. So we continued to have a lot of sex.
Noela got pregnant on our honeymoon, which for me was superb.
Unfortunately, she couldn’t find a job as a kindergarten teacher in Oxford. So
she just helped in a nursing home instead. And then, when Tim was born, she
had enough to do without working.
Noela had already told me, before we got married, that kindergarten
teachers often didn’t make very good mothers. And, unfortunately, she was
quite correct. The reason is that the job of a kindergarten teacher is to stimulate
their children to be very active in their lessons. So these teachers become very
good at stimulating their children. But, when babies are young, they often just
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need a lot of sleep. Too much stimulation
then can be bad for them. So Noela wasn’t
very good at staying calm and relaxed,
when Tim would cry. She wasn’t trained
to do this. So we all had a very hard time,
when Noela got into a panic in a crying
session in the middle of the night. I do
my best now to forget about this terrible
period.
When people get married then they are
naturally supposed to forget about slight
sexual interests in other people. But I’m
afraid this didn’t happen to me at all. I
was still very interested in other women. I
always told Noela about these interests but
I stressed that they were quite innocent.
And Noela accepted this situation quite
This photo shows me with Tim as a baby.
happily.
But my interests in other women weren’t innocent at all. If I had a
chance to go to bed with one of my female interests without being found out,
then I would certainly have used such an opportunity. But, in the early years of
our marriage, such an opportunity did not arise. So our marriage was safe.
At Oxford there was one particular girl in the climbing club and I
think we both had a very strong interest in each other. But it was too dangerous
for us to do anything about it. If we had done anything it could have wrecked
everything – including our mutual friendship for each other. To break the
normal rules of marriage is terribly hard. But, in the many following years of
my life, I have thought about this girl many times. It is still fun to think about
what might have happened between us many years ago.
Towards the end of 1965, I had to think about getting a normal job. I applied
to 4 different institutions: NPL maths dept, where Dr Goodwin was in charge;
ICT, which had funded my scholarship; the Ford Company, the employment
division; the Culham Laboratory for Fusion Research. And all 4 institutions
welcomed me with open arms. Never again in my life was I ever to receive
such enthusiasm for my employment. In my later years I had to work very hard
to be employed anywhere.
I applied to NPL and ICT because they had supported me so much.
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But they were both located in London and Noela and I weren’t keen to move
down there.
My application to the Ford Company was a remembrance of my
previous thoughts about unions having a monopoly on possible employees. I
wanted to show to the world that I still believed that all people should enjoy
the same right to be employed. So I discussed my ideas with their employment
division. But they thought my ideas were terrible. They were happy to employ
me in some capacity in their company. But they were completely happy with
their current arrangements with their unions. So I would just have to forget my
various ideas about equality of employment.
The Culham Laboratory for Fusion Research was where I (and
Noela) wanted to go because Culham is just 10 miles south of Oxford. So we
could still see all our friends at Oxford and still climb with the OUMC. This
situation was perfect for us.
Soon we bought our very first car, a mini-van for a mere 400 pounds
(my salary Culham then was 1,600 pounds p.a.). So we continued to live fairly
frugally. The Laboratory owned a small housing estate at Wallingford and so
we soon moved down there. I was sad to leave our simple flat in Oxford. But
soon we had a child to bring up.
My job at Culham was with the theory division and my job soon became to
numerically model the current ideas on how a fusion reactor can contain the
plasma particles at high temperatures without hitting the sides. So I was very
much at the centre of the research there. Now the full mathematical equations
for plasma containment are incredibly complex. I had nothing to do with that.
But the equations I had to solve numerically were just Poisson’s equations in
3 dimensions. But usually these equations have radial symmetry so this meant
that I could solve the problem in 2 dimensions, which is reasonable.
As you would expect, a group had been doing this before, but their
chief programmer had just left. So I was given the task of updating their
program. I studied the details of this work for about a week. And I soon
realised it would be far easier for me to start again from scratch and rewrite
everything. But you must never tell this plan to your boss. So I pretended to
be updating everything, but, in fact, I rewrote everything. Within 2 months
everything was working. And, from that point, everything in this job for me
was easy. I could easily provide solutions for any physical situation that the
important physicists there wished to study.
I’m sorry about these technical details. But it is essential that I show
you that I am quite competent at solving such numerical problems.
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So in general, I found it very
easy to do my job. But to
give myself a challenge, I
chose to solve the numerical
equations in a different way.
The easiest way is to use an
iterative method. This is what
I did at first. Then I worked
out a direct method, which
was very complex indeed. I
eventually got it working and This photo shows me, Noela and Tim our first born on
it was marginally faster than the right. And then my brother Clabon, Margaret and
an iterative method. But I was
their first born Hillary on the left.
very pleased with the way I
managed to solve my direct solution challenge.
The more important job I did was to devise a general method of
defining the boundaries. There were actually two boundaries. There is the
outside metal structure, which holds the plasma. Then there is the magnet
bit, which is the Poisson bit of the equation (changing it from a Laplace
equation to a Poisson equation). I defined these areas by using the equations
of the sections, and then I combined them by using Max and Min operations.
And then the areas were defined as - positive: inside; and negative: outside. I
thought this system defined the boundaries in a very neat manner. And further
more, if a person scaled the equations correctly, then the equation evaluation
would give the distance from the edge. Thus the expression: Min(x, y, 1-x,
1-y) actually defines the square in the first quadrant and it will always give the
correct distance for a particular point (x1, y1) from this square boundary.
I though this system to be very neat and so I could define new
boundaries very easily and hence solve further problems with different shapes.
But other people seemed to find this system very complex to understand.
I wrote the system up carefully and it should be found in what was called
then a “COS” note (30 pages) at Culham. It would be nice if this system was
not completely forgotten. (I will mention this system just a little in my next
chapter.)
So I mostly kept myself busy at Culham doing useful tasks. But soon I started
to long for a more challenging task. All the work there I was given was too
easy, because I am very good at doing this Numerical Analysis type of work.
So, after a year or so, I started to wonder about other types of employment.
Also, when I studied the many facts very careful, I was very much
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in doubt whether either atomic fission or fusion was a sensible method of
obtaining energy. Both methods seemed very likely to result in producing a
lot of contaminated material. And no one yet has seemed to come up with a
solution of where to put this material in a safe place. But, most of all, nuclear
weapons clearly pose the worst possible threat to our continued existence on
this Earth. And if fission or fusion reactors are built then this will encourage
the development of such bombs. Also, as far as I could see, we can get all the
energy we really need just by using all the standard renewable sources on our
planet. (Obviously I will talk more about this subject in my chapter on Climate
Change.) So, for this reason as well, I thought I ought to seek a different field
for the use my numerical abilities.
So, when my 2-year contract expired at Culham, Noela and I were keen to
return to Australia. And I then would try working in industry instead.
When we
returned to
Australia,
we had
saved up
enough
money at
Culham to
be able pay
the deposit
on a house.
Initially
we stayed
at Noela’s
brother’s
house
This is our little fibro house in West Epping. Our family is all lined up in the
in north
front.
Epping.
Their house was a good house in a good suburb. We couldn’t afford such a
house. But we could afford to buy a fibro house in the cheaper area of west
Epping. And this is what we did. At that stage Noela was pregnant with our
next child.
I initially got a job working for Colgate-Palmolive in Balmain. But
I didn’t last there more than a few weeks. I, with my PhD in computing,
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had a slight argument with an apprentice programmer there about whether a
logical statement was correct or not. I informed her that she was wrong. She
immediately complained to our mutual boss and I got the sack. I was ordered
to leave the job immediately. I sheepishly returned home that afternoon, to
the house we had just bought, to tell Noela that I had just got the sack. It was
a terrible situation. But Noela took it very well even though she was pregnant
with Naomi. Some how we would manage. And we did.
In fact, within two weeks, I got a job working for Caltex Oil. They were
thinking of starting up an Operations Research team within the Computer
department. I would be a suitable person to lead such a team, because my PhD
was also in Operations Research. But it would take a year or so to set up such
a team. In fact, this idea might not have been a company idea at all. Instead it
could have only been the plan of the head of our computer department, Alex
Smith, in order to extend his own empire. But I didn’t know about this matter.
We were all situated in Caltex House in Kent street close to the IBM
building. So we were very close to all the facilities of our central city facilities.
For a year or so I just worked as a
normal programmer in the company.
And there I had to get used to the much
more confined way of living, when
working in industry. So I mostly had to
stay at my own little desk, unless I could
think of a good reason to leave it. For
all my adult life I had always had the
freedom to go where I liked. And we
weren’t even given much work to do.
I found it quite hard to adjust to these
confines. But eventually I did. One of
the breaks was to go to the punch girl’s
hall and get them to punch-up, on cards,
the programming I had been writing.
And these girls were always very social
and friendly. So this was a good break.
There was a strict division
between us, technical programmers,
who wrote in Fortran, and the
This photo shows our family on one of our
commercial programmers, who wrote
first
bush-walks. I think it is Naomi whom I
in Cobol. I didn’t think this division was
am carrying
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necessary. But I have always hated writing in Cobol, which I found to be a
very cumbersome language indeed. So I didn’t want to move to Cobol myself.
But I could have done all the commercial programming very easily in Fortran.
(Later I was to write in Modula. This is a superb language, which covers all
forms of programming very well.)
But eventually I was elevated to the position of being the Manager of the
Operations Research team at Caltex Oil. So I was given my own large office
and I had my own team of workers. Initially this team just consisted of myself
and one other worker. But soon this team became four.
Then the big day came and I was invited to join the Managing
Director with all the other managers in the special executive party room at
the top of the building. There were about 20 people here and it lasted about 2
hours on Friday afternoon after work.
I suppose this party was alright, if you like that sort of thing. But I
definitely didn’t. The Managing Director was completely in charge and led
all the conversation. He began with a gloat about how he had sucked-in the
motoring correspondent in the SMH into supporting our new petrol, which
would supposedly clean the engine at the same time. But, in fact, it didn’t
make almost any difference at all. At least he was honest about this fact.
He cracked quite a few jokes and everyone laughed excessively
at them all. This situation was so similar of all the humorous writings by
Wodehouse and TV shows like “Yes Minister” and “Friends” about “Nodders”
and “Yes Men”. I realised then that this behaviour was the real nature of life
in business. Well, maybe is was – but I felt personally that I would far rather
“sweep the streets” than partake in a system like this.
Besides all this, my little OR team normally spent the early evening, at
this time, drinking with the punch-girls and generally letting our hair-down. If
this is way I would have to act if I became a manager, then definitely I didn’t
want to be a manager. But I will expand on this horrible subject later in the
work, as I gain more experience on this subject.
But eventually I managed to organise my little team so that we helped the
company with some good practical jobs.
What the general management wanted us to do was to add some
sophisticated logic and computing, which would support the decisions they
had already made (in my case this was about the tankers the company needed
to buy). But I wasn’t going to partake in this sort of work. There was too much
politics involve in such a purchase.
But, outside Head-Office, there were some difficult scheduling tasks,
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which needed some computer help. Thus, at our Banksmeadow terminal, there
were 3 difficult scheduling tasks. These were: Scheduling the 4 pipelines
from our refinery at Kurnell with all our 10 products to the Banksmeadow
Terminal; Scheduling our Railcar Tankers out to the various country depots;
and Scheduling our Truck-Tankers out to all the thousands of Caltex Petrol
stations in greater Sydney. Finally, the Caltex Grease Plant in Balmain
needed some help to find the best order to mix their various greases. So my
Operations Research team could help in all these areas. So we could have
plenty to do.
The reason that management, as a whole, avoided these tasks was they
were all simply too difficult and too detailed. In general, these jobs were left
to scheduling clerks, who, as far as I could see, did a very good job indeed.
This was because these clerks had been doing such tasks (and related jobs)
for years, and they liked their jobs and were proud of doing a good job. For
example, one of the schedulers for our Tank-Trucks was an old driver called
Bill. Bill, when called, could remember all the capacity and the product levels
of almost every outlet in Sydney (about 1,000). So, if something went wrong
and a Petrol Station could not receive the product scheduled for them, then Bill
could instantly could tell such a driver of a nearby Petrol Station that would be
able to receive this product. If you have scheduling clerks as good as this, then
you won’t need much computer help at all.
Never-the-less my OR team did our best with all the 3 jobs at
Banksmeadow and we certainly got 3 scheduling programs working. But then
our computing facilities were limited. We had a GE terminal working for our
team in Head Office and one installed in Banksmeadow. For a few months, the
Railcar Scheduling program was used. But the scheduling clerks continued
to prefer to do the work themselves. And I then conceived another more
interesting challenge. But I will leave all this to my next chapter.
If you want to read more about this whole subject, then you can read
my webpage “A Better Way to Solve Problems – with Computers”.
After 5 years at Caltex, a momentous order was received from New York.
A head-chopper team was sent out. Then many senior employees were
given the chop – including my boss Alex Smith and several other very senior
managers and directors. But I was allowed to stay on. However, I was to be
temporarily transferred to Caltex refinery at Kernel. There I was to be given
the task of helping the Refinery Planner. And so I would try to form some
computer programs that might help this planner in his important task.
If I had had more sense about my future prospects, I think I should
have also left Caltex immediately with many other people leaving. But I
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didn’t. I was
actually keen to
see how a real live
refinery was run.
And I also thought
it might be fun for
our family to live in
a flat right next to
Cronulla Beach and
so we could all taste
a very different lifestyle.
So off we
went to Cronulla
This photo was taken when our family attended a Kameruka
for a year. I enjoyed
reunion at North Eara (Royal Bational Park). I am carrying the
the change. But I
big pack and Tim is behind me.
don’t think the rest
of my family did. We seemed to be trained to enjoy the bush rather than the
beach. I tried to set a good example. So now I went for my daily runs up and
down the beach in my bare feet. And then I immediately went for a cold swim
in our local swimming rock-pool – even in winter. But this didn’t seem to work
out at all. I then had to retire to bed and then put the heater on full blast to try
to warm myself up. I just didn’t know enough about the physiology of how
the skin works. If a person goes for a run, then, to cool down, person’s blood
is circulated close to the skin. But then, at the end, if a person immediately
goes for a cold swim, then the whole body is cooled far too much. So, a person
should not do this sort of thing. But I didn’t know this fact at the time.
But then Noela and the children didn’t have much to do in our little
flat. And Tim, at least, got connected, I think, with some boy’s, who were
starting to experiment with drugs. So everyone was very pleased to return to
Epping after this year.
But this year completed my education on how our capitalistic industrial
system actually worked in practise. But let me start with the positive side.
At least this system worked and, in fact, the arrival of the head-choppers
was necessary. As Parkinson’s Law predicts “Work will always expand to
fill the time available”. And this is what had been happening at Caltex. Even
my own OR team wasn’t really needed. We did our best to be useful. But the
people, who knew these scheduling jobs well, could do their work without any
computer help from us at all.
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But the total system was crude and random in the extreme. Anyone,
with a gift of the gab, could always get away with murder. Records of what
people had actually done in their jobs were never kept (or, at least, they were
never referred to). The managers and directors were often quite competent
people - but there were also a lot of ratbags in these positions of power as well.
I came to realise that Unions are very necessary in this capitalistic
system as a means limiting the power of the wealthy, and the elite directors
who served them. But how this works out in practise was very crude indeed.
But, I have to admit, directors did get the sack just as often as workers did.
In those days, the early 1970s, the world was still fairly egalitarian. So,
at the refinery, sometimes workers, who did a lot of overtime, could often earn
as much their managers. So the situation wasn’t too bad. But, over the next 40
years, the situation has become much worse. But I talk about this worsening
situation in my following chapters.

I always like to save any comic strips I really like and then stick them up above my cooking
bench. Then I can look at them again while I am eating. This is one of my all-time favourite
cartoons.
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3)
First Ambition –
A Visible Understandable Computer System
		

(Aged: 34 – 40,

1974 – 1980)

I had actually started on this new ambition well before I left Caltex. It seems
that, where ever I am, I will always have a large amount of free-time to dream
about what might create a better environment for life. And this was certainly
true of my life in Caltex Oil.
The trouble, with the scheduling programs my team had written, was
that either the scheduling clerk used our computer programs completely, or
the schedulers did all the work themselves. But this was not a sustainable
situation, because the scheduling clerk must always continue to understand
precisely what is going on in their field. Scheduling is a demanding task and it
is essential that some people will be able to continue to do this task. This skill
must not be lost. We should never
imagine that we cannot live without
computers. At least this is what I
have always firmly believed.
The trouble with our
scheduling programs was that
our computer programs were too
much of a “black box”. The user
would type in the input data and
the computer would do the rest.
But, in fact, the computer is mostly
only doing more precisely the work
a scheduler would do themselves.
(But the computer would do some
extra calculations that a normal
human would not bother to do.)
So let me first explain
precisely how a human, or a
computer, will schedule rail-tankcars to some country depots.
The picture above shows what a user could see on
The scheduler will first look at the a computer screen. I will describe this whole idea
later in this chapter in more detail.
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out the amount the amount of product that a depot either needs or can take. The
scheduler will then list these depots in terms how much product they can need
or can take. The scheduler will then find out, which rail-tank-cars that have
arrived empty this day and hence they must filled and sent out that morning.
The scheduler will then do the sensible and easiest thing. They will
take the largest rail-tank-car and then see, if it can be used to serve the depot
with the biggest need. If it can, then this means that this rail-tank-car and depot
have been dealt with. If not, the scheduler will investigate another depot with
the next highest need. They will continue with this daily scheduling job until
all the rail-tank-cars have been sent out and, hopefully, all the depots have
enough product.
A computer will do a similar thing, but now it can afford to do a lot
more calculation. So the computer will try to match every rail-tank-car against
every depot and work out the “Pay-out Benefit” of such a possible match.
This will produce an array of possible benefits. Then a simple well-known
algorithm is used to give the best solution to match the depots with the railtank-cars.
So the human approach and the computer approach won’t be quite the
same. But the computer solution will usually only be marginally better than a
manual scheduler, because many of the good matches between needy depots
and rail-tank-car will be fairly obvious, to an experienced scheduler.
Now, if there was a computer system, which would allow the scheduler to see
the tedious work that the computer system was doing, then this system would
no longer become a “Black-Box”. The manual scheduler would understand
the work the computer was doing and possibly they might be able to suggest
ways in which the computer system could do a better job. (In fact there
are many ways of forming “Pay-out Benefits” and good scheduler could
well suggest something better than a maths O.R. person, like myself, could
conceive.)
So this was one of the many reasons for me to try to develop a
computer system that all people could watch, slow the computer down, and
then see and completely understand everything that the computer was doing.
It could be just like watching a normal scheduler do his work when you look
over their shoulder as he does his scheduling job.
But this would not be an easy task at all. All computer programs are
normally first compiled so that they run more quickly in machine code. But
this problem wouldn’t be too bad to overcome because programs can be run in
what is called “Interpreter Mode”, where user can watch their program run in
terms of the computer language in which the programmer wrote (i.e. Fortran or
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Basic, which were the languages we wrote in.) But the more difficult problem
is that, inside a computer, numbers are usually written in binary, which no
human can normally understand. To understand what is going on inside a
computer, all numbers must be written in decimal. This certainly can be done.
But no one had done this at all, when I started working on this project.
So this project wasn’t going to be easy. But I wanted a good challenge
to try. So I was very pleased to start into this, which I thought was a rather
“Glorious Ambition”. But it would be several years before I could make much
progress on this subject. So I will now tell you a little about how my family’s
personal lives progressed during these years.
Our family all liked to engage in a large
number of activities. So, as a family, we
would go on several over-night bushwalks
each year and occasionally we would do
a canyon together. We would spend our
long holidays doing combined climbing,
bushwalking and sight-seeing while
camping. Then, as you might expect, Tim
liked to play soccer and Naomi liked to do
ballet. Noela did some painting and also
went to an embroidery group. She also went
to the Puppet Guild and was its secretary for
a while. She always went on some weekend
cross-country skiing trips each year, while
I looked after the children at home. She
always remained remarkably healthy and fit.
I, of course, continued to do a lot of
climbing. I always went to Lindfield Rocks
every Saturday afternoon and I would do a
This photo shows a family group at the
standard routine of about 40 well-known
end of Wollangambe Canyon.
climbs by myself. And I would also do
some harder climbs with anyone else who
was there. Then, once a month, I would mostly climb in the Blue Mountains.
Sometimes I would go up there after climbing at Lindfield. But at other times
I would climb there for the whole weekend and climb with anyone who was
there. So I was still fairly active in climbing.
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I have always loved to sing.
So, when nothing much was
going on in the climbing
world, I thought it would
be a wonderful challenge
to try a sing 1,000 songs
in one weekend. Of course
this weekend had to be a
fully social occasion with a
This photo shows a group of SRC and KBC members at
good group. Then the best
Lindfield Rocks.
group of people for me to do
it with were the Kameruka
Bush-Walking club, which I belonged to. The
Kameruka club had recently produced book
called the “Walker’s Song-Book”. So they were
all keen to join in the venture.
This wasn’t going to be an easy
challenge. Normally a song takes about two
minutes to sing. So this means that we would
have sing for about 36 hours to sing the 1,000
songs. And, besides the singing, we needed to
sleep, eat and do a genuine walk at the same
time.
I thought it best not to rush this great
challenge. So we had two trial runs. The first
trip was down the Kowmung river. And the
second trip was down Rocky Creek in the
Wolgan valley. In both these efforts, we only got
up to 500 songs. In the final effort we got well
organised. And so four of us: Jack Higgs, Don This is what the original KBC songWilcox, Carol Periera and myself shared the
book looked like.
load between us. So we each chose 250 songs to
lead the singing in. This was difficult because we didn’t want to duplicate any
songs. But eventually we worked out a system to avoid such duplication.
We chose the walk to be as standard as possible. So we took the 6.08
pm train on Friday night from Central to Katoomba. And then we started the
singing on the train and continued singing for most of the weekend apart from
sleeping. The full walk was - Narrow Neck, Mobbs Soak, the Cox’s River,
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Breakfast Creek, Carlon’s head and back to Katoomba.
It wasn’t easy – but it was a glorious experience. We were all very
pleased to have done the trip. To get the numbers we had to include nursery
rhymes hymns and items like this. There were 9 people on the trip in total so
there was a good number and we all enjoyed the singing very much.
Then, about 10 years later, a group of walkers and climbers from
NSW university decided to do the same thing. And I joined them with a
few other climbers. Their trip was from Mt Victoria to Katoomba via the
Grosse valley. This was a more relaxed trip and we didn’t worry too much of
duplicating songs. So in a way this was a more enjoyable trip.
I thoroughly recommend any group to do the same thing. Strangely the
singing causes no strain on the vocal cords at all.
I always keep myself fit by doing a
5 km run on all working days. And
then I do a 15 km run on Sunday
mornings. I, of course, joined the
City-to-Surf race as soon as it
started. One year I got very keen,
practised a lot and managed to do
the run in 53 minutes. But this was
very abnormal.
So I and my family have
always lived very healthy active
lives.

This picture shows Dougy Lichfield and myself
at the end of our first City-to-Surf race.

What my family did not do was to go to dinner parties. We went once
– but that was enough. At that stage there was a lot of discussion about
Azaria’s death near Ayer’s Rock and whether the culprit was the dingo or the
Chamberlains. Most people held firm opinions that it was either the dingo or
the Chamberlains. And this made for an exciting discussion. My own opinion
was that we just didn’t know. I had been in accidents myself and I know that
all people instinctively lie, when such problems occur (see my webpage on
“Four Deaths on the Crags”). And all the evidence in this case was very
conflicting. So no one could really know the truth. But this statement doesn’t
make for a riveting discussion. In general, what I prefer to do is to not to talk
about a serious subject - but to write about the subject, because then a person
can present all their evidence in a balanced manner. I’m afraid in a way I am
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a horribly serious kind of person. But a person cannot interrupt a good fun
discussion by talking about probabilities etc. So I just keep quiet in many
general discussions like this. Then, if I do talk, I always prefer to have just a
discussion with one person about a subject we both have a strong interest in.
So we avoided going to dinner parties. Noela didn’t feel as
passionately on this subject as I did. But she was happy to stay at home and
not go out to any such gatherings.
A new interest for
both Noela and
myself occurred in
the following manner.
Wednesday night
was a night in which I
was free to do what I
liked in the city after
work. And I used
this night to the full.
So first I went to the This photo shows some of the original people that I danced with
pub, usually with my in the IOOF building. But, in fact, the photo is about 15 years
work mates and a few
after this group first formed.
punch-girls. However,
I almost never drink too much on such occasions. Then later in the evening
there was usually either Kameruka or an SRC meeting for me to go to. But my
time between 6.30 and 7.30 was relatively free. But then I heard that a YHA
ran a folk-dance group at the IOOF building not far from Caltex House. So I
was very keen to see what actually happened there.
And it was terrific. There were about 30 young people there with an
accordion guy to play their music. But I was not allowed to just watch - I was
dragged into the dancing immediately. And, in the dance, I had to do my notso-very-good best. But, by the third night, I started to really enjoy it all. The
first dance I really felt that I could express my true dancing nature was in the
“Teton Mountain Stomp”. At least I could stamp my feet on the floor very
vigorously in exact time with the music.
This whole folk-dance idea was international in nature and seemed
to come from Israel and New York. So one of first dances I learnt was called
“Mayim Mayim”, which means “water water”. The form was a circle with
everyone holding hands around a supposed water-well in the centre. So we
were all going forward praising the gift of water, as if we were living in a
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Kibbutz. I loved these simple folkie ideas about returning to nature. I also soon
bought the various manuals so I could play the tunes.
When I had finally mastered the “Polka” I was hooked. I told Noela
all about the dancing, of course, and then our whole family first went to a
weekend folk-dance festival at Bundanoon. This went well and there we were
introduced to a related group called Sedenka, who danced in main hall of the
Sports Centre at Sydney University on Friday nights. So Noela and I arranged
to go there so we could enjoy this whole dancing scene together.
On our first night there I was amazed at the numbers. The whole
large hall seemed to be full of very with-it dancers in flowing ethnic costumes
many with just bare feet. It was wonderful to watch. Since then I have been to
Sedenka many, many times over many years. But this group has never looked
as wonderful as this again. This night might have occurred at the peak of a
craze, as a new phenomenon can catch the public imagination in its early days.
Or else, more probably, this view might have been mostly in my imagination.
Noela and I fitted in with the dances just as best we could. But we often found
the dances were a bit too hard for us both. And they danced so many dances
from so many countries. So it could be too confusing.
But, in general, folk-dancing was also now very much part of our
lives.
During this time, I left Caltex Oil and I started to work at Macquarie
University because this place would be good for developing my new “Visible
Understandable Computer System”. But I will talk about this complex
subject in depth later.
You already know that,
even when married, I
have always enjoyed
flirting with other
girls. When in the
UK, there were few
opportunities for me
to get up to too much
serious mischief. But,
back in Australia,
there were old female
friends, who still liked
me and were happy to
maintain our contact.

This photo shows my family group having a picnic. Noela is
taking the photo. I am playing my recorder.
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And this could be easily done on climbing and bushwalking trips. So this
is where my serious flirting first took place. We never went too far. But it is
possible to be very intimate with a girl without going the whole way. I enjoyed
these whole experiences immensely. I would not like to delete these wonderful
experiences of my life at all. But I didn’t treat these girls as I should have.
Sometimes I just forgot about these girls as soon I returned to Noela. I am now
profoundly ashamed of my treatment of some of these girls. I should have kept
in touch with them a lot more. But, I’m afraid, I didn’t. I think I behaved much
worse to some of these girls than I ever did to Noela.

This photo shows Tim and Naomi at this stage looking very beautiful.

Gradually Noela became unhappy with her married life. With our
children growing up, she didn’t have enough to do. She did her best and set up
our garage so that she could do a little child-minding/kindergarten-teaching.
But the regulations on this subject made this idea very difficult to be a practical
alternative.
And I was unhappy with our situation as well because we had got into
a bit of a rut and I longed for more freedom. We talked of separation. But
with Noela, this could not be done in a peaceful way. I would have to leave
the house and lose contact with my children completely. If I had remembered
at the time, my own mother had said that, if Dad did anything wrong, then
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she would return to her mum in New Zealand and he would never see his
children again. At times, most people forget that the rules of a country are
usually reasonably fair. But I couldn’t work out how to separate from Noela
in a sensible manner at all. (I think that this is the very nature of our society.
The entrenched majority of people in a country will always support laws and
customs that make it very hard for married people to separate too easily.)
So instead I did the wrong thing, I had an affair with a climber called
Lisa, who was a very good climber, and she was the mother of a young
climber I had just been climbing with. So I could live in her house in Glebe
and we might eventually get married ourselves.
I tried to break the shock on Noela in a gentle manner. So I bought
a motor bike so I would have transport to get from Glebe to Macquarie
University easily. Then we had no sex at all for 3 weeks. I thought this
abnormal behaviour of mine would at least give Noela a small hint about a
coming crisis. But it didn’t seem to.
I tried to keep the process slow and thoughtful – without much success. On
Monday evening, I started the process. After the children had gone to bed, I
told Noela that there was something very serious we had to discuss. So we sat
together on the couch for half-an-hour, before I allowed the discussion to get
started. Thus Noela knew it was going to be very serious. Then I told her about
Lisa and so about how we had to separate. Noela, of course, got very angry,
and she basically told me we couldn’t. We retired to bed and argued about it all
night long.
On Tuesday night we were so tired we didn’t have the energy to argue
any further. So eventually we fell asleep.
On Wednesday Noela had recovered enough strength to reach new
powers of fury against me. She spent the whole night telling me about my
many psychological weaknesses and sexual deficiencies. At 4 a.m. I left our
bed and walked the empty streets of Epping alone. My poor old brain was
feeling continuous waves of pain. But, after a couple of hours, I started to calm
down a little and the pain was more bearable. But it was still easier to go to
work at Macquarie University as normal (in those days I normally cycled from
Epping to Macquarie every day).
On Thursday night we were both so tired that we slept a bit. On Friday
we went to a marriage guidance councillor – but we had to part. I took my
motorbike to Glebe and I took to living with Lisa.
I’m not sure that there is any sensible way for any couple, who are
genuinely fond of each other, to part and go their separate ways. Whatever you
do there must be a huge amount of suffering on both sides. This is the very
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nature of our family based life-style.
As in most cases, initially Noela refused to give me access to the children and
threatened to take them up to Queensland. I went to see our local lawyer at
Eastwood. In general, I have never been too keen on lawyers as a general breed
– the ones I knew always seemed to be very demanding of other people’s time
and effort. But this particular lawyer was incredibly good to me. I told him
about my troubles with Noela and seeing the children. And his message was
very simple – “just don’t worry about it at all. This is the way the offended
party always acts to begin with. But, with time, they always come to their
senses about what is best for them. No woman wants to have her children with
her all the time. And, if a person has tasted the freedom of having their own
house, no one wants to live with their own parents for too long either. Just give
them a few months to calm down. Don’t even try to stop them from going to
Queensland. You are a sensible sort of guy – I am sure eventually Noela will
see that it is in her own best interests to make friends with you again.”
Also I was prepared to give the whole house, which was almost fully
paid off, to Noela and the children. So, financially, Noela and the children
would be quite well off eventually. Money has never worried me much at all. I
know I can always live using very little money indeed. This is one of my great
strengths.
So then I went to live with Lisa
in Glebe. But soon I realised
that this was also quite wrong
for me. Fortunately for me, Lisa
had already organised to have
a 3 month’s holiday in South
America. And she stuck to these
plans. So during this period I
had a chance to get everything
into a better perspective.
Strangely the person,
who helped most of all, was
Tim and Naomi a little later, when they had both gone
Lisa’s own dad. He was a keen
to school.
chess player so we played a bit
together in her house while she was away. After we had played bit and become
friends, he said to me, “You seem to be a remarkably sensible sort of guy to
me. I just can’t understand why you want to have a liaison with my daughter.
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You two have my blessing of course – but I can’t see what is in it for you
personally?”
As I thought about it more, I realised he was completely right. I, of
course, still had to look after Lisa’s house and collect the rent of a tenant,
which she had in a separate part of the house. But, when Lisa returned, I would
move out into my own flat. During this time Noela and I met on neutral ground
a couple of times. We slowly became friends again.
But, when Lisa came back and I told I wanted to move out, she became very
tearful indeed. I, very reluctantly, agreed to stay on. But it never worked out at
all. Lisa lectured in a psychology and was also very competent in everything
she did. But she couldn’t suppress her desire to always win (or be the best).
She told me about some of the lectures she gave. She gave superb critiques
about what the various schools of psychologists say. And she pulled their
various ideas apart magnificently. But, having pulled all these things apart,
I couldn’t understand what her students were supposed to remember about
psychology for their exams. And in our own battles, Lisa could always pull me
apart and win the battle. But this also meant I didn’t want to live with her for
too long. So eventually I left and got my own flat in Glebe. I did enjoy living
in the inner west. And a lot of my new folk activities occurred in this region as
well.
When I
separated
from Lisa,
Noela and
I soon
returned to
being good
friends
again. The
whole family
(that is me,
Noela, Tim
and Naomi)
twice went
on a week’s
This picture shows us camping in the snow (Noela is taking the photo).
holiday
Naomi and I are playing a duet with our recorders.
camping
together in
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the snow within the Kosciuszko national park. Noela and Tim were very keen
cross-country skiers, but Naomi and I weren’t so keen at all. One day, when
Noela and Tim were cross-county skiing, Naomi and I climbed Mt Twynum
together instead. The ascent was very steep and hard and I had to use my
ice-axe in the hard snow to cut steps for Naomi to get finally to the top of the
mountain. Naomi was only 7 years old so I had to give her a hand to help her
on her way. The whole difficult ascent seemed to form a strong bond between
Naomi and myself. And this has lasted for the rest of our lives. It was a
wonderful day.
We also spent a
a
similar week on the following year.
But this time we climbed up higher
and camped in the main range itself.
But this time we were caught in a
very bad blizzard, which lasted at
least 4 days. Also my stove blew up
and didn’t work at all. So we spend
those days confined to our small
This photo shows us camped on the Main
tent without any cooked food at
Range on the following year. We were
all. This holiday was a significant
caught in a blizzard for 4 days
trial for the whole our family. But it
brought us all together again.
At this stage, the whole folk movement was
beginning to boom throughout Australia.
National festivals were starting in the capital
cities of all the major states on a yearly basis.
So I attended the national festivals at Adelaide,
Melbourne, Perth, Brisbane and Sydney. And in
Sydney, on a weekly basis, I eventually went to
a Morris dance group, a Playford group, and a
Bush-music group. And on most weekends, there
was a Bush-Dance supported by a Bush-Band as
well. I went to most of these activities (besides
going to Sedenka).
I also joined a recorder group. I had
learnt to play the piano when I was young and,
like most people, I could play the recorder a little. This photo shows me doing a
But I could never play the piano well enough to fighting dance in the Sydney Morris
team.
be useful at a social gathering. But the recorder
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is a very simple instrument
and I became quite good on
it. I put a lot of time into it
in 1974. For more than a
year, I spent more than an
hour per day practising it. I
learnt to play, by ear, every
single tune I knew (about
700). I learnt to control a
note by adding a limited
amount of vibrato to it (as
the books say one should).
This is the Blackwattle Morris Team, which I formed
So I took it seriously. So
myself. We were very active for at least 5 years.
the recorder became a very
useful instrument for me to play in a bush-band or to play for a Morris team. I
describe this a little more in my webpage “Musical Activities”.
I became so involved that there was not really enough time to go
climbing as much. So I ceased going to Lindfield Rocks every Saturday
afternoon. But I kept up my running.
Now I was single, I could start
flirting with girls again. But
then I couldn’t lead a girl up
the garden path unless I was
genuinely serious about her.
And the only girls I wanted
to be serious about were girls,
who were capable having more
children with me. And there
are not many such girls in the This is the Bush Band which our Morris Team formed
climbing, walking and the folk
a few years later (I am sitting in the red jacket) .
activities I was involved in.
Having more children was going to be very difficult for me. But this is what I
should have expected.
So I didn’t have many girlfriends and almost no sex at all. But I didn’t
mind this – I could look after my own sexual needs using my hand and some
fertile imagination. But I did become friendly with a large number of girls
from many different scenes. For example, I was one of the musos for the
“Maids of the Mill” Morris team. I once played for them alone and a reporter
was there and he filmed it all. I saw the item later on TV and the total effect
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was very good indeed. My recorder playing, even by itself, can be very fine.
In seeing the children, I also saw a lot of Noela. But fairly soon Noela
started having other boyfriends herself. And then she ran a local kindergarten
as a full time job and she did it very well. I stopped having too much
association with the Kameruka bushwalking club and this meant that Noela
could do a lot more there. She became the president there. As far as I can
judge, eventually our separation was just as good for Noela as it was for me.
A bit of suffering is actually good for us all, because it leads us into a richer,
fuller life later on.
Finally, I must return to my first glorious ambition, which was to form a new
computer system. And, in this system, everyone could understand what was
going on by seeing how the particular problem was being solved in detail by
looking at it running on a computer screen. But, before I could do this, I must
tell you what I did during my first 2 years at Macquarie University.
In those days, the main Macquarie University Computer was run by the
Maths and Physics School. And my first job there was to help the users of
the computer with their problems. The
majority of such users were having
problems with a large Biomedical
package, which solved their statistical
problems. As part of my PhD training
I had become familiar with Correlation
Matrices and Regression Analysis.
I had largely forgotten this, but in a
couple of days with the correct text
books, I had mastered it all again (I am
a good mathematician). So I could soon
show many people how to use a bit
of sophisticated mathematics to show
their results were statistically correct.
In all my many years as an applied
mathematician, I have never had so
many people thanking me for the help I
had given them. It was a great little job.
With this work behind me I
was readily accepted as a lecturer in
This is Tim in his scout uniform.
the Maths Department. So, when I had
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settled in, I would be in the right place to work on new ambition.
I rapidly became very friendly with the main maths person in the department,
Prof Freddie Chong. There was even a slight family connection between us.
A very close friend of my Dad (and myself) was Prof Walter Stibbs. During the
war years, both Walter and Freddie worked at Armidale University and they
belonged to the same SCM group there (Student Christian Movement). I think
they became rivals in love there. They then hated each other. I found this to be
very amusing, when you find two older people, who you know very well, have
a passionate dislike of each other. {I would think the main problem must have
been Walter. He could be a prickly character - whereas Freddie was the kindest
guy I have ever known.}
Prof Chong took a strong interest in all my activities, which I
appreciated very much indeed. My major course for me to give was on Linear
Programming and Prof Chong attended
all my lectures. On the practical side I
knew the subject very well indeed. But I
didn’t like the text that my predecessors
had chosen to use. I vastly preferred
the book that Dantzig had written. He
was the person who had solved the
problem originally and I thought his
book is infinitely better than any other
book. But all the modern books all rave
on about the “Existence Theorem” (I
don’t think Dantzig bothered to show
this because he thought it was blatantly
obvious because you can simply find
the solution, which he had given.)
Now I have never been too good at
understanding the brief matrix notation
that can be used to define certain
problems and prove certain theorems. I
have never had to use it much. I prefer
to see the full details of the matrix items
in it and its associated vectors. And I
couldn’t understand the proof shown
in the current books, which used this
notation.
So what I did was to show
This is Naomi in her guide uniform.
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the Existence of a Solution by rigorously deriving the solution under all
circumstances. This wasn’t easy. For all problems without many zero numbers,
it is easy. But the peculiarity of most LP problems is that there will be a huge
number of zero numbers. In LP problems most of the matrix numbers are zero.
In many problems about only 1/10 will be non-zero. In bigger problems the
number will be as low as 1/100. And this makes a rigorous constructive proof
of the “Existence Theorem” quite difficult. But I did successfully do it and Prof
Chong was there to check my final solution was correct. So it was very good to
have Prof Chong there. In the end, he was very impressed by my solution.
On the whole I thought I gave a very good practical course on
Linear Programming. But my students didn’t like it too much. They were
all just expecting to be employed as normal maths teachers in our
educational system. So they were not interested in the practical problems
of the commercial world. But my LP course was a practical course that the
students were expected to do. However, they certainly weren’t interested in
the complex problems I was showing them. So my good practical ideas were
mostly wasted on them. {My major small example problem was how to get
a good balanced diet very cheaply. My students, at least, appreciated my
very detailed knowledge on this important subject (I had been buying all the
important nutritional tables for many years). This compact problem makes a
very good example of the pricing system, which results in the efficient solution
of LP problem.}
The majority of my lecturing load was just associated with helping
with normal courses and tutorials in computing. This work was very straight
forward for me.
Finally, I must come back to my “Glorious Ambition” of producing a visible,
understandable computer language system. But against my idea there was an
opposing idea, which was supported by the whole of computer industry. This
was called the “Onion Shell Concept”.
The idea here was that computer people only needed to know what
was relevant to them. Then the outside users would just learn about what they
really needed to know. And then a group of high-level programmers of the
first shell would provide the programs and information that these outside users
needed. Then a second shell of programmers would provide the programs and
information that the first shell users needed. And then this shell system would
continue with as many shells as was necessary.
This general idea of shells of programmers at first glance sounds very
good. But mostly it is very good indeed for the computer industry as a whole,
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because it only allows a few central people to understand what is really going
on in a program. So the outside people can’t know what is going on in inside
shells, and then it becomes very hard for rival systems to prosper and give
more choice to the world. So, now at the present, there are just two major
computer companies, Apple and Microsoft, and these two companies have
an almost a complete monopoly of computer hardware and software. And
besides this, all the evidence is that Apple and Microsoft are completely in bed
with each other. They never encroach on the other company’s area of ability.
So there is very little choice for a normal user to consider using.
But let me go back in time now to the early 1960s, when I first began using
computers. I learnt to use many computer languages without the slightest
difficulty at all. Sometimes I would learn and use a new language in a day
and at the worst it would take me a week. And so did every one else in this
computer programming field. This learning a new compute language was
no problem at all. But now-days, almost no one learns to use a computer
language. All the work, which we used to do using computer languages, is all
now mostly done by using Excel. And almost no one knows how Excel works
inside. But we in the old days did know fairly precisely how our old simple
computer languages worked.
Thus, even in 1994, I could write my own word-processor in DOS
and using the language Modular without too many problems. My whole
“Society of Choice” (364 pages, 217,000 words) was created by using this
word-processing package of mine. So, even then, this task was possible by
one person. But now, even with the world’s millions of programmers and all
people owning their own very powerful computers, no group seems to be able
to break into this very huge world market of computer systems.
All this has come about because all people have been sucked into
a basic false belief in the “Onion Shell Concept”. This would never have
happened, if I had ever managed to persuade some people that my “visible,
understandable computer system” was a good idea.
I naturally told Prof Chong about my idea about forming a new open computer
language. And he always supported me completely. But Freddie knew almost
nothing about computers. Even my ancient Dad knew more about computers
than Freddie did. (Once I helped my Dad to write a short program to generate
some new numbers for a new version of his AQ book.) So I am not sure that
Freddie really ever understood how, what I was trying to do, was so radically
different from the current world.
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It is time now I told you a little about how my language could be implemented
on the computers of my day. This a bit tricky, because the computers in the late
1970s weren’t all that good. Computers, in these days, are built to deal with
pixels. Previous to this, computers were designed for characters (DOS etc).
But, in the late 1970s, computers were still based on numbers. This made life
for me a bit harder because my language needed to be based on characters. So
this was a bit of a problem. But the words could be divided into bytes, which
can be used as characters. So the situation wasn’t too bad.
The major task I had to solve was how to use the computer’s various
storage facilities in an efficient manner. The four forms of storage, which were
in standard usage in those days, were: 1) Rolls of magnetic tape accessed by
tape readers/writers. They were slow but they could hold a huge amount of
information. 2) Spinning Drums or Discs – a bit faster and they could still
hold a reasonable amount of information. 3) Magnetic Core – this is where
the operative programs and the current information were mostly held. 4) Fast
Registers – this is where small mathematical expressions can be held and
evaluated very quickly indeed. I didn’t want my users to have to worry about

Our Storage Mediums
Fast
Registers

Core

Drums & Disks

Magnetic Tapes

when these different facilities would be used.
The diagram above shows the different natures of these four different
types of media.
So, in this diagram, the fast mediums start from the left and they
get slower on the right. They are all quite different in their natures. My
problem was how to use these different mediums, without requiring the many
programmers to have to bother about the subject.
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My solution was to regard the whole of these 4 mediures to be just one
long string of data starting on the left with the fast medium. When a program
was to be implemented then it would be put on the medium on which it would
fit (usually the Magnetic Core media). Then, as the program was run, the small
subroutines and the inner loops of iterations would all be moved left onto the
faster media. Likewise, if larger amounts of data were being generated, then
this data would be put on the slow right side. And so all the different qualities
of storage media qualities would be used. I worked out how I could do this in
an efficient manner by shifting bits of program and data around in appropriate
different sizes of blocks of data. So I thought I could solve this problem quite
well.
The nature, of what the operators of the program should look like, was a much
more contentious issue. I wanted my language to just consist of symbols with
simple clear-cut defined meanings. So it would be just like mathematics. {But,
even there, the meaning of the Integral symbol or the Summation symbol are
not simple at all. None of my symbols will be anything like as complex as
these two symbols are.}
I think all my symbols are quite simple and the vast majority of them
are quite standard. But most computer languages use quite a lot of words as
well.
These commonly used words used in the standard languages, like
Fortran, Algol, Pascal, Modula and C, are: begin, end, if, do, for, while, call,
boolean, true, false, and and or. I must now explain how my symbols carry
out all these essential functions of these words. This can’t be very easy.
My first task is to explain how I replace the two very essential words
begin and end. Now these two words are really just like important forms of
parentheses (“(“ and “)”). So I think it is easier to just use “ (=( “ and “ )=)”,
which are clearly like “(“, and “)”, and can be given over-riding power. If
necessary, these symbols can be extended to the form “ (==( “ and “ )==)
” but these symbols would have even higher over-riding powers of closure
(thus, if programmer does not match all their parentheses, then the over-riding
parentheses will match them for the programmer).
The following picture on the next page then shows the symbols of my
language starting with the most difficult symbols first.
It will obviously be quite impossible for me to describe my visible computer
language system in the following few pages here. (And you, my reader, won’t
want to know this language as well.) All I want to do here is to demonstrate
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that such a visible language system is possible. And I can do this by showing
how it will work in a substantial problem.
The example, which I will take to show how this can be done, will be my
first scheduling job at Caltex Oil. This was to schedule the Rail-Tank-Cars
(RTCs) at Banksmeadow to the Country Depots of NSW daily. I must take a
non-trivial problem for this example, because I must show how my computer
language can deal with a non-trivial genuine problem. The programming for
this will be not be simple because it is a real live problem. The hard thing will
be to show how all this can be seen and understood on a computer screen. But
I will talk about this later. The general form, I use in this language, is common
to most standard programming languages
Below then is the main active section of the program that solves the
above daily problem:-
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Now your first reaction, on seeing the above bit of program, will be to say “I
don’t understand this program at all”. Well, of course, you can’t. This bit of
coding will tell you precisely how this complex problem is mainly solved. But
no one every tries to understand the fine details of instructions. We first just
like to watch what some person actually does, when doing this job. And this is
what this language is designed to allow all people to do. You should just watch
the computer do this job very slowly indeed.
Below then I show a picture of what a user will see on their computer
screen, as the program is starting to run.
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The top part of this picture shows the basic data associated with the problem
and, most importantly, what the items will be called (in red). The main item,
the “benefit array” has yet to be filled in with any calculated values.
Below this are all the intermediary values that will be evaluated as the
calculation proceeds. On the right is the “speed lever”, which allows the user
to change the speed of calculation.
At the bottom is the most important item of all. It shows the current
line of calculation and how it changes as the calculation progresses. The red
curser line shows where the calculation has progressed so far. I have chosen to
represent this crucial symbol by two red lines, because it is so very important
to see this item easily.
As you can see, this is the first real line of calculation. So now I will
show how this line will change over time. This is shown below:
(* depot need *) dn:= || (Ddu[kd] x 1.2 – Dcl[kd]) ^ 0.0);
(* depot need *) dn:= (Ddu[1||] x 1.2 – Dcl[kd]) ^ 0.0);
(* depot need *) dn:= (8.71 ||x 1.2 – Dcl[kd]) ^ 0.0);
(* depot need *) dn:= (10.45 || – Dcl[kd]) ^ 0.0);
(* depot need *) dn:= (10.45 – Dcl[1||]) ^ 0.0);
(* depot need *) dn:= (10.45 – 21.2 ||^ 0.0);
(* depot need *) dn:= (-10.75 ^ 0.0) ||;
(* depot need *) dn:= 0.0; ||
So, if you wished, you could watch how first element of the benefit array is
slowly calculated. In my next picture you can see what that benefit will be. But
I’m afraid I don’t want to do all this calculation for most of the elements by
hand myself.
The second picture shows the state of the data when about a quarter of the
calculation has been done. The picture shows the state of the data and program
as the calculation has progressed. In this case the current line of calculation is
the big calculation line, near the end of the program. This is shown all shown
on the next page.
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This time, the current line of calculation, which I want to demonstrate together
with its resolution, is:
(*...*) crw := Rdc||[kr] x ((Dcl[kd] + Rts[kr] – Dts[kd]) ^ 0.0) / Ddu[kd] ;
(*...*) crw := Rdc [4||] x ((Dcl[kd] + Rts[kr] – Dts[kd]) ^ 0.0) / Ddu[kd] ;
(*.. *) crw := 90.0 x ((||Dcl[kd] + Rts[kr] – Dts[kd]) ^ 0.0) / Ddu[kd] ;
(*...*) crw := 90.0 x ((15.3 + ||Rts[kr] – Dts[kd]) ^ 0.0) / Ddu[kd] ;
(*...*) crw := 90.0 x ((15.3 + 8.0|| – Dts[kd]) ^ 0.0) / Ddu[kd] ;
(*...*) crw := 90.0 x ((23.3 – 20.0||) ^ 0.0) / Ddu[kd] ;
(*...*) crw := 90.0 x (3.3|| ^ 0.0) / Ddu[kd] ;
(*...*) crw := 90.0 x 3.3|| / Ddu[kd] ;
(*...*) crw := 297.0|| / Ddu[kd] ;
(*...*) crw := 297.0 / 5.27 || ;
(* cost of rtc waiting *) crw := 56.4||
Then the next line is:
(* fills an item in the benefit array *) ||DRb[kd,kr]:= dnrf + brt - crw ;
and this becomes
(* fills an item in the benefit array *) DRb[4,4]:= 0.0 + 70.0 – 56.4 ||;
(* fills an item in the benefit array *) DRb[4,4]:= 13.6 ||;
and I show this figure in the picture on page 75.
So I hope that the above examples should convince you that quite difficult
problems can be solved in a very visible and understandable way, using this
very simple language form.
Most programming languages use the following entities: “Boolean”, “true”,
“false”, “and” and “or” as well. I do all this kind of work in the following
very simple manner. I represent “true”, by “1” and “false” by “0”. And then
the work of the “and” operation is done by my “ ^ ” operation and “or”
is done by the “ v ” operation. All the many programmers, who I know, get
terribly confused by those 5 words. I think my operations are much easier to
understand in a much more practical way.
Most programmers, doing this kind of complex programming, would
use a large number of “if” statements to deal with the many different cases.
I do this work by just using my “ ^ ” and “ v ” operations. I think my system
gives rise to a much cleaner looking computer program.
But this program, although it might be short and simple, does actually
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do a very large amount of work. Those calculations, I show, contain a large
amount of logic about how all the all the various possibilities should be costed.
So don’t expect this short program to be easy to understand. {By the way, I
might have made a mistake in the program myself here. It is more than 40
years now since I was familiar with this work.}
What I am omitting in this program is how and where all this data (items
and arrays) will be placed in the correct positions (as I have suggested on the
screen). This defining work must all be done before the whole operation starts.
This is straight forward work but it must be done correctly and every item
must be included and put in a sensible place on the page. And, of course, all
the headings and descriptions must be put in here, as well as all the “boxes”.
But now I ought to tell you about the costing system that Caltex had to use in
1972. The state government, who owned the NSW rail network, had a simple
rule, which said that all country petroleum products must me transported by
rail. This was a sensible rule, because the NSW country rail system wasn’t
being used enough. And then NSW government told the oil companies how
much they had to pay for this service. So this scheduling system had nothing to
with these costs.
What Caltex Oil had to do was to buy all the Rail-Tank-Cars and
service them. So they worked out the daily costs of the different sized RailTank-Cars, which I give in my diagram beneath the RTC sizes.
At this stage, I must explain that this is a simplified system. There are
actually 4 products that need to be transported: Super, Regular, Diesel and
Heating Oil. And the various Rail-Tank-Cars had different sized compartments
to deal with this problem. But Super was more than 4 times as large as the
other 3 products combined. So I didn’t want to deal with this added complexity
here.
The full problem then was how to use these RTCs in such away that the total
cost would be minimised. There is a well known algorithm that could do this
job.
But, for this case, I think it is best not to do this. If a scheduler can see
this Benefit Array then it becomes very easy for them to decide, which RTC
should go to which Depot. The easiest method is to start with the largest RTC
(because this is the biggest and hardest RTC to get right). So, for this RTC,
the scheduler chooses the best benefit in the first column. Then horizontal and
vertical lines must be ruled through this item because these benefits are no
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longer relevant. The scheduler then chooses the next largest RTC and does
the same thing. This process then continues until all the RTCs have been
scheduled and the job is done.
There are great advantages in leaving this final step to the human
scheduler. This means that the scheduler will always be aware about what
is going on. And sometimes they will have extra knowledge. So they might
know that Bathurst races were on for certain date and so they could want
extra product on a particular day. There are a lot of advantages in not letting
computers doing too much of the scheduling work. Humans should always still
remain in charge of the whole operation.
There is one task that then needs to be done every day after RTCs have been
sent off. The depot “daily usages” and “average costs” must updated a little
with the new values. This usually done by using 95% of the old values and 5%
of the new values.
I hope this large complex daily job will persuade you that it is possible to use
a relatively simple computer program to solve problems like this, in such a
way that all people could understand exactly how the problem is being solved.
Wouldn’t it be wonderful, if such a system was available for all people to use
right now?

This painting of camping in the Western Arthur’s of Tassie was created by
Noela. I am very keen on it and it has hung in my flat for 30 years or more.
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But, way back in 1970s, the computer facilities weren’t good enough for such
complex layouts to be seen on a computer screen. So I couldn’t put my case
like I have here.
In fact, I was exceedingly naïve in this matter. I thought that every one
would immediately appreciate this important work of mine. So I sent a large
paper to the most important computer journal, which was a monthly journal
called the Communications of the ACM, which was the most prestigious in
the world at the time. My paper was reviewed by 3 different referees with good
qualifications in this field. And they all sent their reviews back to me and these
reviews were all about a full page. I think each reviewer must have spent about
a day on my large paper. They all clearly recognised I had put a large amount
of work in this paper.
But they all gave me the thumbs-down sign completely. A lot of what
they said was quite wrong. But they had clearly done their best. Apparently the
advantages of my system were not self-evident to them. I must have expected
too much. The world wasn’t ready for my new system yet. I think I must have
covered too much complicated work in that one paper. But I had to accept their
verdict – and eventually I did.
And no one at Macquarie University could understand my work as
well. In 1978, I wrote a 60-page large paper called “A Visible Understandable
Computer Programming Language”. Here all users could see how complex
problems could be solved. I had 20 copies of these papers printed and
circulated. I then gave a weeks course on it of an hour a day (5 hours in total).
On the Monday about 12 people came but by Friday the number was down to
2. Then, a year later, I gave another week’s course on my implementation with
a 40-page description of this work. This time about 5 people came to the first
hour’s lecture but, by Thursday, the course had to be abandoned. People just
didn’t want to know about a different way of doing computer jobs.
Then my position, as a lecturer at Macquarie University, gradually became
untenable. First Prof Chong retired and so I lost my principle supporter there.
He was replaced by a new Prof Alf van P, a very good pure mathematician. He
and I didn’t get on. He was a chain smoker whereas I went for a run everyday.
He read the 3 referees reports on my big paper. He suggested that it was
appropriate I should leave Macquarie University. That solution then seemed to
me to be the correct path for me to accept as well.
But I then organised that I left the department with the best party
the department had ever known. We had a couple good musos in the
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This picture shows my own Morris Team doing a vigorous stick
clashing dance in public.

department so I could organise them to play for two very good dances. The
first was a Morris dance with some clashing of sticks, which became very
exciting when the sticks started to break. And the other was a long line
dance that could weave through several rooms and new people could join in.
Every one (apart from Alf) joined in the dances with great enthusiasm. So I
left the department with the best party our department had ever known. I had
other abilities, besides my mathematics, which I could call upon under these
abnormal circumstances.
I have always been quite frugal and I had saved enough money on my
lecturer salary to buy a small flat in Stanmore six months before this. And I
still wouldn’t need to work for 2 more years. But my parents told me that now
no girl would consider marrying me because now I had lost my very good
job. I thought that this could be the case as well. So I had to accept this new
situation of mine.

This is another cartoon 80 -

which I really like.

4)
			

Second Ambition –
A Society of Choice
(Aged: 42 – 57, 1982 – 1997)

You may have noticed that the year 1981 is not included in any of my
ambitions. This was to be my carefree year, when I didn’t worry about any
kind of work at all. I would just spend the whole year engaged in the large
number of folk activities, which I really enjoyed.
As I have mentioned before, this large international folk movement
started in the early 1970s. I think it reached its peak in 1981. It has continued
on – but young people now have tended not to join it. The National Folk
Festival still continues on, during the Easter long break. But, whereas the early
festivals were all circulated between the
national capitals, the later festivals have all
been at Canberra. And the people, who go,
now tend to be old ancients like myself (but,
of course, I can’t dance now with my broken
back).
So 1981 was a superb year for me to join in
all the many folk activities that were going
on in Sydney.
Initially my principal interest was
with the Playford Dance Group, because
for that year, I had been elected as the Dance
Group Co-ordinator of the group. This was
the person who mainly chose the dances we
would do, when we met on Monday night.
In those days, we averaged about 20 people
on most nights, so it was quite a strong
group. The Playford dances come from 18th
and 19th centuries in England and so these
were the dances that my previous ancestors
would have done. (You can see these dances
being done in the 1995 TV film of Pride and
Prejudice.) They are all great dances and the
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This photo shows me dancing with my
long-time friend Judy at a Playford
Ball. You might wonder why I don’t
have many photos of such functions.
Well the truth is that I have never
owned a camera. I have always been
more interested in doing things rather
than recording them.

tunes, they are danced to, are wonderful. (Sometimes I would join with the
dance band, where I would play my recorder.) By chance, my own Dad did
Playford dancing in California in his sabbatical year, just before he got married
to my Mum (in the 1930s).
Then on the following days my nights were spent in the following
ways. Tuesday night: playing my recorder for the Maids of the Mill.
Wednesday night: Morris dancing. Thursday night: Irish dancing. Friday night:
Sedenka (international dancing). Then on Saturday night, there was almost
always a very large Bush Dance in Balmain Town Hall holding up to 300
people. So I could do plenty of dancing.
But there were plenty of other venues for joining with folk singing
groups and musical sessions in various pubs. So on many nights, I would go to
both a dancing group and independent session group. So my nights were very
full indeed.
My days, however, were fairly idle. I, of course, continued with my
runs. And I would also visit one of the large libraries somewhere as well
(principally the Fisher Library at Sydney University). Gradually I took an
interest in the possibility of forming colonies in space. I naturally studied
O’Neils book “The High Frontier: Human Colonies in Space” very
carefully indeed. So I managed to fill in my idle hours in some manner.
But naturally I also wanted
to do something in dancing
that would allow me to
express my own ideas on
the form of dancing we
did. So I formed two dance
groups myself.
The first Morris
team to form in Sydney
was the Sydney Morris
Dances. This group was
started by people, who
had done this dancing in
England and, on the whole,
it was very good group. I
was one of the first people
to join it and I did a lot of
This photo shows our Morris team being active. I am the
dancing with them. But in
guy on the far right. In those days I had a beard (but I
1980 I started a new Morris
shaved it off when it started to go white).
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group, which we called the Black-Wattle Morris. So this group would take
on a more Australian flavour. Thus, for example, we would adorn our hats
with wattle rather than the artificial flowers, which can we bought in shops so
cheaply these days. We, of course, continued to do the same Morris dances
that had been collected by Cecil Sharp in the early 1900s. I think these kinds
of dance are ideal for a group to perform, because opposite couples engage in
mock battles, usually as they clash their sticks violently with each other. Quite
often these sticks get broken. But it all makes a great spectacle. Of course, it
is not as good as the NZ Haka – but nothing can rival that fantastic dance. But
these dances are based on a similar conflict idea and they are still very good
(and they are done to really good old tunes). We often danced in the city and
we usually gathered a good enthusiastic audience. So I was very pleased with
this group I formed. The group continued performing for the next 10 years. But
I went overseas for more than 2 years, so other people ran this group most of
this time.
The reason why
I was keen to
run the Playford
group was
because, in this
position, I could
persuade people
to learn a dance
that I was very
keen on indeed.
This dance
is called the
Running Set.
(I describe the
dance in great
detail in my
This picture shows one of the teams I formed when we performed the
webpage called
dance at a Bush Music Festival.
“The Running
Set”. This description is huge – more than 20 A4 pages long.)
This dance comes from the Appalachian Mountains and was collected
by Cecil Sharp. The description, which I used to define the dance, comes from
one of Cecil Sharp books. In the USA, this dance was to evolve into the many
Square Dances we all know so well. But I learnt this dance first in the Playford
group. So I wanted to continue using the dance as it was described by Cecil
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Sharp.

But even here I made a very definite change. I wanted the dance to
fit in exactly with the normal phrasing of music, which in this case was
normal fast reels 32 bars long. But in the Cecil Sharp version, the dance was
completely un-phrased.
The reason that I did this was because then, the dance would now fit
the music exactly. And then all dancers would feel they were doing the dance
correctly in precise time with the musical phrases. Furthermore, the dance
would now have 17 really good figures and it should last exactly one hour (if
the tunes are played at the correct speed of one bar of music per second). This
means that to do the whole dance now becomes a magnificent challenge.
The dance needs a huge amount of practise to get it right in the fast
loping running style, which is why it is called the running set. I thought it
would best to do this practise during the weekends. So our group would
choose a folk festival to perform the dance and we would start practising 3
or 4 months before this chosen festival. And we certainly needed this amount
of time to get all the 17 figures correct, tight and fast (each figure is roughly
the equivalent of a normal dance). Over the following years we did the dance
about once a year at one of the many different folk-festivals.
Over the years many different bands have provided the music for this
dance. But it is best if a good fiddler leads this band and so keeps the band up
to speed.
As I said before, the full performance of this whole dance makes a
magnificent challenge to all the people involved. As far as I know there are no
other dances in the world as complex and long as this one. Even the Moscow
Ballet have performed the last figure because the figure takes such a fantastic
shape.

This photo shows a group of “folk” related people going down a canyon with me.
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Illegal Ascent of Centre Point

These pictures
describe our complex
ascent of CentrePoint, which Verne
and I illegally
climbed in 1981.
The photo on
the top-left shows our
general route. Then
the picture top-right
shows the general plan in
terms of the streets.
The two photos on the
left show the problems we
had as regards climbing the
buildings below the tower.
Then finally the picture on
the right shows the nature
of the wires, which we then
had to climb.
Then the last photo shows
Verne and myself with our young
children several years later.
But naturally
to understand the
full details of this
ascent you must read
my webpage shown
above.
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Towards the end of this year, I started to think seriously about how I would
like to spend the rest of my life. And, as far as I could see, no one wanted
to employ me and so use my mathematical abilities. So my plan was that I
would live in the Blue Mountains and hopefully run a small café. But, in
the evenings, I would use this café for little dances and singing sessions. And
besides this, I would try to lead many climbing groups, bush-walking groups
and canyon group trips as well. I was very well practised in all these activities.
With this in mind, I
bought and started to learn
to play the melodeon (this
instrument looks like a small
button accordion but has the
note structure of a mouthorgan). Many folk people
like this simple instrument,
because it punches-out
enough sound to be good for
small dances. This was to
be my future. But life never
turns out like you think it
will.
During this year, I also met
quite a few youngish girls,
who I liked very much. And
they seemed like me as well.
The first girl was
from Melbourne but I met
her first over Easter at the
National Folk Festival in
Brisbane. And from this we
later met for several days in
Sydney and in Melbourne.
So we got to know each other
very well. She was quite
This photo shows me playing my “Melodeon”. But, of
young.
course, this photo is after my big accident. I just don’t
Then, later in
have any photos from this early period.
the year, I became very
friendly with three other youngish girls, who were all very pleasant indeed. I
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took them all, at various stages, down canyon trips and trip from Bundeena to
Otford via the wonderful coast walk. I liked them all and they likewise seemed
to return my interest.
But the girl, who
seemed to like me most of all,
was a pharmacist called Jane.
We became a couple and later
we would marry and have two
children. But I will talk about all
this later.
So my parent’s dire
prediction that I wouldn’t be
able to marry again, because I
no longer had a permanent job,
was completely untrue. I think
that most people have much
better knowledge of the current
world than my parents did.
And these people don’t worry
about money too much. It is
more important that a person is
sensible, kind and active. And I
think I have these qualities. So I
could get married again.

This is Jane and myself in the early days of our
relationship.

Towards the end of this year, I
had what I thought to be a rather a clever idea about how humanity can enter
and return from space without using too much energy. The idea is shown

This, unfortunately, is a very complex idea. It relies heavily on the conservation of
momentum for the whole system.
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a little in the following diagram. But unfortunately this is a very complex idea
and a person needs to know the problems associated with space travel very
well. The total idea is described in detail in chapter 4 of my book “Society of
Choice”. This idea would be a huge project and it would take at least a couple
of centuries before humanity was capable of creating this enormous structure.
So most people would regard it as ‘pie in the sky’. But I didn’t want to just
forget my idea completely.
Over my life I have amused myself by creating fictional worlds
to dream about. My first, which I created at the age 10, was a new planet,
which contained a utopian society. In fact, my perfect society had a continent
that contained a society with land and a port, similar to that is suggested by
Thomas More in his Utopia. Then after this, but when I was still young, I
created two countries, which were ruled by various kings who fought between
themselves. So I have a fertile imagination about creating new societies.
This led me to imagine a story, set in the future, that would allow
me to express my ideas to the world. The story I then imagined was called
“Sturtgart’s Analysis of 3 Future Wars”. The three wars I then imagined
were; ‘A war about the creation and destruction of the above space structure’;
‘A war about a very independent, self-sufficient society on Earth’; and ‘A
war between Earth and a large distant, large space colony’. These wars would
occur over the coming 1,000 years.
But this type of novel would have absolutely no readers at all. And
the novel would involve me creating a huge number of realistic numbers,
which would be very hard to work out. So this was a very stupid idea. But this
novel got me thinking about the nature of “a very independent, self-sufficient
society”. And from this, my “A Society of Choice” ambition was born. But
I would only start on this ambition, when I finally had enough time to do the
essential work.
My relationship with Jane began in the normal way. We did the overnight
walk from Bundeena to Otford together along the superbly varied coast. And
we found we got on so well together over these two days that we immediately
became a couple. Jane was quite inexperienced in sexual matters so I could
be accused of taking advantage of her innocence. But Jane and I soon became
very fond of each other, so we were both very happy to become a couple. We
began to live together within a week. There were no problems between us at
all. But Jane’s parents weren’t so keen on me. They actually hired a detective
to investigate my past. But this didn’t worry me at all. I felt I had lived a fairly
blameless life by my own standards. This all occurred in the January of 1982.
Jane had already organised to go on a long holiday with a girl-friend of
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hers in March to the USA. And then she hoped to go on to the UK, where she
hoped to work. So I naturally fitted in with her plans and planned to meet her
in the UK. This all worked out well except her planned arrival in the UK was
delayed by 2 weeks. I went a bit neurotic, when I arrived in the UK, because
she forgot to ring me. Jane is a wonderful girl - but she can get over absorbed
in her current activities. I, eventually, learnt to accept this slight weakness of
hers.
Jane got a job in London, while I applied for all possible jobs that
required a mathematician in the UK. After about 5 months, I got a job working
at Sheffield University as a research assistant there. So we moved up to live in
Sheffield for 2 years.
We had an absolutely
wonderful time in
Sheffield. There were
3 very active Morris
teams there for me to
choose from. I was
very active in one of
them. And then there
was a very good folk
dance every Sunday
night for us to go to as
well, which happened
just round the corner
This is the little CV6 car we bought for travelling around. It
from the small flat
was terrific for pottering around in Sheffield and Ireland. But
where we lived. So
not so good for going down to the Sidmouth Folk Festival.
we enjoyed these
activities very much.
But, best of all, there was a superb climbing club, called the Castle
Mountaineering Club, that was very active indeed. They always had a
6-month program of climbing activities, which included a weekend trip and
a midweek trip as well (Sheffield is so close to the grit-stone crags there that
you can get to these rocks in only half-an-hour). But this club also had an
arrangement with one of the large pubs there, where they had their own room
at the back, which had quite a few boulder climbing moves on the building.
Everyone in the club turned up there every Wednesday night. It was just a
fantastic club and Jane and I did quite of a lot with them. And it was just a joy
to watch such a good club functioning so well.
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At the end of this book, I will return to this subject and explain why
such clubs don’t appear in Australia. I take this difficult subject very seriously
indeed.
My job in Sheffield also suited me perfectly. I worked under Prof Moffatt and
the work he did in his research was about the northern Ionosphere and how its
changing form could affect our radio communications. It was a good research
subject as one needs to solve the complex Maxwell’s equations, which apply
up there. My job was to solve these equations numerically.
As normal, another researcher had written the original program and
it was my job to make changes to this program. But I found that some of the
approximations weren’t very good at all. I quickly resolved to rewrite the
whole program, so I could really understand what was going on. I didn’t tell
Prof Moffatt about this at all, but I felt I could ask him what each part of the
program was doing. In six months, I had rewritten the complete program and
it was working completely. Then I found I could easily make the necessary
changes to the program, to investigate different situations, which Prof Moffat
asked to make, within one day. So now my job in Sheffield was very easy
indeed.
So now I had enough time to return to my “Society of Choice” ambition.
The basic idea of the project was to take a section of the world and,
for this area, all people would have an equal opportunity to progress and share
in the land resources of this area. I thought that this is what all people would
want. But this turned out to be much harder to do than I had thought. And then
this project got bigger and bigger the more I worked on it. Mind you, I always
enjoyed trying to solve this very full difficult problem.
The basic units I took to work on were: 1) family homes and their
land; 2) village centres with their land, and family homes as before; 3) town
centres with their land, and villages as before; 4) city centres with their land,
and towns as before (making city-states); 5) national capitals with their lands
and city-states as before (making nations). So you can see that, if one fairly
considers how all these various authorities interact with each other, then this
total problem becomes very complex indeed.
This total problem then tends to divide into two main parts.
The first part is the ownership of lands. The problem then is how
these various lands can be kept fairly divided between their populations,
bearing in mind that people like to move to different regions. My solution of
this problem would then allow all people to choose their “Society of Choice”
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as to where they would live.
The second part of the problem is the industrial structure. The
simple hierarchical structure used by all large companies of the world is
blatantly unfair, because it gives far too much power to the people at the top
the companies. I overcome this problem by having several structures of many
different companies and firms and these various entities of different sizes
would then do all the given work. Then the officers of these companies and
firms would all be directly elected by the members of their sub-companies and
sub-firms. So there would no longer be a hierarchical set of bosses. I think
that I gave a very fair solution to the problem. But this solution is not exactly
simple.
During the
remaining
year and a
half, while
I remained
at Sheffield
University,
I made
considerable
progress in
solving these
problems.
And,
furthermore,
This picture shows Rebecca - our first born.
I produced
a large A4 report of 60 pages on the subject called “A just structure of land
system, which would allow all people to move to their Society of Choice”.
I also gave a talk on the subject to the maths department there. So I had
progressed considerably over my time in Sheffield. But I also certainly knew
just how hard it would be to persuade the world to look at my “Society of
Choice” ideas. But, just because this problem is hard, that is no reason to not
accept that this challenge is still a very “Glorious Ambition”.
But then the time finally came, when we had to say farewell to our wonderful
life in Sheffield and return to our home in Australia. And, by this time, our
first child Rebecca, had been born and Jane was busy at being a good mother.
So when we returned to Australia, I would have to indulge in the painful
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task of getting a new job. Jane, on the other hand, could always get a job as
a pharmacist without any problem at all. But it was much harder for me as a
mathematician.
When we got back to Australia, we
all moved back into my little flat in
Stanmore. It was very snug – but we
could all just fit in. Getting a job, in
fact, again turned out to be very easy.
My old computer department had
grown enormously since I had been
there and now it was completely
separated from the School of
Physics. They now wanted a new
tutor there, so I applied for the job
and got it.
When I went there, I found
that my old supervisor, Prof Bennet,
was still in charge of the department,
although there were now several
other important professors as well.
He was very pleased to see me,
because he had not been aware of my
being employed as a new tutor there.
And he soon had plans for me being
This picture shows David and myself in front of
employed at a higher level.
our new house in Stanmore.
Prof John Bennet, like
myself, had been fully trained
as a mathematician at university and he liked to continue to use his very
considerable mathematical skills. So he had introduced a new course on Fast
Fourier Transforms, which computers use very often indeed (in storing
pictures and sounds). He gave this course himself because he was the only
person in the department capable of giving such a course. But John was due
to retire in a year’s time so he wanted me to take over the course. So I was
soon promoted to be a lecturer and I would now give the course. And I was
delighted, of course, to be promoted.
So I gave the course. I, myself, didn’t know the subject at all to begin
with. So it was hard work understanding Prof Bennet’s notes and the relevant
books. But I finally did it and then I was very pleased to have done it. It was a
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very important subject in computing, which I had previously missed out on. So
I was very pleased to have given the course.
So, as I was now on a lecturer’s
salary, our family could now afford
to buy a house. My parents were
always very good about helping
their children getting settled in their
own homes. So, as they had plenty
of money, they bought my flat in
Stanmore and then Jane and I could
buy a house close by (both Jane and
I liked living in the inner west of
Sydney very much indeed).
We, in fact, bought the best
house you could possibly imagine.
It was built in 1905 and had all
those ornate fitting of that period of
time. So it had a beautiful stained
window at the front, showing a
This photo shows Jane, David and myself in
castle in a tiny lake. It had three
front of our beautiful ornate Federation House
ornate chimneys and pressed metal
in Stanmore.
ceilings as well. It had four good
bedrooms so we would have plenty of space. It was also in Stanmore and
only 300 m from my old flat. But this house was in a better area, north of the
railway line and close to a good park with many flowers and trees. {Later I
was to use this park many times, when I was looking after the children. The
children then would play in the centre of the park, while I ran around the
park, but watching the children all the time.} The house had been tastefully
modernised a little. The original fire-stove was still there but of course not
used. And bars had been put over the windows. We appreciated the safety they
gave us.
So, with some help from my parents, we could just afford to buy
this house and move in (with only a reasonable mortgage). So we were now
all beautifully set up, in a perfect house. I could even walk to work. And
Jane could also work at the local chemist in Stanmore most Saturdays and
occasionally at other times as well.
Everything went well for a year or so and we had our second child David,
to give company to Rebecca. The children only occasionally met their half93

siblings Tim and Naomi. But this didn’t
seem to matter too much. At least
once, I managed to take them all down
Wallangambe Canyon together and then
they got on very well with each other.
Soon Jane became very involved
with the Campaign to Stop the ThirdRunway. This flight path would go
directly above both our flat and our
house. I encouraged her strongly in this
new endeavour of hers because I thought
the campaign was based on very just
cause.
I fully recognise that certain
public actions must cause problems for
some people. But these people must
be financial compensated for suffering
they have been caused. In this case our
hardship was not too extreme. In our flat,
the sound of the planes going over was
absolutely deafening. But you could get
This photo shows us going down
used to it. After a few months, I hardly
Wallangambe Canyon. Tim is in the front
noticed the planes going over at all. All and I, Rebecca and David are behind on a
I noticed was that I couldn’t hear what
double lilo.
going over on TV and I had to turn up
the sound much louder. Never-the-less, the values of our properties definitely
decreased because we were under the flight-path. I felt we should have been
properly compensated.
As the campaign progressed, the government did promise us, the
people affected, just compensation for our losses. But this compensation never
actually arrived to us. There was some money distributed to some political
entities interested in this large campaign. But we certainly never received any
compensation at all. But I will talk more about this total problem of pollution
again in my chapter about the “Stopping Climate Change”. This total problem
is endemic to our current western democratic form. {I can give a solution to
the total problem. But most people absolutely refuse to even hear about this
solution.}
Jane became fully immersed in the whole campaign. Jane was young and
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beautiful and can
always be moved
to tears very easily.
She was a perfect
person to support
the campaign on TV
and she appeared
there very often. She
could make a big
impression – and
she certainly did. I
always supported
her in this activity.
But Jane
wasn’t so good at
home. Campaign
people would ring
her up and Jane was
incapable of putting
This picture shows Rebecca, David and myself mucking around at
the phone down. She
Maroubra Beach.
had always been like
this – so while we lived in Sheffield she was quite happy not to have a phone
in our flat. She told me later that she didn’t want to reveal this weakness of
hers. So children were left unattended, with poohey nappies or no nappies at
all. Most home jobs were not done.
Jane suffered from a common error about cooking. The correct way to
cook by boiling, is to turn the gas on high and then wait until it boils. Then you
should turn the gas to very low and simmer. And then you do what you like.
But Jane, as well as many other people, turns the gas on to a medium value,
and then does something else. Jane usually burnt one meal on most days. I
suppose Jane wasn’t too bad. But this was not the kind of life I intended to live
for the rest of my life. I was quite happy to do the home jobs myself. But Jane
didn’t want that either.
But I was partly at fault as well. After returning from Sheffield, I
organised several groups to perform the Running Set. Although Jane had done
this dance with me as her partner before going to the UK, she didn’t want to
do this afterwards. So I had to choose another suitable partner. This wasn’t
difficult – I like all girls that want to do the running set.
Jane and I liked to take the children to church on Sunday morning
when convenient. We became good friends with a nice couple who lived
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close to us in Stanmore. Jill, the wife,
was keen to do the Running Set so she
was naturally my partner. We did our
practise in the Bush Music Club hut
so it was natural that Jill and I should
walk together to this weekly practise.
So Jill and I saw a lot of each other and
became close friends. I told all about
this to Jane and she encouraged our
friendship to continue. Jane liked Jill
very much indeed as well.
But, when Jane and I were
having problems over our homerunning issues, this friendship naturally This photo shows Jill and myself, on the left,
as partners in the Running Set.
started to confuse the issue. Jane and I
started to sleep in separate rooms. We
were still very fond of each other. But we couldn’t manage to sort out what
our domestic duties ought to be. After a year of sleeping in separate rooms, it
seemed easier for me return to my flat in Stanmore. The children could then
quite easily choose which ever dwelling that they found was easiest to sleep at.
So our separation was fairly amicable – at least in comparison with my
separation from Noela. But, alas, it was also final. We could not work out all
our domestic issues. This all mostly occurred in 1988.
But now I was
also having
severe problems
at work. As
I mentioned
before, all went
well, while Prof
Bennet was still
in charge. But
then he retired
and eventually
another Professor
came in and he
was elected to
be the head of
the department.

This photo shows Darren, Naomi, Jane, Rebecca and myself at a
general gathering together.
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He was strictly a computer-systems man, so my main course on Fast Fourier
Transforms was not continued. Instead I was given a very large general
course to give on Numerical Analysis. I was delighted to give this course
because I knew this subject very well indeed.
However, at that stage, I didn’t know the political situation behind this
course. The Professors of the various Engineering departments thought that all
engineering students should do at least one applied mathematical course as part
of their curriculum. And the obvious course to give them was on numerical
analysis, because, at odd times, they would definitely need to use this subject.
For example, when engineers are building large structures, many hundreds
of simultaneous equations need to be solved. These equations are solved by
numerical analysis techniques. So this was a good idea.
But most of the engineering students didn’t think this way at all. They,
as sensible practical engineers, didn’t think they needed to know anything
about numerical analysis. Even the very words “Numerical Analysis” was
terribly off-putting to any sensible practical sort of person. So, giving such an
unpopular course was bound to give rise to problems. But I was still keen to
give the course and see what would happen. I don’t mind entering into a bit of
controversy.
This course was to be huge - 300 engineering students should attend.
So it was held in the largest lecture theatre in the central Stephen-Roberts
building. The first lecture went OK. Only 100 of the keen students turned up so it went reasonably well. But, at the next lecture, all 300 students turned up
(I suspect that names of students were now being recorded - and so they had
to turn up). And then the lecture soon became very rowdy indeed. Paper darts
flew everywhere and, soon, the whole of the front lecture floor was covered
by paper darts. I pleaded with students that, if they didn’t want to listen to
the lecture, then they ought to leave and let the other students pay attention.
But they refused to leave and the pandemonium continued. Eventually the
attendants were called in and the whole lecture was abandoned.
I was not a party to the various discussions that decided what was to
happen next. All I knew was that my lectureship was now rescinded and so I
became a tutor once again. I didn’t mind this – with my frugal habits I could
live on a tutor’s salary very easily indeed. But, within 6 months, this tutorship
was rescinded as well. I didn’t like this at all. So I would have to apply for new
jobs once again. But, I must admit, I had been forced to do this horrible task,
quite a few times before, when I had got the sack.
So I studied the various adverts relevant to my knowledge. And, low and
behold, a job advert appeared requiring an expert in Fourier Transforms. I
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didn’t regard myself as an expert in Fourier Transforms, but I certainly knew a
lot more about these transforms than most people did. For example, engineers
in communication theory would know the subject much better than I did. But I
still applied for the job and, fortunately, I got it.
This work was being done in the RPA hospital complex, right behind
Sydney University. So this was very convenient for me living in Stanmore. So
I could walk to work, which I always like. I could even continue my runs at
lunch time as well.
The work was mostly about developing better hearing devices for
people with severe hearing impediments. But the group was hoping to go on
further and help people with severe seeing problems as well. So total project
was very practical indeed. This whole group was being led by a guy who was
both a professor and a surgeon, so he was very well qualified indeed. I met him
many times and he seemed very good and friendly.
But my work was under direction of a guy called Chris and initially
we got on very well as well. He, like me, had a PhD and he had won a grant
to employ two people to further his research. The other guy would do the
practical work. And I would do the theoretical work. So that was fine.
My problem with the job was that I could never find out what I was
actually supposed to be doing. All Chris wanted to do was to talk about the
wonders of Fourier Transforms. He seemed to be under the belief that the
development of these transforms would somehow bring enlightenment to this
world of ours. But for me, these transforms, and all mathematics as well, is just
a method of solving problems - usually of a numerical nature. However, I did
my best to give Chris enlightenment on this subject as best I could. So, when
Chris wanted further enlightenment, I would duly trot off to the huge Fisher
Library and try to find out something further about them. I did my best – but
I’m not real good at doing a job, when I don’t know what I am supposed to be
doing.
But the really wonderful thing, about those few months at this
job, were my morning and afternoon teas. By chance my room was in the
psychiatric area of the hospital and so I joined them for my tea breaks. And
during these tea-breaks these training young specialist doctors really let their
hair down. They were all mostly rather cynical about the supposed wonders
that they would be able to do for their future mental patients. They were
much more interested in having a good time while they were young. Their
conversation was mostly about their rows with boy-friends (they were mostly
female and mostly very good looking as well). They all obeyed a strict rule
that said that, in their rows, all forms of psychological analysis of their partner
was strictly forbidden. From my own experience, I agreed with this sentiment
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very strongly indeed. But their conversation was always immensely amusing.
And they were quite keen to hear about my famous climbs and illegal ascents
of buildings in return.
The older lady, in charge of this department, was actually Sir John
Kerr’s daughter. So I could relate to her, how both Prof Chong and I agreed
that her dad was simply doing his correct duty in his dismissal of Gough
Whitlam. So I spent a happy 3 or 4 months there, while hearing all their
personal juicy stories and relating my own.
But, as you might expect, after about 6 months I got the sack again.
However, I later found out that, after about a year, Chris himself got would get
the sack as well. So justice is finally doled out to all of us on this Earth, who
don’t use their time wisely.
But, after this unfortunate
period, I finally was able to
get a job, where I could stay,
be useful and fit in very well,
for a whole full 6 years. So
we should never give up on
our hopes of obtaining good
employment.
This job was in the
actuarial department of GIO
in the city. The safe and easy
way for young mathematicians
to obtain employment is to
become an actuary. And many
This photo shows my brother David with his wife and
of my friends in the maths
two children on the left. And then I, Rebecca and
department at UCL took this
David are on the right. This was at Darling Harbour.
path. But I had thought that
such a job would become very boring indeed. So I never dreamt of taking this
path. But, after all my many reversals in other mathematical jobs, actuarial
work seemed very pleasant indeed.
My job at GIO was simply to help develop the set programs that are
sent out to the representatives to demonstrate how much money the clients
would accumulate, if their clients placed their earnings in GIO accounts. This
was just a simple strait-forward sort of job for any kind of mathematician.
But other programmers were already doing this job. My first job
was much more interesting than this. The Chief Actuary, a guy called Terry,
wanted a program to calculate the Discounted Rate of Return for a series
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investments and returns.
As an applied mathematician I was amazed that here was a simple,
very general problem, which I had never heard of before. So I was immensely
pleased to become acquainted with the problem. We all know that “the
obtainable interest rate” is the usual measure of how good an investment is.
This problem is just a generalisation, when there are several investments in the
projects life. I can’t say more about this problem in just a few words.
Terry gave me quite explicit instructions as to how the problem
should be solved. It was a good method. I, of course as a highly qualified
mathematician, knew a better method called “binary division followed
by linear interpolation”. But I nobly kept my mouth about this method. I
programmed the job using Terry’s method and gave him the program to use.
Then I wrote another program, which solved the problem using my method.
When I felt it was safe, I showed Terry my method which was marginally
faster. Terry was impressed and we became very good friends.
But my proper supervisor was an actuary called Alan and it was he
who had employed me. We also became very good friends. My major job was
to write programs that showed the users of our products - how they could take
advantage of the various tax breaks the government provided. I could also do
this work quite easily.
The programming language they used here was Modula and, when
I got used to it, I found this language to be terrific. The raw version uses so
many long words that it can become very cumbersome indeed. But the great
thing is that the user does not need to use these long words at all. All one
has to do is to write a set of new brief names that allow you to work with
brief names. Then all programs can become nice and succinct. And then all
programming becomes very easy again. I became a great fan of Modula.
In order to pay me more
for my work, Alan suggested I
pass some exams in insurance.
And then he could support me to
get a job called an Analyst. I duly
passed the exams and so I became
an “analyst” and so I received a
higher salary. So all went well.
Of course, there still
wasn’t enough work to fill in my
time. To make life a bit more
sporting, for two years I travelled
Rebecca and me playing Rollerblade hockey.
to work from Stanmore to the City
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on roller-blades. This was superb fun. On the first day I bought my rollerblades in the city, I travelled home that evening using them. I didn’t even know
how to use the rubber-brakes they came with. I just let myself run into cars or
spin around backwards as I used to as a child when using roller-skates. But it
was a fine challenge. Eventually I would buy the longer 5-wheels ones and I
could travel faster. Finally, I could get to GIO from Stanmore in half-an-hour.
But in the evening it would normally take me 3/4s of an hour. There were also
difficulties when it rained.
But my flirting habits had not ceased. Various thoughts about girls always
provided me with plenty of ideas of what the girls I met might really be like, if
I could get very close to them. And I always met plenty of girls either at work,
folk dancing, climbing or bush-walking. So I always had plenty to think about.
I always kept a list of the various girls I knew and who was the best girl for me
to make a move with next. Flirting has always been wonderful pastime for me.
But now I was starting to get into my 50s, which most people would
think was too old for flirting. But I was still very fit and healthy and most
people would think I was still only in my 40s. And I’m afraid some girls
still, in their 20s, still thought I could be a suitable partner for them. One
girl, I liked, was keen to have a friend to attend the National Folk festival
and dance with me. We were going independently so there should have been
no expectations between us. But, when I told her my age and my 4 children,
she was terribly upset. I think she had a
miserable time at the festival and there was
nothing I could do to help her. I think we
all, at times, build up expectations, which
are unsustainable. At least I certainly do at
times.
But then in 1993, I met a girl, also in the
folk dance scene, who was much more
suitable to become my partner in life for a
while. Vinie was actually already married,
but she had been separated from her partner
for several years. She wasn’t too young
but she could still have some children and
she was very fit because she was doing
some triathlons. And she was happy to go
climbing and bushwalking with me. But
best of all, she was happy to be my main
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This picture shows Vinie and I just
before going to a ball.

partner, when I gave a series of workshops on the Running Set at the Nation
Folk Festival in Canberra.
Fairly soon Vinie became pregnant to my great delight. But Vinie was
naturally worried about her situation. So we talked about us getting married.
But now it was me who was worried about our future. Vinie came from a very
large, and healthy Italian family and she was well integrated into her family.
This situation, naturally, was very good. But what wasn’t so good was that
Vinie immediately gave up on her triathlons and her other exercises. And then
she started to put on weight. I think this also was part of her excellent Italian
culture. But this wasn’t part of my culture and I wasn’t keen to have to deal
with Vinie’s obvious coming future fitness problems. So clearly I had to tread
very carefully in this very delicate matter.
So I agree we should get married. But now I said that we should first
work out the precise nature of our marriage – where we should live, who
would work and where and whether I could continue with my normal climbing
activities. But Vinie refused to discuss such issues. She stormed off in a
towering rage.
But I still made plans in preparation for our possible marriage. If
we were to be married then I, myself, wanted to still be able to live in a sane
healthy manner. This meant that I should always live in a disciplined manner.
So I must now take my climbing much
more seriously again. So when I went
to Lindfield I would now always reclimb the 40 or so climbs that I knew so
well. In the same way as I had 15 years
ago, before I had started doing all my
folk activities. And then my climbing
gradually improved again. I also worked
out some exercise routines at home with
weights, chin-ups, push-ups and situps. So I would make sure that I would
continue to live a healthy disciplined
life.
Then Vinie, herself, lost any
This photo shows me doing one of my
enthusiasm for us getting married.
favourite climbs as Lindfield Rocks. It is a
With her many brothers and sisters,
traverse called “One Hold Wall”.
there was really was no problem about
looking after our daughter Emily. I saw Emily quite a lot and I would stay
at their house when convenient. And Vinie and Emily would sleep at my flat
when convenient. So everything worked out quite well. But once we had a
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blazing row and then I couldn’t see
Emily for nearly a year. But finally then
one of her sisters, who lived with Vinie,
took my part and I started seeing Emily
again. Emily also played with David
and Rebecca quite often. So eventually
everything sorted itself out very well,
and Vinie and I became good friends
once again. And now Vinie and I still
see each other regularly in Ashfield for
lunch, fully independently of whether
we are with Emily or not. So we have
become very close friends indeed. We do
have a lot in common about independent
green communities and doing our best to
produce our own food to some degree.
Vinie does this in a practical way - but all
my efforts must be just theoretical.
Emily grew up into a terrific
girl. She was quite small but she threw
herself fully into all the activities of life
This photo shows Vinie and myself with our
with great enthusiasm indeed. And these
new-born Emily.
activities eventually would include a lot
of fearless climbing on her part. I like to think that
Emily really was a “chip off the old block” – so
she was a bit like her old dad.
A very major result of this whole episode was
that in 1994 I returned to serious climbing. And
then I mostly withdrew from my folk activities.
This was partly because I was better recognised
as a good climber than I was as a capable folk
person. But it was also because the introduction of
climbing gyms had attracted far more people into
the climbing scene. So there were now many more
people in the climbing scene than there were in
the folk scene. So then climbing became a better
total social scene (and so there were now more
girls for me to flirt with in this scene).
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This photo shows Emily much
later in life.

During all these years since Sheffield, I had continued to work on my
“Society of Choice” a little. But I rarely had enough time to write this work
up formally. But by 1994, while I was at GIO, I had enough time to work out
all the chapters and what they would contain on the various essential subjects.
So I then realised that this coming book would have to be massive. So then
I organised my finances so that I could live frugally for several years and I
would write up this book over these years. But this writing would be really
hard work for me. So I then organised myself to have a 4-months over-seas
holiday before I started on all this work.
So I then had to say farewell to my happy years at GIO. Now the
reason I had been so happy there was mostly because my two bosses had been
so very good. But just a few months before I was due to leave, Terry, the chief
actuary, was given the sack. And he was given the sack simply because he
did what he was employed to do. The job of the chief actuary is to make sure
that the GIO company has enough assets to cover the liabilities in insurance
to their clients. And Terry did this according to the rules of the company. But
the company wanted to make more money by taking a few risks. So Terry was
sacked because he got in the way of this risky profit taking scheme. I’m afraid
the safeguards we impose in our capitalistic system are often forgotten by the
directors of the board in favour of higher profits. It is a terrible system.
And then, about a year after I left GIO, by chance I met my other boss
Alan in the main street of Newtown. He had also been given the sack. We all
live in a wickedly unfair political system. So perhaps we all should start to
think about introducing some other saner political systems.
My holiday overseas was divided
into 3 parts. My first months were
in Nepal, where some of the time
I stayed with my eldest daughter
Naomi and her husband in
Pokhara. They were both physios
there working for an aid agency
there. It was great to observe how
extremely honest and good all the
Nepalese people were - mostly
working in the fields to support
themselves. It very much reminded This photo shows me in Corsica on the top of Paglia
me how similar their lives were to
Orba.
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the life we read in the bible. So this was a wonderful experience for me. But
most of the time I spent trekking around Annapura and staying in the many
cheap lodges there. I’m afraid I tried to do this wonderful circuit too quickly. If
I had gone slower and relaxed more I would have acclimatized more, met more
people and enjoyed the whole experience a lot better. But alas I didn’t – I, like
all people, have my weaknesses at times.
My second month was spent in Corsica and the Pyrenees redoing
some of the ascents I had done with the scouts when I was 16 and 18 years
old. This was great fun. But I think I would have enjoyed myself a lot more,
if I had simply joined the great crowds of walkers staying in the many lodges
along the many scenic tours, one can follow these days. This would have been
far more social and pleasant. I really am a very social kind of person.
Finally, I spent 2 months climbing in the UK. Most of this time was
spent climbing in North Wales redoing all the many classics climbs, I had done
when I much younger. The first month was spent very pleasantly, because I
had old climbing friends to climb with (mostly from the OUMC). I thought
then that I would then meet enough climbers in Llanberis Pass to find enough
people to climb with. And, I must admit, I usually did. But the situation wasn’t
very pleasant. So I usually didn’t know who I would meet and so I couldn’t
plan to do the climbs I would really like to do. It would have been far better, if
I had contacted the old climbing clubs I used to belong to i.e. the OUMC, the
Castle Mountaineering Club in Sheffield or the London Mountaineering Club.
Particularly when over-seas without a club, a normal climber, like myself,
appreciates the friendships associated with climbing clubs very much indeed.
But, on the whole, this was a great holiday before I started the really
hard work of writing up the huge amount of material I needed to express in my
“Society of Choice”.
I had already decided on a good working plan before I started on this
writing job. So I would only work on week-days during the mornings. So
the afternoons and weekends would be devoted to mostly: relaxing, going
for walks and runs. And I would go to Lindfield Rocks once a week in the
afternoon and then I would climb most of the weekends - but only in a very
relaxed sort of way.
Then my morning schedule would consist of: 8 am to 9 am – writing;
9 am to 9.15 am - walking round my northern block of streets; 9.15 am to
10.15 – writing; 10.15 am to 10.45 – morning tea; 10.45 to 11.45 – writing;
11.45 to 12.00 - walking around my southern block of streets; 12.00 to 1.00
pm – final writing session.
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And then I stuck to this plan
of mine quite rigorously. For me,
writing has always been hard work.
But this simple plan kept me on track
to complete this huge task. So my plan
was very effective in keeping me on a
track to reach my final goal.
When I got used to this plan,
it was wonderful to see this whole
project gradually progress. Mostly
I would write about a page a day
(usually a page was slightly less than
1,000 words). There were 362 pages in
the book, so this project took me about
a year and a half to complete. In a way,
this was happiest period of my life
because it was so wonderful to see my
daily progress in this so very complex
project.
I then had 10 copies printed
and I circulated these copies, as best I
could, between all my friends.

This is the front cover of this huge book.

My friends did their best to read and
understand this book of mine. But this reading was demanding far too much
of all normal people. I don’t think anyone could understand how all these 23
complex chapters fit together to make a coherent picture, of how a just society
can be formed at all these various levels, without spending a whole year on the
project. And no one in this world can be prepared to spend a year of their life
on this project, when no one has even read of anything written by the author. I
was expecting far too much of all my good friends.
And now you, my good readers, must face the same problem. But you
might just be prepared to spend half-an-hour thinking about this huge ambition
of mine – certainly no more.
But what you can do in about 5 minutes is to read the following 3
paragraphs, which give a brief synopsis of the work:
This is my attempt to form a set of logical and consistent laws, which will
give rise to just governments and hence allow all people to enjoy the highest degree of freedom and equality. In doing this, I have also put a strong
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emphasis on the fact that the system must work and that it can be implemented in a practical gradual manner. {This is important as clearly curent
national establishments will avoid new laws that will threaten their own
power base.} I think I have been reasonably successful in achieving these
goals. However, the down side of my system is that it does not support the
current status quo of nations and, worse still, it does not support all of the
expectations of our western civilized world. Many of the people who have
read this work have not liked it at all.
The main feature of the system is expressed in its title - “Society of
Choice”. Thus the system includes a mechanism that allows all people to
move so that they can live under “the government of their choice”. This
means that the world would evolve and change via peoples’ choice rather
than by peoples’ voting (voting is weak in the sense that it tends to support
short-term ‘populist’ solutions). Thus this system is radically different
from the current world.
This work has taken me 15 years to work out as one needs to create a detailed system to demonstrate that it will all work and can be implemented.
Thus my system is defined at the local (parish/village), municipal (town/
shire), city/state, nation and world levels and at each level all the essential
functions are defined (i.e. citizenship, education, welfare, information,
judicial, industrial form, distribution, voting, land transfer and governmental form). Thus you won’t necessarily find this book terribly easy to
comprehend.
I’m afraid that this introduction above is unlikely to persuade you to read
much more on this complex subject. In this book, my reason for showing these
projects of mine is to demonstrate that they are very worthy ambitions for an
able mathematician to pursue. But this not necessarily mean that you might
like to study this book any further.
This limitation applies particularly for most of my readers, who live in
Australia. Here we live in a country which abounds in natural resources. And
we obtained these resources by pinching them from their native inhabitants,
who had been living here for 40,000 years before. So you won’t want to read
a book that tells you that we now have much more resources than we really
deserve. This is not a message we want to hear.
But, I must repeat, my ambition was to find a political system that is
genuinely fair to all people. This, I still claim, is a Glorious Ambition for me
to try to work out.
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If you wish to study this book
further, then the items you should
look at first are my chapter
heading with their contents. These
are all shown in my webpage
called “Society of Choice”.
This book was mostly
finished in 1997 with a slight
update in 2004. So I now have
had 20 years to consider how
this book could be changed so
that the work might now become
more acceptable to the people of
this current world. So the 4 items
below are the general features that
I would now consider changing.
1)
The Status Quo of Land?
The current division of land
throughout the world is
fundamentally quite unfair. So we
in Australia enjoy far more land
than the people of Bangladesh.
But most people simply accept this
This is form that a “Society of Choice” state could
inequality – at least no one ever
possibly take.
dreams of changing this situation.
So I now think that I should accept
this situation in the same way.
I have now done all the many sums associated with our need for
agricultural land in detail. And I have worked out that we can live quite
happily, if we live with much less land than we use at present. This means
that it is not essential that the land of the world be fairly divided between all
people. So, if a group of people wish to live in a healthy fair manner, then
they can easily buy the land they need and then they can form their own just
communities.
So this current unfair “status quo of land” problem does not need to
worry us too much.
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2)
Houses and Families?
In this book I expected people to live in “houses” in “family groups”. I now
think this was a mistake. I, myself had mostly lived in a house as a family and
this was what most people felt was the right thing to do in those days. So, in
my book, I “cooked” my numbers a little to make everything fit together just
using these entities.
So, in my Society of Choice book, there are 8 people living in a house
and there are 100 houses to make a village of 800 people. I did this because
there were no commonly recognised small community entities of people
except families and villages. But these numbers are really wrong. In fact, many
people live alone in flats and most villages are larger than 800 people. This is
because a village ought to have village school and then they need to be about
20 children per year to make sensible class sizes. So a village ought to have
about 2,000 people.
My current thinking then is that I needed to create a new element,
which I would call a “hamlet”. And then I can make all the units fit together
sensibly. So a hamlet now contains 100 people and they can mostly grow
and pick their own food and so partially look after themselves. Then these
people can live in largish terraces, which support a denser form of living than
houses. And then this system allows all people to live: in small flats, larger
flats as well as whole terrace houses, if they wish to. A hamlet then becomes
my basic political unit and they elect their own officers - one of such officers
being the village representative. This officer, together with the other hamlet
representatives, will be the electing body of all the village officers, who run
the village. So roughly 20 hamlets would now cluster around a village centre
giving rise to a total village of about 2,000 people.
But there is another solution, which is a lot more applicable to the
normal city life we know today. Here people live in the city in groups of
villages (about 2,000 people) these villages run their own farm to support
themselves in food. Then groups of 40 to 50 people elect between 40 or 50
representatives, whose full time job is to elect all the various village officers.
This idea is described in my long webpage “A Safe Village Governmental
Element – Should Disaster Strike”. This form of government is also used
extensively in my futuristic novel “Aberrants in the Outer Asteroids”. This,
I think, is the simplest and easiest way of obtaining a just form of government
for all its people.
3)
The Industrial Structure?
A huge amount of my Society of Choice book deals with the problems
associated with forming the democratic “firms” and “companies”, which are
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the building blocks of my industrial
structures. But this complete system
becomes very complex indeed.
So I then asked myself the crucial
question “Is this huge complex
industrial system really necessary?”.
After thinking over the problem for
many months, I decided that this
total industrial system wasn’t really
so essential.
I think I was biased by the
fact that I had started the major part
of my working life by working for
Caltex Oil. And this experience
persuaded me that I needed to reform
the unjust nature of the commonly
used hierarchical command system.
But hierarchical systems can be OK, This is what I call a “Construction Monster”.
I envisaged that these monsters could walk
if they are not too big and people
arround the country and be very useful in
have the right to move to other jobs
making new roads.
very easily indeed.
However, how this whole
system can all work out in practise is best seen in my fourth ambition called
“Forming Green Communities”. Political forms must always be a very
complex business.
4)
Accepting Capitalism as a Fundamental Form of civilised life?
In this book I spend a large amount of effort demonstrating how it can support
a large number of different life-styles. But I now think that this work was
unnecessary.
I, like all people, must accept that mostly capitalistic systems have
been running the world for the past 5,000 years. There have been a few
attempts at more socialistic systems. But they have usually failed. I, personally,
think capitalism has many very fundamental weaknesses. But I am part of a
very small minority. So I also must accept that capitalism will always be with
us.
All we need, in the current world, is to show that there is a sensible
alternative to capitalism. Then, when people can see that there is a sensible
alternative to capitalism, then they can move and work there. And then, if even
only a few hundred people start to do this, capitalism will start to clear up its
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act. This is what happened in the reformation. Left to themselves, the catholic
priests degenerated: over-ate, wallowed in luxury and went a-whoring. But,
when the protestants came on the scene, then the catholic priests had to clear
up their act. So their excesses were immediately curbed.
I believe the same situation will apply to the current world as soon
as there is clearly a good alternative to capitalism on the market for all
people to consider. So, as soon as all people can see that the small alternative
communities, which I propose in my “Forming Green Communities” book,
are practical alternatives to capitalism, then capitalism will clear up its act and
start taxing the rich people a lot more heavily again. And so our world will
become much more egalitarian once more. {In the same way as the world was,
when I was young and when both Russia and China were socialist. So then
there was an alternative to the simplistic nature of Capitalism (which is only
based on money).}
The 2 items that this “Society of Choice” book contains, which could
be useful to my “Forming Green Communities” book, are my two chapters
here called “The Information System” and “The Judicial System”. These are
very difficult subjects – but, of course, they also enormously important. I cover
these subjects here in considerable detail in this book.
Of course, this is all still an enormously complex subject. And I discuss all
these problems a lot more fully in my following books: “Green Living”,
“A Special Period to Stop Climate Change”, “A Path to Create a Space
Colony”, and, most important of all, my “Forming Green Communities”
book. However, I will talk about all these subjects later in this book in the
appropriate chapters.
But for the moment, you should be able
to see that there are severe limitations on the
acceptance of my enormously complex book
“Society of Choice”.
However, I still think that, just because
this book is not acceptable to the current world,
this does not mean that it is not a “Glorious
Ambition” for a person to present to this very
capitalistic world of ours to consider.
I will describe my following reasonably idle
years in my next chapter.
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This photo shows my son David
walking around on stilts, which I
had made myself.

5)

Third Ambition An International Scientific Language

			

(Aged: 58 – 64,

1998 – 2004)

After finishing my huge and difficult book, “Society of Choice”, I had no
intention of working seriously for several years. I had enough money saved
for a few years and I was very happy to live quite frugally for these years. But,
of course, there was still the age-old problem of how to fill-in the normal long
hours of the day.
But my first week or so was very easy. A good old climbing friend of
mine told me that the “Deptford Trilogy” of books was extremely good. And
they certain were. They were written by a Canadian writer, called Roberson
Davies and the three books, are: the “Fifth Business”, “The Manticore” and the
“World of Wonders”. So I could fill up the long hours of the day, curled up on
my bed, reading these wonderful books.
But, unfortunately, I could never find any other new books as
interesting as these. In general, I find it very hard to find new books as good
as the books I have already read. And, in
general, I only feel like reading an old book,
I already know, for an hour a day. So, just
reading could not fill in the normal long
hours of the day for me. So I had to find
other ways of filling in these long hours.
But, fortunately, I can mostly fill in the long
hours by following my normal pattern of
life.
Firstly, I began the day by doing my
morning exercises. This system consisted of
a set of: curl-ups, sit-ups, push-ups, chin-ups
and a few minutes with some weights. This
regime took about half-an-hour.
Then, just before lunch, I would go
for half-hour run. Then after lunch I would
rest for about an hour. But, if the weather
was too hot, I would do my run in the
Me climbing Clockwork Orange. This
climb is a favourite of mine
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afternoon.
Usually on Wednesday afternoons, I would go to Lindfield Rocks and
do my routine of about 40 climbs there. And, on weekends, I would mostly go
climbing in the Blue Mountains.
But this pattern still left me with the job of filling in my week-day
mornings and the later hours of the afternoon as well. So then I spent my
mornings going to either Newtown, Marrickville or Leichhardt libraries on
different days. Then, in the afternoons, I would read the books I had borrowed
there a little. {The nature of this regime, which now amazes me so much, is
how little time I spent watching TV. Since breaking my back, I have gradually
started to watch TV more and more. But in those days, I would turn the TV on
at 7 pm to watch the ABC news. But then I could rarely bear to watch the news
for more than 5 minutes. The news all seemed to be so stupid in comparison to
my own “Society of Choice”. I would then turn the news on again at 7.25 pm
to watch tomorrow’s weather for climbing and going outside in general. Then
I would basically do nothing till 10 pm, when I retired to bed. As I said before,
this situation never ceases to amaze me.}
As this period progressed I grew lazier and lazier, I could just rest on
my bed doing nothing at all during the afternoon. And in the evening I also did
almost nothing at well. The period reminded me of an article I had read about
Sebastian Coe. (He won the mile gold medal at the Olympics when I was in
the UK. And then he was in charge of the London Olympics in 2012). When
he was training for the mile run he also grew incredibly lazy in a similar way
that I did. This seems the way that nature organizes our bodies, if we wish to
achieve a very hard physical goal.
One item I started to consider more seriously then was a simple, international
language. I had started thinking about this, when I was travelling over seas
before I started on my Society of Choice writing. In the Leichhardt library
there was a book on a simplified versions of English. There was a version,
which only needed 800 words. But I couldn’t make much sense of this article.
So this got me trying to work out what some basic symbols might be, which
all people might recognise. And then these symbols would conjure up some
simple ideas e.g. symbols for humans, animals and life in general. This was a
subject I could ruminate on and so fill in the long hours of my fairly idle life.
But, as the years passed by, these various ideas grew. I gradually
worked out about 50 clear symbols that could represent the basic features
and activities of life. And, with these, I could add some of the symbols of
mathematics and punctuation as well. And with all these various symbols, I
could construct the words and punctuation necessary for writing. But, at that
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stage, I didn’t know how to use these various ideas.
But, besides all this, I continued to think a huge amount about girls and
women. In climbing in particular, I met a lot of women. The fact that I was
now 58, with 5 children already, didn’t seem to make much difference to me
at all. In climbing in particular, there were still many women I climbed with.
And I thought of them all a lot and these fancies filled my day. And I think
these women were happy to give me a slight bit of encouragement in return for
having a very competent partner to climb with. I think, on the whole, everyone
was happy with the situation. And I still like to think that there was a very
slight chance of me becoming lucky with one of these girls.
But, as the months passed by, I started to climb more and more
seriously. I hadn’t planned to do this at all. But this is what my body wanted
to do. At Lindfield, I found I wanted to add some slightly harder climbs to my
regular routine. My body adapted itself to this routine as well. I found I wanted
to empty my bowel as soon as I saw the toilet next to the tennis courts next to
the rocks at Lindfield.
And then I found I could
naturally climb slightly harder climbs in
the mountains as well. I used to climb at
grade 21 when I was climbing regularly
at Lindfield 20 years before. I mostly
returned to this grade, before I wrote up
my Society of Choice. But, after this,
my climbing grade slowly went up from
grade 21 to grade 23. The climb, you
see on my front cover, is grade 25. But
I could only do this climb by practising
it for several months – whereas I did all
my other climbs “on-sight”. But doing
a hard climb like this was terrific new
experience for me. I recommend that all
climbers do one climb in this manner just
once in their lives. This climb is described
in my webpage called “My Ascent of
Toyland”.
This is another picture of me on Toyland.
When I finished my Society of Choice
there was one final task I wanted to do –
this was to write a pleasant novel demonstrating the life of a normal person
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living in such a “Society of Choice”. Finally, I formed quite detailed plots of
three very different types of novels I could write.
The first novel was called Angelina and it was set about 100 years in
the future. The new society lived on the ocean in the North Sea near the UK,
because the ocean is very shallow there. And then the floating society could
be anchored to the sea bed and so the society would stay in one place. In the
story, Angelina was a bit of a high-flier, who was expecting to gain great power
in this new kind of society. But a lot of Angelina’s old friends, who all belong
to Morris team, want Angelina to remain with them as her close friends. And
these guys have no great ambitions at all. The story is about the ups and downs
of Angelina’s high life and how her old friends finally save her, from a very
dangerous situation she gets herself into. This story was supposed to be just a
very standard type of story, demonstrating life in a “Society of Choice” kind of
society.
The next story was a bit harder. It was called “I, Arthur, Dux
Bellorum”. I wanted to take the story of King Arthur and make this leader a
very passionate egalitarian. So Arthur was totally opposed to the nobility of
the time and all that it stood for. But I still wanted to follow the rough plot of
the Mallory’s “Le Morte D’Arthur” stories. So Jenny (Guinevere) and Lance
(Lancelot) were from the nobility, whereas Arthur was a commoner. Arthur
thinks Merlin is a fraud because he knows precisely how “the sword in the
stone fable” was concocted by Merlin. But Arthur needs Merlin to help him
to become the Military Leader (Dux Bellorum) to stop the invasion of the
Saxons. So he had to keep quiet on this subject. I take the setting to be at the
end of 5 th century and the beginning 6 th century as described in the book
“King Arthur – The True Story” by Phillips and Keatman (a very remarkably
good book). I also follow the long novel “The Once and Future King” a little. I
like this old story of mine very much indeed. But I think it would need a better
writer, than I am, to bring this story alive, for modern people who are used to
modern ideas about equality.
My final story was to be called “The Ghost with No Boots” after the
Australian bush walking club song of the same name (this song is given in
my novel called the “No Boots Club” on my website). This novel would have
been rather tame in comparison to the other two novels.
But I never got down to actually writing these stories down. It was
much more fun to just continue to go climbing.
But good old kind fate had very different ideas about how I would now spend
my declining years.
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Most active climbers like to go to the Arapiles climbing crags in Victoria
perhaps once a year. So I certainly went there once a year. This year (1999) a
good party from Sydney were going there for a fortnight in November. And
I was keen to join them. I went there with my major climbing partner, who
was called Reynold. We climbed together at the same standard so this was
a convenient partnership. There was a classic grade 24 climb there called
Orestes, which we were both very keen to do, because this would be at the
limit of our abilities. But we had plenty of time. So we would try this climb in
the second week and warm up on some easier climbs during our first week.
But I am very much a social climber,
so I certainly didn’t want to climb with
Reynold all the time. So my last actual
full climb was destined to be “Auto-daFe”, which I did with Penny. This is a
superb slab climb of grade 21 - a very
worthy climb to be my last climb.
During the night it rained a bit
and some of the climbs were still a bit
wet. Chris and I decided we would try
to do “Judgment Day” a grade 19 climb
because it was slightly overhanging so
it wouldn’t be too wet. But we wanted
to scramble up the other side first to
check it wouldn’t be too wet. I was
delayed because I needed to go to the
toilet first. So, when I returned, Chris
was already at the top. This side was
still rock but at an easy angle. But the
rock was still a bit wet. So I followed
Chris. I came to a point, which I wasn’t
too sure about. But, if I fell, the fall
would only be 4 m and it would be
The red circle shows where I had my minor
at an easy angle. So it wouldn’t be
fall. But even minor falls can lead to huge
a serious fall. But I had studied the
problems.
situation very well so, after the fall, I
could work out precisely what must have actually happened.
I was then out of this world for the next hour. My first recollection
was of been carried off the cliff and being put in a helicopter. I was in superb
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hands. Jon, Penny’s husband, was a doctor and he was in charge. He must have
given me the correct drugs so I can’t remember any pain at all. I think I was
then out of this world again for the following two days. And by then all the
correct things had been done. So my spine, at T9, had been fixed together with
a lot of metal. But the spinal nerve had been completely broken so I would
never walk again.
In hospital, I had time to work out why my minor fall had turned out
to be so serious. At the point where I got to in the scramble, there was a slight
ledge a couple of metres below me. When my feet hit this ledge, then this must
have turned my body backwards. Then my spine must have hit a very solid
rock on the ground. And my head must have collided with another rock. There
is now a big black hole in my brain a few centimetres across. But this hole
doesn’t seem to matter too much. Our good sensible brain forms seem to be
able to cope with such problems.
It takes a long time in hospital to learn how to cope with one’s new
situation. And I was the same as most people - so it took me about 6 months.
One of the great blessing of my accident was that my past
transgressions were all forgiven. So my ex-wives and old girl-friends all
became good friends with me again. And they visited me many times in
hospital.
I first spent a month in St Austen hospital in Melbourne, which
specialized in spinal injuries there. It was also very convenient for my
climbing friends from Arapiles to see me again. And I found out from Reynold
in person of his ascent of Orestes. I was naturally a bit jealous of his success.
And many other climbers and friends visited me as well. I had quite a social
time there.
But I wasn’t keen on this hospital. My doctor there spent most of his
time explaining to me how many institutions could be sued to make me quite
rich. I have always despised such actions. And the fact that I might now be the
recipient of such an action made no difference to me at all. And many of the
workers there seemed to have been there too long and were only interested in
having an easier life. I know that this is the goal of most people now. But I was
born in a different age and then we actually thought what we might try to “do”
some thing with our lives.
But after a month I was transferred to the Prince of Wales hospital
in Sydney. And this hospital was a hell of a lot better. There they still had the
old-fashioned wards where everyone’s beds are in one long ward with the
active nurses sitting in the middle. And there everyone can be amused by the
various dramas that are going on in the various beds and their visitors. And
all the nurses there were much keener on trying to do a better job. A lot of the
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nurses there were from overseas and these people in particular tried to do their
jobs very well. I still believe this is the nature of life. We all have to have a few
significant unexpected changes to our lives to keep us trying in life. This has
applied to my life – and I think it applies to everyone else at well. So most of
the hospitals in NSW seem to be currently pretty good.
After a
further month,
I was moved
out to the
corresponding
Rehab hospital
in the old Prince
Henry hospital.
And there, life
became quite
pleasant indeed.
Here we patients
were now given
our own wheelchairs and we
This photo shows me with the other spinal patients at Prince Henry
could now go
hospital.
pushing where
ever we liked.
There was one guy there who was
incredibly good to us all and made a great
difference to our lives. But I’m afraid I
have forgotten his name. So I just like to
think of him as being called Mike. And I
don’t even know what his official position
was. But what he did was to prepare us all
for the physical problems of the outside
world. So Mike taught us how to do
“wheelies” because they could be useful
in getting down single steps. He taught
This photo shows me doing a “wheelie”.
us how to climb back into wheelchairs
But this is a few years later because my
when we fall (this is very difficult).
hair is now white.
Most important he taught us not to be
scared of falling out of our wheelchairs,
because this must be part of our future life. He insisted that we should try
many difficult tasks, when we did fall out of our chairs – like going up and
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down slopes that were too steep. This was all good practise for our future lives.
He taught us how we could go up and down stairs – which was immensely
difficult. Then he took us to watch some of the wheelchair races and games so
that we would remain active in our future lives. He also took us all swimming
at one of the rock pools close to the hospital. Mike was even the guy who
mended the punctures in our tyres, when we got them at various times. Mike
did an incredibly good job in persuading us to still live an active physical life.
The Prince Henry
Hospital was at a perfect
location because it is right
next to the ocean. So all
my family and relations
in Sydney gathered on
a beach to celebrate my
60th birthday.
During this time,
we, the active patients,
often became minor hero
to many impressionable
nurses and physios in the This photo shows me when outside the hospital with my
children.
hospital. So I could still
enjoy some flirting with these young impressionable people. So life in Prince
Henry hospital was very pleasant indeed.
But this happy life could not continue.
I couldn’t return to my flat in Stanmore because the stairs would be too
difficult to manage. So instead I went to a half-way house in the western
suburb of Berala, run by Paraquad for people like me. This house was
part of government housing estate. This situation, I suppose, was a sensible
arrangement. But I had never been in such a situation before and it took me a
while to get used to the fact that I was just now an ordinary common person.
So I had come down a little in my station of life.
This half-way house had four little complete units with all the facilities
we needed. And then there were some communal facilities as well and a
woman came in every day for some of the day. Then other medical people
came in regularly to check all was well with us as well. And we were taken on
outings as well. So I think we were looked after as well as one could expect.
But, at least once a week, I would now just break down into tears. After all, in
my life previous to this, I had had such a wonderful active life with so many
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close friends to talk to. And all this life was gone. All the glorious colour in my
life seemed to have gone out. I was just a now shadow of my former self. So
my life was now a rather sad drab affair.
But then my life wasn’t too bad. My old friends did come and visit me and
cheer me up. I took to playing my recorder and squeeze-box once again - so
some time in the future I would start playing in public once again. I started to
work out a reasonable repertoire in terms of the various nationalities and then
the tunes I liked very much.
Then, quite suddenly, sex returned to my life in a big way. Not in
terms of simple physical sex - this was gone for ever. But sex occurred in my
brain in terms of my imagination. I think that it is here, where sex can start to
dominate a person’s life.
This occurred at the beginning of February, 2001, when I was starting
to get my future plans in order. I had seen a large 2-bedroom flat in Ashfield,
which I could buy by selling my other real estate and by having a little help
from my Mum. It was right next to the mall so I could be fairly social there.
And I could rent the larger part of the flat to tenants and so I would gain a
small income. So my future now seemed to be in order. But this set of units
were not quite finished. So it would be about 3-months before I could move
in. So I could think about my stories for these months before this big new
move could get started.
You hopefully might remember that my three future novels were called
“Angelina”, “I, Arthur, Dux Bellorum” and “The Ghost with No Boots”.
The first story I thought about carefully again was “I, Arthur, Dux
Bellorum”. And here I couldn’t quite work out how Jenny (Guinevere) should
be married to Art (Arthur) in a sensible way. So then I thought about treating
Jenny in a different way. And I asked myself the question ‘What would I like
Jenny to do at the start of the story?’. And this was my answer to this question.
The story would start at the end a 10-week session, during which all the young
people, next to one of the three major town centres, have had a training session
in learning how to defend themselves. And so these young people (both male
and female) can become citizens in Arthur’s region. The running of these three
sessions was Arthur’s main job for each year.
But this year Jenny has had a row with her boy-friend Lance
(Lancelot) and doesn’t know what to do now for her summer holidays. {Lance,
Jenny and Art all accept that Jenny and Art’s marriage is just one of political
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convenience. So they don’t let this marriage interfere with their own personal
lives.} Arthur feels sorry for Jenny in her sad position. He comes and sits next
to her on the folded tents, which they have just packed up at the end session.
They watch all the happy young people, who are practising with their new
batons in mock fights. They will take these batons home with them, showing
to the world they have now become full British citizens. Jenny is the only sad
person amongst all this happy crowd.
Arthur puts his hand on Jenny’s knee. He tells her ‘You know how I
spend these Summer holidays visiting all my old girl-friends with my probable
children. I have used my various opportunities with women wisely over these
years - so I have several such girl-friends. I won’t stop visiting them all of
course. But, if you like, you could come with me. I always go in disguise
because it is best not to let these past interests of mine be known to the public
- so you would have to be in disguise as well. When I am with my girl friends,
you can stay at the local village inn. But it is fun to see the world, when no
one knows who you are. It would be much more fun for you than just moping
at home. I think it will probably be safer for you, if you disguise yourself as a
boy.’
Jenny naturally agrees to this idea with great joy.
So off they go. The first old girl-friend of Arthur is Saxon girl called
Bertha, who was Art’s first captive (she had travelled to Britain on an invading
Saxon boat). He had accepted Bertha 10 years ago when he and Bertha were
only 17 years old. She has now had 3 of Arthur’s children plus a couple of
other children of with another consort. Art always spends a week with her.
Jenny stays at the local village inn as planned.
But, after a day, Jenny gets bored in the inn. She gets to know a couple
lads who are carriers with a cart and donkey business. They were carrying
a load of skins to London. She agrees to go with them to the next village. But
on the way they turn into a small wood. Jenny is worried about this diversion
but she has to put on a brave face. They stop and have a meal. The lads then
tell her that they see she is a really girl. They assume that she is just a girl, who
has failed in the latest citizenship course, and so now she has nothing to do.
Then they tell her, with great glee, that they can solve her problem. They can
sell her for great deal of money as a breeding slave to an old Roman estate still
functioning in those parts. Jenny decides she has to accept this fate. If she told
them that she was the queen, they would have to kill her immediately. It takes
a day to get to this estate, during which Jenny and the lads become friends.
And then, when Jenny meets her new pleasant owners, she accepts her new
fate quite calmly. This will be a very full life for her and she and Lance didn’t
seem to be able to have their own children.
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Arthur himself gets delayed because Bertha wants one last child with
him. And this delay gets prolonged further because Bertha is wrong about her
receptive period. But back in London, the two carrier lads start to think about
the things that Jenny has told them. And then the younger lad has a dream
about her, where she appears as a very holy guiding angel. They begin to think
that she could be a very special sort of person. Jenny had told them about her
companion Art. So, when they return to this village, they find Art and tell him
what they did with Jenny. They then leave - giving Art the responsibility of
solving this horrible problem.
But Art thinks this whole problem is now too difficult. He is not all
that keen on being the Dux Bellorum, with the nobility hating him, because
their servants are being told ideas about them being almost equal citizens to
the nobility. So Art will just stay with Bertha and let Britain sort out its own
problems.
But Bertha doesn’t like this new situation at all. She claims that,
without Arthur, Britain will return to anarchy. So Art has to save Jenny and
Jenny has to accept her duty again of being queen. And Arthur has to do
his duty of being the Dux Bellorum again as well. So their happy ideas of
becoming normal people has to be forgotten. Arthur accepts this duty, he
eventually manages to buy Jenny back and they then both return to their
normal roles.
Then the usual Arthurian legend continues on normally, as I had
formulated in my original story of “I, Arthur, Dux Bellorum”.
I like this story very much. But, when I
thought about the matter more carefully, I
realised that this story wasn’t very practical.
In the current world we all accept the ideas
of full democracy and genuine equality. But,
even now, most people don’t like novels,
where communities try to attain these types
of goals. But, in the age when this story is
set, those ideas were hardly recognised at all.
So this was the wrong age for such a story.
{But, if some people were really keen on this
story, I would certainly write it. At present,
no one reads any of my novels at all. So I will
certainly write any story, which could lead to
people thinking about how a better world can
be formed.}
This picture shows 1 of my 6 novels.
So I, finally, did write some stories.
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Then I continued these new ideas and put more sex into my other two planned
novels. So the original novel “The Ghost with No-Boots” became my current
novel “The No-Boots Club” with a lot more sex in it. You can read this on my
website or get a copy from me.
Then my future novel “Angelina”, first changed to be “The Good Ship
Ragamuffin”, which was a lot more exciting. Then finally this story became
“Aberrants in the Outer Asteroids”. This story is currently no yet quite
finished. But it is also on my website.
So this was how I spent my time during my last 3-months at Beralla.
It took me about a year to settle myself comfortably in my new flat in
Ashfield. In a wheel-chair, there were many jobs I couldn’t now do. So I
couldn’t change the ceiling light on my bedroom’s ceiling. So I have desklights, fixed on my walls, where I could change the lights. I couldn’t look after
the small garden I had at the back of my flat. And my tenants never wanted to
do the work of keeping the grass and shrubs in order. So I had to get my son
David to do this work once every three months.
Then I needed to organise my
room so that I never needed to use the
kitchen, dining room and lounge at all.
I let my tenants have all this space for
their sole use. As a climber I was used
to living in very small tents for months
on end, I knew I could work this out
and live in my own room just using a
small micro-wave as my sole form of
cooking. But then I had to work out
how to do all my washing-up without
At one stage we had some chooks in my backgarden so we could eat their eggs
using any of the kitchen facilities. I
could work it all out in time. But it just
takes a bit of time to realise how it is best done. I think I can now do all my
cooking, washing-up and cleaning in less time than all those healthy young
people can with all their so called “labour saving devices”. But it took me a
little time to get this system right. This system is all described in my website
called “Easy Compact Home Living”. But on the following page I show a set
of photos showing what my room now looks like.
During this time, I still had my weeping sessions. But gradually these
sessions happened less often.
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My Easy Compact Living Room

The 3 pictures on the left show
the nature of my room. The
top photo shows my cooking
bench with my food and my
microwave. Then the next
picture shows my bed where
I sleep, do my exercises and
work (you can see my computer
just to the right of the window).
The bottom picture shows my
desk with my printer, files and
melodeon.
My picture above is the
special quarter calendar I have
had made (you can just see it in
the top picture with my favourite
cartoons). This calendar
introduces a different method of describing the date, which has several
advantages. This is described in my webpage called a “Quarter Calender”. In
this calendar I put symbols for special events.
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As regards my clothes, a funny situation occurred. Initially I was worried
about my feet and legs getting too cold in winter. So I put a lot of clothes on
them. But one night, by accident, my blankets fell off my legs. I naturally felt
my legs. And then they were actually warmer than when I had had blankets
on them. So I stopped worrying about trying to keep my feet and legs warm.
Apparently, if parts of your body get too cold, then the body increases the
circulation by increasing the blood flow to the affected region. And this extra
circulation makes these parts warm again. So I ceased worrying about wearing
extra warm clothes to keep these parts warm. And I couldn’t feel the cold
down in my legs at all. Our bodies have some very fine automatic systems that
take care of problems like this. But I naturally continued to wear warm clothes
on the top of my body, because I didn’t like to feel the cold too much.
Finally, I still wanted to be able to show the world that I could
still do something rather special. I had never been terribly good at playing
musical instruments. But, as opposed to most people, I had kept up my
playing regularly all my life. So I have always remembered the tunes I had
learnt to play. So I could always give a half-hour performance with different
well-known tunes, which most people would enjoy on my recorder and on
my squeeze-box. And, as guy in a wheelchair playing common instruments
reasonably well, I was always welcome for playing in any suitable public
space. So this is what I did. It took me about a year to get everything right. But
when I finally did, I felt I was now someone rather special once again. Perhaps
I might even become “Bryden the Great” like my “Gwendolen the Great” was
when performing in my favourite story (webpage “The No-Boots Club”).
By the beginning of 2003, I was ready to start thinking about what I should
now do with my coming free-time. I considered I had three options. I could
start writing one of the novels, which I have described a page or so back.
Another option was to update and simplify my Society of Choice book
by carrying out the 4 simplifications I spoke of at the end of my previous
chapter. The final option was to try to write a small book describing my new
“Scientific, International Language”. This was a very difficult decision.
Eventually I would like to do all these huge projects. But, which should come
first was a very tricky subject indeed.
This is how I worked out the sequence of my approach to these huge
projects.
The obvious and essential job was to present to the world a much simpler
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and acceptable form of my Society of Choice i.e. with my 4 simplifications
implemented. But the more I thought about this project, the more work, I
realised, had to be done. My Society was based on the current world. If I
created a clearly better sort of society, I would have to show how everything
would then work. Even Thomas More, in his Utopia, did some of this work.
And I was a skilled applied mathematician – I would have to do far more work
than Thomas More did.
So I had to work out - how to give my communities some sensible
housing that would not need too much energy to maintain. I also needed to
work out how much land was needed to feed all their people. I would also have
to work out how: much water was needed; and how much money it would cost
to collect and store the water. I would similarly need to work out: the amount
of energy the community would need; and how much it would cost; and how
well it could be stored. I also needed to work out all the officers, which the
communities would require and how everyone would be remunerated. Finally,
I had to work out: all the work, which the communities would need to be done;
and whether all the communities could cope with all this work.
I decided it would take me at least 3 years to do all this work.
It would be much more fun to start by writing one of my stories. But how
could I write any realistic stories, if I didn’t know how these communities
were going to function yet. I certainly didn’t want to all this work immediately.
But my “Scientific, International Language” wouldn’t need so much work.
I thought I could develop this language to give enough words (about 2,000)
to show that most of the essential words could be formed in sensible ways. In
fact, I had chucked all my notes on this subject, when I left Berala. But this
didn’t matter. I, of course, remembered all my 50 new symbols very clearly
and I continued to think that all the essential concepts were represented fairly
well by these symbols. I felt I could now make steady progress on this project.
But the really wonderful aspect of this project was that - very clearly
no such language has yet been formed to do this job. All other languages are
based on spoken languages and use their sounds. Even Esperanto does this –
thus this language is based on Latin.
So I thought that I could develop my language in a year, sufficiently
well to show the world that here was a genuine possible language for use as
an International Scientific Language. Thus I would be mad not to try to do this
project first.
So I went ahead with this project.
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The whole of this project is described quite clearly in my book called “A New
Simple International Language – book”. And this book can be easily downloaded from my website (“Bryden Allen”). So, in this biographical book, I
won’t try to give you too many details. But I think I should at least allow you
read my introduction. I give this below.
CREATING A NEW LANGUAGE
The accepted view now is that a language, besides being a means of
communication, is also a form of cultural identity. As such it should be left
to develop naturally (by the people that use it). I naturally support this
view. However, there is a slight problem – English is becoming the ‘Lingua
Franca’ of the world and, because English is such a huge and inconsistent
language, other languages are being forgotten (because simply people
haven’t room in their brains to hold English and their mother tongue as
well). Thus the world’s cultural variety is being destroyed. So this is what
this little project is all about – to create a very simple consistent language
to be used only when international dialogue is required.
Of course this has been done before e.g. by Esperanto and also by other
‘artificial languages’. The trouble with all ‘artificial languages’ till now
is that they have used standard symbols (often associated with standard
sounds) and this means that these languages are associated with one group
of languages or another (e.g. Esperanto is associated with Latin based
languages). If one foregoes this restriction one can create a new language
that is fully independent of any language and then the resulting language
can be fully logical and hence very simple to learn indeed.
The awkward task is to choose what your fundamental symbols should
be. Firstly, as regards the number – clearly they must fit on a key-board
so this makes it certainly less than a hundred. But then there aren’t so
many fundamental items – thus things like ‘light’, ‘sound’, ‘gas’, ‘liquid’,
‘solid’, ‘human’, ‘animal’ and ‘plant’ are bound to require a symbol. And
then the fundamental prepositions – ‘in’, ‘with’, ‘to’, ‘from’ and ‘of’ are
clearly good candidates for their own symbols. Also things like ‘high’,
‘low’, ‘higher/increasing’, ‘lower/decreasing’, ‘highest’ and ‘lowest’ are
likely to be the fundamental qualifiers. Surprisingly the grammar symbols
are quite tricky (and rather worrying because all hell will be let loose if
you get them wrong). Spoken languages tend to incorporate grammar in
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the words (as in their endings) but a logical written language will tend to
be like mathematics and hence express the grammar independently (as the
structure of the writing). But even this problem is not all that bad.
Anyway the purpose of this little blurb is to demonstrate that it is
reasonably easy to create a new language. Furthermore, it is one of the
natural puzzles of this little life and so we should all have a go at trying to
solve it. Naturally a really good solution will be rather hard to find (my
little effort may not simply be good enough). However, if a reasonable
number of people were to try to solve this problem then, over the next
decade, a simple logical universal language could arise and be used for
international
dialogue. Thus
the richness
of our world’s
culture and
its variety of
languages could
be saved.
Bryden Allen
1/10/2004
7/5 Knox St,
Ashfield 2131.
As I have said
before, if you want
to understand
this Language
you ought to
read my book on
the internet. But
almost no one
wants to do that.
So I will now tell
you about the
important items:
show my symbols;
give you examples
of words; and in
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general describe how far I have progressed.
The picture on the left shows all my character symbols.
On pages 9 and 10 of my book, I give a more detailed list with their alternative
meanings and a better type-face. But, at this stage, these pages can make the
language even more confusing. The picture I have just shown is probably
easier to comprehend.
Later in my book, I must cover the ghastly subject of the grammar of the
language. In this grammar is not the same as English because I follow a simple
rule, which says that all text should just qualify what has been stated before.
And English does not always do this. So, as you probably won’t read this, my
grammar will appear to be very complex. So this in an awkward subject.
But, as regards the subject of a sentence, I chose the following rather
amusing example of differing possible subjects. I think this decision is best
shown by an example. I will consider the case:
		
‘The cat shat on the mat.’
Here the originator of this sentence’s primary thought is that the cat has gone
too far. So perhaps we should consider drowning the cat. Then this sentence
with the cat as the subject is appropriate. However, if the originator’s primary
thought was that the mat might now smell badly, then the mat should now be
the subject. Thus the sentence should now read:
		
‘The mat was shat on by the cat.’
Hence my logic says we do need a passive voice structure. However, the
details of how this is most conveniently done is best left.
Most of this work is still fairly difficult and you would need to spend at least
2 days studying my book (it is 74, A4 pages long) to understand how this
language will really work. In general, I’m afraid that none of my glorious
ambitions can be easy to understand. This is the nature of life. If these
problems were easy, they would have been solved years before I had been
born. So we all must accept all real problems are bound to be hard.
On the next two pages, I now show two sample pages of essential words
on two different subjects. I hope you agree that all the words, which I show
here, seem to have fairly brief, sensible forms, in terms of the symbols of my
language.
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By “Personal” I include: clothes, eating, food and cleaning. If you study the
meaning of my symbols, I hope you will find that these words can be formed from my
symbols in a meaningful manner.

In my book I also give a translation of the very well-known 23rd psalm (The
Lord is my shepherd). But, to make this example understandable, I must give
three different lines. The first line is the normal English version. The second
line, shows the words (or an interpretation of such words) in the sequence
which my grammar requires. Then third line then shows my full translation.
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I hope you find that these words can also be formed from my symbols in sensible
ways.

But even then, you probably won’t understand the example. So I shan’t bother
to show it to you here.
I think a person could read and understand this new language after about a
month’s work. This is still a lot of work. But, from my experience, it normally
takes about a year for a person to understand and read a new independent
language. So this language is still a hell of a lot easier to learn than a normal
new language is.
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So I think that this language is still pretty good. As it is, this language
cannot be spoken. But, if some phonetic experts gave some simple sounds for
all my symbols, then it could also be spoken. But I am certainly not a phonetic
expert.
I have done my best to circulate my books on this new language as best I can.
I have 100 of these books printed and given them to all my friends. All the
recipients have been impressed by the work and they feel the work should be
supported by the experts in this field. But I know no such experts. And my
little knowledge of this world is that experts don’t like any person outside their
field giving their proposals about a different kind of language. So I didn’t try to
investigate any further in this field, when I didn’t know any such experts at all.
And the few people I knew just vaguely were rather dismissive.
But I am a very simple kind of guy. If I see a great global challenge waiting
to be solved, then I try to solve the problem. And I am very pleased to have
solved the problem as far as I have. So, the experts won’t look at it. But I still
think it was a “Glorious Ambition” to have solved this problem as far as I
have.
If anyone was to contact me and wanted to help me with the job of
developing the language further, then I would certainly accept their help and
see if we can progress a little more. But, if there is no such interest, then I will
just continue to leave my book on the internet. I am very happy to have done
as much as I have.
But, on the whole, I think it was now better for me to demonstrate to the world
what was the best and easiest way to create some good small independent
communities. And then all people would have a sane alternative to all the
many stupidities associated with “Capitalism”, “Globalism” and “Economic
Growth”. So I will now discuss this great ambition in my next chapter.
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6)

Fourth Ambition –
Forming Green Communities

			

(Aged: 65 – 69,

2005 – 2009)

This is by far the most important of all my ambitions. But, because of this,
the sequence in which the work was all done was a lot more complex than
is implied in my heading above. Let me first then explain what actually
happened.
From 2005 till 2008 I first wrote my
first book on this subject, which I
called “Green Living”. This book
covered most of the important details
behind my later “Forming Green
Communities” book. So this book was
quite large, because it had to include
all the details of: the nature of our
housing; how much land we would
need to support ourselves in food; how
we would obtain our energy and water;
and how these items could be stored.
And then I had work out how much all
these facilities would cost and whether
or not our members could do all this
work themselves. All this work and the
writing of the book took me three years.
After all this hard work I felt I
needed a break. So I wrote my first two
This was my first book on this subject. It
novels, which deal with the problems
covered this whole subject in great detail.
of how communities can be formed
initially.
This total work took me five years (as shown above, below the title of
this chapter).
In the next 4 years, I dealt with the problems of our current world. This was
mostly written down in my book called “A Special Period to stop Climate
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Change”. During this time, I also had to set up my website, which would
include all my books - besides my webpages about all my other activities. This
work took most of this next period and this is my “ambition” of my following
chapter.
By 2013, however, I was ready to spend more time on this subject of
independent green communities. But the book I wrote next was on the far more
challenging subject of “A Path to Create a Space Colony”. At first glance,
this subject might not appear to be closely associated with “Forming Green
Communities”. But, in fact, these two subjects are very closely related indeed.
What unites the two subjects
is that, if you wish to live in a green
manner, then the inhabitants must
learn to recycle almost everything
they use. This is not easy – but it
can be done. And, up in space, this
means that one’s water must be
recycled completely. We haven’t
learnt how to do this back on Earth
yet. But it could be done, if we really
tried. During the day, plants absorb
water to grow. And, during the day,
this water is mostly sent up into the
atmosphere as water-vapour. With
care, this water-vapour could be
reused by enclosing the growing
area - and then using the colder night
temperatures to condense watervapour back into normal water. So
this is the problem I deal with a lot
in this book, both in space and on
Earth. To solve this problem is a
You can see that this is a very complex subject.
really glorious challenge.
The other item that unites
these two subjects is that, eventually, a green community will have very little
work, which really needs to be done. But, creating a space colony will require
a huge amount of work. So green communities can simply spend a lot of their
spare time, by creating a Space Colony. And then just a few very green people
could start to live out in space. So eventually our life could start to expand into
space.
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I love this book. But this book was not acceptable to most of the
people, who I showed it to. I also joined the Mars One Society, with the hope
that someone from there might like to read this book. This society willingly
accepted the $20 I paid to them, per month to join their society. I then sent my
book to them. But I couldn’t get any reply from them at all. So I had to give
up.
But my “Forming Green Communities”
book was much more acceptable to everyone.
And a lot of the pictures, which I had
developed for my space book, could be used
in this book as well. So my work on this space
book was not completely wasted. Thus: a)
because I had done all the basic work in my
Green Living book and; b) I had developed
most of the essential pictures in my “A Path
to Create a Space Colony”, this work was
mostly just done in 2016. But this book is
very much the best book for people to initially
read.
I will give a full picture of this cover later in
this chapter, when you understand the full
situation better.
You can now see, by comparing these two cover pictures, how similar these
two books are. Also they are both written in a similar 2-column format with
lots of pictures. And both books are 64 pages long and are written on A4 pages.
Because my “Forming Green Communities” book incorporates the work
I developed in my “Green Living” book, this is the first book you should
consider reading. And, even if you don’t own a book, it takes less than a
minute to download this book from my website. But I must give you just a
reasonable idea about this book in this chapter.
First let me give you the primary reason: why you and your friends should read
this book of mine.
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Over the past 40 years, the world has developed a blind faith in “Capitalism”,
“Globalism” and “Economic Growth”. But these systems have terrible
long-term consequences. Thus, over this same period, we have polluted our
atmosphere with too much CO2 and so we are now causing our climate to
change. Also we have allowed wealth inequalities to grow: so our poor people
are growing poorer; and our rich people are growing richer.
This book shows how we can now develop very small practical
alternatives to these current flawed ideas. And these alternatives will give all
their people far more “Equality”, “Democracy”, “Free-time” and “Variety”
than any community has ever yet known.
So, if our political situations continue to get worse, then we must
remember that there is always this wonderful alternative, shown in this
“Forming Green Communities” book of mine.
And, just at the moment, people are at least beginning to question
whether “Globalism” is so wonderful. This situation is being demonstrated in
the UK’s Brexit vote and the USA’s considerations of trade limitations. And
Trump’s form of extreme “Capitalism” is reminding us all that “Socialism”,
in the past, has given rise to much fairer and more equal societies.
In my “Forming Green Communities” book these ideas are expanded in
my chapters on “Why Create new Green Communities”, “Capitalism,
Globalism and Economic Growth”, “Equality, Democracy, Freedom and
Variety”. All the chapters of this book are also webpages on my website.
I will now mostly break this chapter into three parts.
First I will now describe the essential forms of the communities I must
form. These are: “housing communities”; “hamlet communities”; “village
communities”; and, finally, “town/state communities”. This study will be
quite easy because you can mostly see what they will look like in all my
detailed pictures.
Then we will have a break. I will first tell you about some of the
problems I had associated with my very significant disabilities and their
problems. And then I will tell you a little about my various efforts to live in a
green sustainable manner individually myself.
Finally, I must tell you about how I believe we can solve all the
wickedly difficult political problems, that must be solved, so that all our
members can live together in a harmonious, democratic manner. This section
will start about the different forms of “freedom” we, in different ways, strive
to attain. Politics is always a very difficult subject.
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So my first job then is to show you how my 4 different sized communities can
do all the jobs they are hoping to do and how they fit in with each other. But
it might be better for you to look forward a few pages (page 151), so that you
can see the cover picture of my “Forming Green Communities” book again
in greater detail.
The 4 communities, which I am considering here then, are:
1)

Housing Communities

Here I am hoping that these communities will largely build their own homes
themselves. And then they will mostly: maintain their homes themselves; share
their child-minding duties; and do some of their own gardening communally.
If you now study the following pictures
of my proposed, terrace-housing system, then you
will realise that:
a)
These homes will have all the space and
facilities that most modern people have come to
expect.
b)
These homes will be reasonably compact
so that the people’s access to their public transport
can be very close.
c)
These homes will not be too expensive to
build and maintain.
d)
These homes will be relatively simple so
that the members of community can build these
homes themselves.
e)
These homes will be adaptable so that
they can give the different sized accommodation
units that single people and different sized families
will require.
f)
These homes will not require too much
energy to maintain a comfortable internal
temperature.
g)
The flat roofs of these homes will be easy
This picture should give you
to use and so collect the energy this community
an idea of what these homes
will require using PV panels.
will look like
h)
These homes will have all the normal
services, which modern people now expect (electricity, water, sewerage,
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communications).
Then the following picture shows what community
housing for between 10 and 16 people might look
like.
But, I also must warn you. Because these
communities are small, this doesn’t necessarily mean
that the politics of running these communities will be
much easier. There can even be a case here, for one
body owning the land and buildings and this body
rents the rooms out only to good tenants. But then this
would not be a proper community, because it is not
fully in charge of its own affairs.
Of course, the full details of these communities are
covered in greater detail in my chapters
on: “Green Homes” and “Green
House-Unit Communities”.
2)

Hamlet Communities

This is the smallest community that I
believe can cope with all the problems
of being self-sufficient in food, water
and energy. In my “Green Living –
book” I spent roughly 100, A4 pages
in describing how this community
can do all this work. And these pages
contained a huge amount of detailed
calculations as well. Besides all this, I
was already fairly familiar with such
details, because, for several years I
went to NZ yearly to check on how our
family land was being used for growing
important crops like maize and soya
beans. Besides this knowledge, in 2004
This picture should give you an idea of what
I spent many hours on the phone to
this community will look like.
very patient agronomists at the various
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research agricultural institutes of NSW. And I got all the other essential land
and water requirements from them. But here I cannot bore you with all these
details.
But, before I get down to any physical details about green agriculture,
I should tell you of reasons why it is very useful for our community to be selfsufficient in our food production.
First there are 3 very good physical reasons. These reasons are:
a)
Our community can recycle absolutely all our waste organic products
(faeces etc) back into our ground very easily, because everything is so close.
So the community will not need any extra fertiliser at all, once everything has
been set up with very good recycling facilities.
b)
Our community’s food will be much fresher and also there will be very
little need for refrigeration.
c)
There will be almost no costs associated with the transportation of our
food.
Then there are 4 very important organizational reasons for our community
being self-sufficient in our food. These are:
a)
Our community will be safer because our members will not need to
rely on the outside world to provide their basic food.
b)
Our community member’s lives will be safer because, if they lose their
outside jobs, then they can always be employed just producing their own food.
c)
Growing their own food will always give our community members
some healthy physical outside exercise.
d)
It is very healthy for our children
to learn where their food comes from and
how much work is involved in this total
process.
My picture above has already shown what
such a community might look like.
This picture on the right shows the hamlet
centre itself in more detail,
This is all described in much greater
details in my webpages on: “Green
Agriculture”, “Green Hamlets - Independent” and “Green Hamlets Integrated”.
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3)

Village Communities

In my pictures, a village simply consists of
16 hamlets clustering around a village centre.
There could be other larger types of villages
with more hamlets. But it would have been
harder for me to draw such larger forms. So
this is why I just show 16.
But I also consider other kinds of
agriculture in these villages. In these village
pictures, I do not actually use the same
agricultural system, as I showed in my Hamlet picture above. I could have –
but I didn’t. If I had, then a village would have needed nearly twice as much
land. So this village picture shows a more advanced agriculture, where water is
partially recycled and the water storage is below the agricultural area.
This is shown in my picture on the right.
The other kind of village is where the larger
crops are grown by the village people, because
this can be done more efficiently by using
larger machines. The picture I show here on
the right is where the village, as a whole, does
most of the work. You can see this difference
because common crops are shown near the
outside edge.
My village
centre is
now shown
in my next
picture on
the left. You can see that this centre has all
the facilities that a village community really
must have. (But you will need to look at this
picture very closely to be able to read what
goes on in the various buildings.)
This is also described in much greater detail
in my webpages on: “Green Villages” and
“Village Centres”.
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4)

Town/State Communities

As you might expect, my Town-State
simply consists of 62 villages clustering
around a Town/State Centre. This is
shown in my picture on the right. I was
very fortunate indeed so that I could
make this area square - and also give a
total population of 100,000 people. I am
very pleased, when I can manage to get
all my different sub-communities fitting
together to form a larger community so
neatly.
I wanted this town community
to be large so that this town-centre could
manufacture all the items its 100,000
people would really need.

This is what one of my “Town-States” will
look like.

My next picture on the right shows the town-centre
in much greater details. But, if you want to know
what goes on in the 17 large buildings I show, then
you must read my webpage: “Town Centres”.
But there is not much point in having a wonderful
town-centre unless its
people can get to it. So
my next two pictures
on the left should give
you an idea about
how our very efficient
transport can work.
In fact, all people
could get, from
their homes in their
hamlets, to any of the
town-buildings, in less
than 10 minutes. So
this is an incredibly
efficient total transport
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system indeed.
And it wouldn’t
cost anything like
as much as our
current roads and
cars do.
My final picture
on the right shows
how neatly these
town-states might
fit in with other
town-states, together with their various
large wild-life parks.
These facilities are also described in
much greater detail in my webpages
on: “Green Town-States”, “Town
Centres”, “Green Transport” and “States and Wildlife Parks”.

But now we can have a break from the difficulties of “Forming Green
Communities”. And I will talk about my various personal problems instead.
When a person breaks their back then many of their body systems no
longer work because the messages from the
brain no longer get to the relevant body parts.
My break was very complete at T9 - so only the
top third of my body now worked – fortunately
this includes the head, arms, heart and lungs.
So I didn’t die. My chief problems were mostly
associated with my bladder, bowel and getting
enough exercise.
I will deal with my bladder first. In hospital I
was given an in-dwelling catheter with a legbag. And that was fine while I was in hospital
there. But, about two weeks before leaving
there, I was persuaded to change to just using
simple catheters intermittently about 5 times a This is what I looked like when I was
finishing my time in hospital.
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day. A paraplegic person will normally die from a UTI infection. And the
evidence is that using catheters intermittently gives rise to less UTI infections
than having an indwelling catheter does. And, for my first 2 months at Beralla,
this system worked well. But then my body, which seems to have a mind of
its own, decided it didn’t like this new system. My bladder now started to
leak several times during day. And, during the night, my bed was very often
drenched with urine. I persevered with this intermittent system for two months
and I went through hell. So it was a tremendous relief for me to return to using
an indwelling catheter once again.
So now I use an indwelling catheter - but I don’t use a leg bag. I’m
afraid I just hate having to wear the long trousers all the time - which are
necessary to hide a leg-bag. Before my accident, when possible I always used
to prefer to wear shorts. So now I wear half-length, stretchy, black tights,
which are easy to put on and change. So then my indwelling catheter can’t
be seen. Then I must empty my bladder into a standard water bottle every
couple hours. And, of course, I use a large urine bottle during the night. At the
moment I am only averaging about one UTI infection a year. So I think I now
do quite well as regards my bladder problems.
Before breaking my back, I had been exceptionally healthy. So, previous to my
accident, I don’t think I had been in a hospital for more than 30 years and I had
only used antibiotics once during this long period. But, since my accident, my
health record has not been so good at all. So now I’ll give you a brief history
of my new serious medical problems.
My first problems were mental. I started to hear voices in my head a little. I, of
course, knew that this was just my own thinking. However, I also had a panic
attack, while pushing up a distant hill. I rang the emergency number and the
the ambulance guy found I had a high blood-pressure reading. I was taken to
RPA hospital, and over three days, I recovered from this. I don’t think now I
should have rung emergency in this case. I just panicked a bit too much.
But later, my mental problems came back in a slightly different
manner. All paraplegic people suffer from “phantom pain” or what I
usually call “pins-and-needles”. This occurs because the brain still senses
false messages from the parts of the body, which are no longer connected
to the brain. So, for example, I feel a lot of powerful tingling in my penis particularly when doing my exercises.
The solution to this problem should be to simply ignore such “pins-and
needles”. But this was not easy for me. The best solution for me was to think a
lot more just about the active muscles, which were actually doing all the work.
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And also it helped me to play games with myself, about little trivial matters
like trying to see small interesting objects. This also tended to stop me thinking
about my “pins-and-needles”. (I will talk more about some of these games in
my chapter 8.)
I had two distinct attacks of this problem separated by several years
and each session lasted two or three months. The condition became steadily
worse the more I worried about it. I would imagine that people, who have
arthritis, would suffer in a similar way - but their case would be much worse
because their pain would be real. I find it quite hard to keep my mental
faculties concentrating only on the items, which really matter to my goals in
life. Perhaps this is a problem we all must face in some way. As it is often said
- “life wasn’t meant to be easy”. After all, we still have an incredibly easy
life, in comparison to the animals from who we evolved.
My next next problem was a lot of blood in my urine. I rang emergency and
I was again taken to RPA hospital. The doctors irrigated my bladder and then,
over a few days, this cleared up the problem. But it took me a few years to
learn what had caused the problem in the first place.
The bladder outlet has a funnel shape. What can happen then is that
the inflatable water-ball, which keeps the catheter in the bladder, can get stuck
here. And this irritation then causes the funnel part of the bladder to bleed.
My doctor, who was familiar with paraplegics like myself, then gave
me this advice. He suggested that, before going to sleep when my bladder was
fairly full, I should push the catheter down a little so that it couldn’t be stuck in
the funnel. I have followed this good advice and, since then, I have never had
blood in my urine. (And, previous to this, I had had some blood in my urine
several times.)
As I mentioned before, when I was at rehab I was taught not to worry about
falling out of my wheel-chair. I followed this good advice and I was happy to
fall out of my wheel-chair many times. This was just a healthy way to live.
One day my youngest daughter Emily and I were walking over the
grass in a park near Parramatta. She was pushing me because I can only push
myself slowly on grass. We hit a slight bump and I fell out. This was the most
minor fall I have ever had. But my legs started to spasm a bit and my legs
didn’t look right. Emily helped me back into the chair, we found her mum,
Vinie, and she drove us to Westmead hospital. I was x-rayed and both my thigh
bones had been broken just above the knee.
It seemed very strange to me that such a minor fall could cause
important breaks to my thigh bones. This is the only way I can explain this
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peculiar situation. Normally, when I fell out of my wheel-chair before, I fell
forwards and I put my hands out and my arms absorbed a lot of the impact.
But, with Emily, I moved back in the wheel-chair because then I might be
able to avoid the fall all together. But then, when I did fall, my knees took all
the impact – even though they were falling on grass, which should have been
softer. So I broke both legs. (My leg bones had become weak because they
weren’t being used.)
And then I had a horrible time in hospital without being able to move
at all. But I did pick up an old discarded book from a trolley - it was called
“Sylvester” and was by Georgette Heyer. The book was rather like Pride and
Prejudice in its plot form - but it has an even much more dramatic climax. This
book has become one of my favourite books and I read the book at least once
a year. So that was a really good find for me, because I find it very hard to find
books that I really like to read.
But, after spending 2 weeks in hospital of what could be 4 to 6 weeks
stay and watching other people with broken bones leaving after only 3 or 4
days, I called on my old climbing partner Reynold to help me. He could be
sucked into anything. So we left the hospital
together without a proper discharge. Then, when
I got home, I got Reynold cut the casts off my
legs beneath the knees so I could then at least
bend my legs. Otherwise I couldn’t move in my
wheel-chair with my legs sticking out in front
of me all the time. And then I could manage
to look after myself. After 2 weeks I rang the
hospital and explained what I had done and they
were actually very good about it all. I went back
there and they checked that all was in order.
Over the two weeks at home, I had suffered a
huge amount of spasms in my legs, which I was
very worried about.
They told me then at the hospital that
these spasms were nature’s survival path. If, in
This photo shows Reynold, on a
the wild, an animal breaks a limb then, if it is
climbing day at Lindfield rock
to survive, it must recover very quickly. And
my spasms were a means of sending blood to these breaks so that my breaks
could be mended very quickly. Fortunately, my breaks were in the right place
already so there were no alignment problems. So this meant I recovered quite
remarkably quickly. So all was well.
But, looking back on this incident now, I am horrified that I disobeyed
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the hospital’s very sensible rules. I would never do that now. On the whole I
think our hospital systems are very good.
In the early years after my break, I would have about 6 UTI infections per
year, which needed quite powerful antibiotics (usually Augmentin). These
infections varied in severity and this was shown by my temperature (I have
always been a bit of an addict in taking my temperature, if I feel at all ill.).
If my temperature went much above 39 C, then I would start to hallucinate.
The worst case occurred about 10 years ago, when I felt very bad indeed. I
found it hard to go outside and a couple of people were worried about my very
erratic behaviour. A doctor came to see me, but he couldn’t suggest any cure.
Eventually my tenants called the ambulance and I was treated in intensive care
at Croydon hospital.
Apparently my salt levels were too low. Some doctors blamed this
problem on me because I drank too much water. (I usually drank about 3
litres a day.) But the doctors, who knew the subject well, explained to me
that, a bad UTI infection will affect the kidneys. And the kidneys maintain the
correct salt level balance. So this bad illness was not primarily caused by me
drinking too much water.
I was in hospital for 5 days and given a very powerful antibiotic drip
besides some extra salt. So then I was OK and so I could go home.
But my thinking at that stage was that I would not now live too long,
because my UTI infections seemed to be getting worse. But strangely this
was not the case at all and my UTI infections grew slightly milder. In fact, I
have recently had a 3-year period, when I didn’t have any UTI infections at
all. So maybe I still will have a few years yet to persuade the world that there
are some saner ways we can live in this world. And then we won’t pollute the
world too much and all people can get useful and practical jobs again.
I also have problems with my bowels. But these problems have occurred more
recently and so I will talk about them in my last two chapters.
When a person looses control of 2/3 of their muscle mass, then it is hard to get
enough exercise. So now I will describe how I dealt with this problem.
I have always done a reasonable amount of exercise, as I have
described in my previous chapters. I have always believed that this was the
healthy thing to do. So I wanted for this situation to continue.
But, of course, now it wasn’t so easy. Exercise for me is always
divided into two parts: a) walks and runs mostly out on the streets, and b)
exercises done in my flat. So I continued with this same regime. The major
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change was that I would now have to take much longer over my exercises,
because now I would only have about about 1/3 of my muscle mass to do the
job. So, whereas previously my exercises could only take an hour a day, now it
would take me about 2 hours a day. But this wouldn’t matter – I really still had
plenty of free time.
My inside exercises would be similar
as before: stretch movements, push-ups and
chin-ups. But these exercises are now much
easier, because push-ups were now just from
my knees and chin-ups were just from my
bed using some tapes I had fixed above my
bed. These movements are shown in my
photos. Eventually, I would do 100 pushups per day and 150 chin-ups per day (with
stretching) in two sessions of about about
half an hour each.
My outside exercises followed a
similar. I couldn’t run so I pushed my wheelchair up mild hills instead. In general, I had
a slightly shorter pushing session in the

This photo shows me doing my pushups in the early days.

Here I am climbing into my wheel-chair 147
from the floor.

Here I am doing my chin-ups.

morning and a longer pushing session in the afternoon - taking in total a little
more than an hour.
In general, this exercise pattern has kept me reasonably healthy and
well, since I broke my back nearly 18 years ago.
But now I would like to have a little boast about how independent, and
minimalist I have become. So, in spite of the fact that I have to live in a wheelchair, I do all my own cooking and home jobs just by myself (see page 124).
But first I need to show you what my flat looks like and how it is divided up
between me and my tenants.
So you can see how I give the vast majority of the flat for my tenant’s

This diagram shows the plan of my flat and its division between me and my tenants.

usage. But now I want to say a little about my first 4 sets of tenants as a
demonstration of the life situations that I really like.
My first tenants were a young couple recently arrived from Nepal.
My elder children knew them vaguely so that is how I got to know them. They
were great and they were even keen for me to teach them how to sing well.
This was good and I even ate with them once a week.
But I made a mistake. Now our back veranda was divided by a large
sheet so that we would both have almost complete privacy. But, the sheet
only went as far as a post leaving a gap of about a meter. Now I did my early
exercises on my bed sometimes without any clothes on. One day the girl saw
me – I smiled at her and she smiled back. Next she came into my area and
swept my part of the veranda. I put my pants on so that it wouldn’t mean too
much. But the situation was ambiguous – and this action might have led to
tensions between us.
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The girl got pregnant and I was keen for them to stay on and have their
child here. I thought they would easily have enough room to live here for a few
years. But tensions, due to this incident, might have worried them. So I lost
them after a little over a year. I was very sad to see them leave.
During this same period, I tried to make friends with any of the girls I
met on the streets as I did my exercises. This also led to problems. Some girls,
without much to do at home, think that looking after a disabled person could
use their free time and possibly earn a little bit of money as well. But, in fact,
I don’t need anyone to look after me. All I like to do is flirt with any girl, who
looks reasonable. And girls don’t like this idea at all. So I had to stop doing
this. I was giving out a very wrong message.
My next tenants were also new arrivals from overseas. He was from Poland
and she was from New Zealand (she looked as if she could be part Maori).
She also soon became pregnant and then they had glorious rows with each
other. She was very articulate about his duties about supporting her. I
could never understand his replies – he didn’t speak English very well. But
unfortunately they also left a little after a year to live in a small house in the
outer suburbs. I would have loved them to stay on - I really loved hearing
their rows. But, like all people these days, everyone thinks they will solve
their problems, if they have a bigger house. They actually split up after a few
months living in their new house. But I didn’t know the details.
My next tenants were a couple of young guys from Bangladesh. One of them
could have been here illegally. They had almost no possessions at all and slept
on the floor of their bedroom on flimsy mattresses. I think they smoked pot
and became very giggly with each other. Hearing these sounds was also a new
experience, which I was keen to learn about. But I certainly have no desire to
smoke pot – I am a snob – I would find that situation to be far too demeaning –
but they seemed to enjoy themselves.
Then these guys invited a couple of Bangladeshi friends to sublet the
front of their area. I was, of course, very keen for them to join us. I like a lot
of people in a house – for example I love living in climbing huts with climbers
everywhere. The more the better as far as I am concerned. And then my son,
David, had a row with his mum and so he moved into our front common room
as well. So then I had 5 tenants, which I thought was terrific.
But the really fun thing, was the antics of the Bangladeshi couple at
the front of the flat. They slept together in one bed and he snored something
awful. But she, at least initially, accepted her position quite happily. The
person, who objected strongly, was my son David, who was only separated
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from them by a thick curtain. But I refused – I thought he had to accept his
situation like the girl did. Eventually David decided to go back to living with
his mum again.
After a few years, the Bangladeshi guys at the back also left leaving
the other couple alone. But she was pregnant now, which I was very pleased
about. But now they started to have rows between themselves. The girl
was quite often in tears and very vocal about it as well. But the guy was
exceedingly good and usually calmed her down. But often he was sent to the
front bed-room – I presume because of his snoring. Sometimes their parents
came over and other relations as well. So my flat was very well used and I
enjoyed watching all this domestic life passing in front of me. Eventually their
child was born but there was still plenty of room for them all. But finally the
girl became pregnant again and they felt they had to leave. I felt there was still
enough room for them all. But sadly they left. This lasted about 6 years. I still
hear from them on Facebook quite a lot.
My next tenants were an older couple from South Korea. They were an
interesting couple. He had a degree in theology and was an incredibly good
musician and singer. Much better than I am. But they earnt their money by
cleaning other peoples’ houses and flats. But I had to really admire them. They
did a good practical job and they never complained that they couldn’t use their
qualifications at all. And they kept themselves very fit and healthy. I wondered
if I should have done this myself, when I wasn’t employed.
This completes all that is interesting about my personal life over this period.
So now I must return to the political problems associated with “Forming
Green Communities”.
There are three features of societies that all people accept as being essential
for the running of a good modern society. These are, of course, Equality,
Democracy and Freedom. So let me introduce my communities in terms of
these three all-important attributes.
Equality
Over all ages, the degree of equality between the various classes of society
has differed enormously. In general, at present most people are fairly equal
as to what jobs they can get at least. In previous ages, the situation has often
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This is the front cover of my book. It shows how all the various communities fit together.

been quite appalling, where the top classes owned and controlled almost
everything - and the bottom classes could then be serfs or slaves. So we are
now reasonably good.
But our situation is very definitely getting worse. There is very clear
quantitative evidence that our rich people are getting richer and our poor are
getting poorer. And no one is doing anything about it. I, of course, belong to
the Greens party. In general, they deplore the fact the richer are getting richer
and poor are getting poorer. But, they will certainly not propose any method by
which they will effectively stop this slow process happening.
In previous ages, we used to have quite high death duties and much
higher taxes on high incomes of the rich than we have now. But all these
excellent processes have been very quietly forgotten about.
In my following chapter, which is about stopping Climate Change, I
will give the many reasons why this degenerative process is happening. But, in
this chapter, I simply want to explain how in the communities I am proposing
all people will always have an equal opportunity to advance their own interests
in this world.
My solution to this very hard problem is very simple indeed. I simply say that,
when a person has obtained their fair share of assets, in the various levels
of communities they belong to, then, temporarily, they cannot receive
money for any work they do.
How this would work out is
best seen in the diagram on the right.
Let us start with Tomi, who is
25 years old. You can see that she is
roughly half-way to having about the
average amount of equity that people
expect to have over their life (in all
three levels government). So she is fine.
Later in life she should be able to look
after herself quite well in her old age.
Dick on the other hand is
probably at the prime of his working
life. So he now has all the equity that
he is allowed to own ($300,000 or 7.5
man-years). So he can’t work for money
now at all (he could in a few-months
time when his daily expenses have
reduced his equity a little). So he can
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now spend all his ample spare free-time: enjoying himself with the pastimes
he likes e.g. climbing; helping his fellow people who need help; helping create
new good communities like this; or go overseas for while and so broaden his
horizons. So he could enjoy himself in many different ways.
Harriet instead has now mostly retired (she is 75). But she can easily
do some work, if she wants to. She still has plenty of equity to look after her
old-age, if she wants to use it. She could also buy an annuity package to look
after old-age as well if she wants that instead. So she will be fine
So this is how I keep all the people in my communities very equal with each
other in terms of money. In fact, I suspect most will people will simply hate the
degree of equality I give to my people in terms of money, goods and property.
Most people would like a system that is somewhere between this system and
our current capitalist system. I have tried to work out such a system myself.
But I have failed. Why don’t you, my good reader have a go at working out in
detail the type of community you would like yourself.
The diagram on the right
shows graphically how very
different Capitalistic systems
and my Green Communities
must be in terms of their wealth
distributions.
The full details of how this
system will work are described
in my webpage on: “Finance
and Remuneration”.

Democracy
Most people would simply call a country democratic, if the leader of the
country is somehow voted in by all the adult members of this society. But the
system I am proposing will be very different from this.
In my societies there is no one supreme leader. Instead there are many
officers in charge of the many activities, which the society must engage in to
survive. So in my Hamlet Society there must be 10 officers in charge of the
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activities associated with: Agriculture, Building, Construction, Transport,
Social Activities, Welfare and Education, Energy, Water, Communications,
Recycling and Workshop. Then 6 officers must carry out the functions of:
Representative of the Community, Supervising Employment, Supervising
Finance, Supervising Membership, Analysing Department Achievements,
and Timing and Recording Speakers. And all these officers must carry out
their functions fairly and independently so there most definitely is not just
one leader. Then, naturally, the election of these officers must be taken very
seriously indeed.
So, out of our hamlet
community of 100 people, we will
need 16 officers. Thus every genuine
member of our community should
expect to be an officer for a reasonable
proportion of their life. The rules,
which I think should apply to all
officers, are the following:
a)
Each officer should be elected
by the community on a yearly basis.
b)
A member would only be
eligible to be elected as an officer of an
activity, if they have passed the exam
associated with that activity.
c)
A member may only hold one
office at a time.
d)
A member may only hold an
office for 3 consecutive years.
Because the election of these
officers is so important, I think a whole
community meeting should be devoted
This picture shows the nature of a formal
to the election of each officer. And
hamlet meeting.
attendance at these meetings would
be more-or-less compulsory for all
members. And all these member’s votes would be recorded for posterity to
study. So all members would have to take their voting very seriously indeed.
After all this community will fall apart these officers are not honest and
competent at doing their jobs. Thus, in these communities, the member’s
voting would not be a joking matter (as it often the case is in our capitalist
world). We simply won’t have this luxury.
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I give the full details of these processes in my webpage about; “Members,
Meetings, Officers and Voting”.
The same situation will apply
to village and town centres,
except that now the voting
will naturally be done by the
representatives of the hamlets
and the villages. But, of
course, these representatives
would have been chosen
because of their knowledge
of the village problems or
the town problems. So the
the representatives should be
able to elect good competent
officers for the village and town
centres. So everything in these
communities should be well
run.
The picture on the right shows
how this would all work. I
would imagine that each village
centre would need about 25
officers and the town would
need about 50 officers of
This picture shows how all the various levels of
different kinds. So, if you do all
meetings fit together.
the calculations, you will find
that in my complete Town State there would be (((16 x 16 + 25) x 62) + 50)
= 17,472 officials. And every single official would be elected by the relevant
members (or their representatives).
As opposed to this, in Australia there are many kinds of officials - e.g.
supervisors, judges, ministers, managers, policemen, captains etc. But I doubt
if more than 1 in 100 of these officials was actually elected democratically by
the people who actually work below them.
So my communities would be far more democratically run than any
country is at the moment. My systems would be completely visible and fairer
to all people. But, I have to admit, many people wouldn’t like them.
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I cover the full details about these voting systems in my webpage on
“Democratic Levels”.
Freedom
“Freedom” is a wonderful subject we all like to dream about – but in practise
freedom can also be very dangerous. Thus – should all people have the
freedom to take drugs just as they like? So freedom is a difficult subject.
Certainly there must be rules, which limit our freedom in what we can do
with other people. We accept the sensible rules that we can’t have the freedom
to murder, rape or interfere with other people without their consent. But, in
previous ages, many civilisations have accepted that people should be free to
make slaves of their captives and their children. We don’t accept this freedom
now. But there is not so much difference between a slave, and a servant who is
completely dependant on one employer for their employment. It is only a very
fine line between these two different conditions.
The freedom that particularly worries me is that rich people are free to
buy up other people’s land. And, when this happens, the people whose land has
been bought become completely dependant on the new rich owners for their
livelihoods. This is the fundamental
problem, which our capitalistic
systems refuse to acknowledge.
But, unfortunately, the ownership
and sovereignty of land is always a
terribly difficult problem under any
political system.
So how to limit the freedom
of rich people, who gain dominance
over other people, is a horribly hard
subject.
But there is one form of freedom,
which no one should complain about.
This is for all people to have plenty
of free-time to do what they like
with.
If we look at the animal
kingdom, we see that usually the
animals of the world have plenty of
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This picture shows how much time we
would have free.

spare time to do what they like. Thus birds of the air sing away to their hearts
content, while our land animals play, snooze or watch the world go by for a
large part of the day. And primitive societies usually also have plenty of spare
free time as well. But our current civilised societies often don’t have much
spare free time at all.
But this lack of free time most certainly does not need to occur. Over
the past century our evolving science and technology has introduced many
incredibly good new materials, devices and efficient machines to the world.
If we used all these new facilities sensibly, then we could at least halve the
amount of work we need to do, and so double our amount of spare free time.
But this not the way our capitalist economy works. We “believe” in economic
growth and this implies that our “free spare time” must diminish. And this loss
of spare time is certainly what has happened through out the world.
My picture on the previous page shows in considerable detail how
much free-time we would have in the three levels of society that I propose in
my Forming Green Society book. My webpage on “Free-Time and Clubs”
gives all the details.
But, in my communities, there is one
form of “freedom”, which my citizens
are not allowed to acquire quite as
easily.
In our current world, all people
are allowed to travel almost wherever
they like. So in Australia all people can
travel where they like, live where like
and buy what they like (providing they
can afford it). This form of freedom is,
of course, wonderful.
But there are also problems.
Thus drugs can be circulated by drug
dealers and it is very difficult to stop
this dealing happening. Also people
meet many other people and it is hard
to know about the past history of the
people you meet. So it hard to know
how honest the people you meet are.
Obviously I don’t want to suggest that
current world starts limiting the current
freedom we all enjoy. This would be
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This picture shows our 5 levels of
citizenships.

terrible. But this freedom wouldn’t occur so easily in the communities I am
proposing. This would not be their very nature.
In my societies, each community would be largely autonomous and it would
be run by its members. So a visitor to a community would be quite different
from a community member. Now, in a family home, an unknown person
is not allowed to just walk into a family home. The same situation would
apply in all my various communities. A person could only then enter one of
my communities, if a member of this community invited them in and took
responsibility for their good behaviour.
Then, if you look at the nature of my Hamlet, Village Centres, Town
Centres, then you will realise that these communities will be like homes,
because these communities are completely run by their various members.
So the members, who own the community, are completely different from
visitors, who are just outsiders. So they can only come in, if a friend of theirs
guarantees their good behaviour. So now the freedom of outsiders to wander
through our communities will no longer exist.
But the similar situation would apply between
the various levels of the community.
Normally then, first a young person will gain
citizenship of their hamlet. This will be attained by
passing a simple examination on how the hamlet
functions and also by a full vote by all the hamlet
members. Then this means that this person can become
a student member of their village centre and join in the
activities there.
The hamlet is shown in the picture on the right.
After a few years of being a
village student, this person could
then become a full member of the
village centre (in a similar way
as they became a citizen of the hamlet). And then, in this
position, this member can become a student member of
the town centre and join in some of its many activities.
This is shown in the picture on the left.
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Finally, after spending several years of being a student
town member, this person could become a full member
of the town centre and join fully in all the town activities
there. Also this means that this person could go and
become a full Australian citizen and as such travel
throughout Australia. And then they could obtain a
passport and so visit all the countries of the world.
This town-centre is shown in the picture on the left.
But the important thing about this community system of
several levels is that, if a person causes problems to these
small communities by acting in antisocial ways, then these memberships can
all be rescinded.
Thus, if a person misbehaves in Australia then they might have to
return to just living in this town/village/hamlet system. Then, if a person
misbehaves in their town then they might have to return to just living in their
village/hamlet system. Then, if a person misbehaves in their village then they
might have to return to just living in their hamlet. The most difficult problem
occurs of all when a person repeatedly misbehaves in their hamlet. But I can
only explain all the many possible options to this large problem in my large
webpage “Citizenship Levels”. (See diagram on page 157.)
But now my community members have some huge advantages. Thus all people
will know that all people in their community are honest and safe. So, for
example, parents can let their children play in their community with complete
safety.
Also these communities now decide who shall be a member and they
are now in complete control of any penalties they wish to impose on someone
who misbehaves. So, if a person gets drunk in the town centre and breaks
some furniture, then the offender could lose their membership of the town for
a couple of weeks. So these communities will no longer need all the lawyers,
judges, prisons and warders who often turn out to be corrupt in any case. So
there are many advantages. So life in our communities will become simpler
easier and fully understandable.
Final Chapters
There are three very fundamental incentives that we all clearly recognise.
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These are: Money, Liberty and Fame. And we, in our Green Communities,
must support these incentives fully as well, because this is what induces all
people to do the many jobs that need to be done.
As regards “money” I have already discussed this subject reasonably
well, when I talked about “Finance and Remuneration” (see page 152). So
in our communities the acquisition of money will still be a strong incentive.
But not as much as in a Capitalist society because our members will not
be able to acquire more money when they have reached their just of the
community’s assets. So this incentive has been slightly weakened (as opposed
to a capitalist society). So this means that my other two incentives need to be
strengthened a little. But this will occur quite naturally.
My incentive associated with liberty has largely been discussed when
I talked about “freedom” just before. And this incentive has been increased
enormously because people are now no longer allowed to go just where
ever they like. This limitation will occur quite naturally by the nature of my
communities (as described above).
As regards “fame”, you can get a
lot more fame in the outside world,
because there are far more people
there to recognise your fame. But
I, and all the people I know, are not
famous at all. So in my communities,
most normal people just get
“recognition” for the good works
they do: either as officers; or in the
works they do in normal clubs and
societies. And we will supply this
information ourselves in our many
webpages (a bit like Facebook). In my
system, “recognition” will be a more
important incentive than “money”
– after all, citizens will normally
spend twice as much time in gaining
“recognition” than “money”.
How this will work out in
detail is written in my webpage called
“Information and Recognition”. But This picture shows how all people will receive
the picture on the right will give you recognition for the work they do without any
money.
an idea how this recognition system
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could work as well.
How this incentive system works is also described in my short chapter called
“Our Three Incentives”.
Over the last 50 years, our various levels of government have gradually mostly
taken care of both: education and welfare. And I, myself, must admit that I
have been the grateful recipient of a lot this wonderful government largesse.
But I think there must be limitations. I don’t think the government can always
support people on welfare, who are not making much effort to look after
themselves. And similarly there is not much point in teaching people, who are
not interesting in learning the subject themselves.
So, in all my communities, I allow the all the concerned bodies to
make their own decisions on the subject.
So the individual could simply pay for their medical needs themselves. Also
they could learn their subjects themselves by reading the approved texts that
would be available in the various learning departments.
However, the various levels of government would certainly supply the
essential facilities that young people need as regards education and welfare.
So in the village centre there would a free primary school where where all
children would learn to read write and do arithmetic. And there would be a
medical centre which would supply essential medical facilities free.
Also in this society all people would have a huge amount of free time.
And a large amount of this free time could be used to help people in need
particularly as regards education and welfare.
This is all described in far greater detail in my webpage on
“Education and Welfare”.
Finally, there are two more webpages called “About Being Green”, “The
Nature of Life is to Expand”. But these are both very contentious subjects.
So I won’t say any more on this subject here.
I also consider “Helping other Nations in Trouble” But this is also a
very difficult subject.
In my fifth chapter about an international language, I have already told you
that I spent a significant part of my life working out stories that I would like to
write. But is wasn’t till year 2009 that I had enough time to write such stories.
And then my old stories had to be discarded because they were too fanciful
and not related to the current world. So I made up two more stories that would
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show how small green independent
communities can be formed.
The first story is called “Corbenic
College”. This story first describes
this college and how it is devoted
to teaching young people how to
persuade the people of the world
to prevent Climate Change. Then
within this college a small group of
people want to form an independent
community similar to my Forming
Green Communities book. Then, the
story deals with politics of the pro
and anti parties.
I like this story very much
because the plot is quite complex and
the resolution of the plot is rather
subtle. But I can’t recommend it
because the plot is too difficult.

This is the front cover.

My next story is called “The Voice
of the Fire”. This story tells how
a small private green holiday farm
facility can be extended to form a
full green democratic community.
The story starts with a
normal family living in Lindfield
considering going to this farm for
a holiday. The farm is situated near
Lithgow so this is a very sensible
place to consider building a new
green community. The story naturally
deals with the huge problems about
how this community will be financed
and how it should be run. So this is
the first novel of mine you should
consider reading.
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This is a better story to read first.

7)
			

Fifth Ambition –
To Stop Climate Change
(Aged 70 – 73, 2010 - 2013)

This ambition took quite a long time to develop. So I will just go through the
various stages about how I became involved in this whole subject.
My interest in this subject started in the late 1970s when I read a very
remarkable issue of the New Scientist journal. First the issue had an article
about Alvarez’s discovery of an Iridium layer in the Earth’s surface. And this
layer indicated that the Earth had been hit by a large comet 65 million years
ago. And this impact had changed the Earth’s atmosphere so much that it
wiped out all the large Dinosaurs. So this was an incredibly important article.
Then the other important article was about how mankind’s burning of
fossil fuels was very likely causing our climate to change. I think this was the
first time this subject had been brought before the public in an international
commonly-read journal. And this, of course, was the beginning of my interest
in this subject.
Over my life I have
had a bit of a love/
hate relationship
with the New
Scientist journal.
The New Scientist
first came out when
I was in the 6th
form at high school
in the UK. And it
was read avidly by
all the members of
my chess team. And
all these people
This is our 6th form class. I am in the front row sitting, 3rd from the
were Jewish and
left. Our class was about half Jewish.
radical while I, at
that stage, was Christian and rather conservative. So I went out of my way not
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to read the New Scientist, when these Jewish guys were praising its many very
informative articles.
But, worse than this, the Jewish kids at our school were very withit and went on CND marches and many radical activities like this. And they
talked openly of sleeping with their various girl-friends and boy-friends - and
how far they should go sexually with each other in bed. And this wasn’t all talk
- one of the girls in their group most definitely did get pregnant. I would have
loved to have had the guts to join in some their activities. And some of the girls
in their group were quite definitely were keen on me. But I was too scared and
a bit out of my depth in their group. So it would now take me 7 years before
I gained the experiences, which this Jewish group were offering to me in my
school days.
Also the very radical socialistic ideas, which this group was
supporting, were not so different to the ideals I now support completely in my
various books.
So I wasted those glorious opportunities I could have had at school. In
some ways, I was and still am a coward on personal sexual matters.
But I actually started working in this whole large field when I wrote a large
paper called: “Modelling the Energy/Agriculture Self-Sufficiency Problem”
(36 A4 pages). This was all written in 1977 long before I started writing about
“Green Living”.
In those days, people were more worried about running out of fossil
fuels than causing our climate to change. But, if a society is fully selfsufficient, then it must not use fossil fuels at all. And this is the problem that
this paper of mine solved. Strangely if a community is structured in a sensible
manner then, obtaining the necessary energy they really need, is not a great
problem at all. The situation only becomes a problem when people feel they
must live in large houses and they feel they have got a God-given moral right
to always drive to work by car. So I have never thought that there ought to be
any essential problem about our polluting the atmosphere with CO2.
But alas most people are not like me. And these people are not
prepared to give up the large houses and
cars, which they have worked so hard to
acquire. So then there is definite very real
problem.
So, right from the beginning, I was
committed to living in a manner that

164 This photo shows me playing in the early
days.

would not cause Climate
Change. But persuading other
people and friends to do likewise
would be very difficult indeed.
I often thought about these
problems, when I was being
driven in a friend’s car to a distant
climbing area. But I couldn’t
suggest any such ideas in these
circumstances. So there was very
little I could do personally about
the problem. Also I had no access
This photo shows me playing with some of my
to the media to allow me express
books on show.
my ideas there as well.
But this situation changed a little, when I broke my back. As I have
mentioned before, for many years I have played the recorder instrument
seriously and the melodeon form of an accordion for several years. So, when
I was fully settled in at Ashfield and I had time to spare, I spent a few weeks
organising my repertoire of tunes on both my instruments. Finally, I was ready
to go out into the public arena in front of Ashfield Mall and play both these
instruments.
And, during the breaks in my playing, I could plug my various ideas
on how we all could stop the horrors of this possible coming Climate Change.
I did this for a few years. But then I wanted to
go further. I thought it would help enormously
if I decorated a set of T-shirts showing clearly
some my ideas. At this stage my “Green
Living” book was completed. So I could use
the colourful statement on the front cover of
that book as a picture on the back of my new
T-shirt. I show this in the picture on the right.
Hopefully the meaning of this statement is very
understandable.
Then I put a picture on the front of my
new T-shirt (see picture on the next page). The
words you can see are obviously quite clear. But
the picture of the world, with its symbols on
This is the writing that was on the
either side, needs a bit of explanation.
back on my T-shirt.
The fire on the left-hand side represents
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the burning of fossil fuels, which
gives off CO2 into the atmosphere.
Them the red side of the globe
represents the evil associated with
polluting the world.
The spade on the righthand side represents the good
people, who grow a lot of useful
plants and vegetables. These plants
take CO2 out of the atmosphere
in order to grow. So this helps to
correct some of the the evil effects
associated with burning fossil
This is the badge design on the front of my T-shirt.
fuels. The the green half of the
globe represents this good correct
action.
I thought this picture was very good. But very few people ever
bothered to ask me what it really meant.
A couple of years after this, I was ready to
go onto the next stage. This was to make
the badges you can see in my next two
pictures. I was very pleased with their form
and they looked very fine when they were
worn.
I had 400 badges made – 200 as
normal badges and 200 as pendants (worn
below the neck on a cord or a necklace). I
preferred the pendant form because it was
This is what the badges look like.
easier to put on or take off. Each badge
cost about $4. But I gave the badges away to
any person who said they would wear it for a
significant period of time. I was very pleased
with this whole operation.
But after about a year I started to
notice that very few people were continuing
to wear their badges. A close friend of mine
explained the situation to me. She explained
to me that some of her friends would have
This is the little box of badges I have
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real difficulties about employment, if fossil fuels were abandoned completely.
She didn’t wish to offend them - so she didn’t wear her badge. And I started to
think that this is what other people with badges were thinking also.
I still continued give my badges to people who wanted them. But I had
to accept the fact that these badges probably wouldn’t be worn for very long.
But there was still one very important job, which I knew needed to be done
about stopping Climate Change. This was to put all the relevant graphs about
about Climate Change together in one picture. And then all the evidence would
support the fact that it was us humans who were causing our climate to change.
These 3 graphs are: “The world average surface temperatures over
time”, “The levels of CO2 in atmosphere over time” and “The levels of emitted
CO2 by fossil fuel burning over time”. It is a very tedious task to put these
graphs together in one picture, because this work is done by different groups of
people who use different units. But these problems could be overcome.

These are the 3 essential graphs which must be seen by everyone together.
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After thinking about the problem for a month or two, I decided I
should do this job. After all I was a mathematician and I did know how the
units fitted together. So I settled down and did the work.
Fortunately, my graphics designer was very skilled in taking the
various graphs and changing their sizes so they would all fit together. And you
can now see the result of all this hard work in the picture on the previous page.
Having seen these three graphs
together, you might think that
this task wasn’t so difficult. But
this picture on the right shows
all the graphs from which these
three graphs came. So the task
of putting them all together was
remarkably hard.
Finally, a large number of
practical experiments have
proved beyond doubt that higher
CO2 concentrations cause higher
atmospheric temperatures. And
this fact was recognised at least a
century ago. So, having also seen
how these 3 graphs mutually
support the same conclusion,
then you should have no doubt
at all that it is our human CO2
emissions, which are causing our
climate to become significantly
warmer.

These are all the graphs that were used to form my
basic 3 graphs.

Naturally the next thing I wanted
was to learn more about the details of Climate Change. So I bought the
following five books:

1)
The Weather Makers by Tim Flannery - published 2005
This is a superb book and Tim Flannery knows the subject extremely well
(unlike myself). But I personally like to see more graphs than he provides. This
is because graphs represent the raw data and I like to see to see this raw data.
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But Tim Flannery prefers to tell about his own experiences, and this does make
this book a lot more interesting. However, I am not as keen on this book as
most people are.
2)
The No-Nonsense Guide to Climate Change by Danny Chivers –
published 2010
This is my favourite book. I myself am naturally a highly pro-action person
and so I love Danny Chivers’ simple enthusiasm for the subject and all
activities he engages in. Besides, this is the smallest of the various books and
all the topics are covered reasonably well.
3)
The Rough Guide to Climate Change by Robert Henson – published
2011
This is the most recent of the books and covers the subject reasonably well. I
think he puts in too much detail and this can cloud the essential facts. But the
book is OK.
4)
Poles Apart by Gareth Morgan and John McCrystal – published 2009
The authors of this book claim they are unbiased. But their conclusion at
the end, which recommends no action, proclaims this book to be just a wellcrafted anti-action book. And of course the authors present the evidence in
such a way, that the book will give this result. But, strangely, for me personally
this was the most useful of all the books. The authors covered some of the
subjects very well and produced some graphs that I hadn’t seen before. I learnt
a lot from this book.
5)
Heaven+Earth by Ian Plimer – published 2009
This is the best known of the anti-action books in Australia. Ian Plimer knows
the subject exceedingly well, so this allows him to present his argument in a
very persuasive manner. The book is also very long so, by the time a person
reaches the end, then they will have forgotten the basic argument. But, because
Plimer knows so much, a person will tend to respect his authority. An antiaction person will read this book and be convinced that they are not doing
anything wrong. A reader needs to study the book carefully to pick out the
errors.
I think I should now compare: my two anti-action texts; against my three proaction texts.
Both these anti-action texts were longer and they had far more graphs than any
of my pro-action texts. And their authors knew their subject extremely well. As
I have said, I learnt more about the technical details of the subject from these
texts than from my pro-action texts. Admittedly the books contained a huge
amount of detail that wasn’t really relevant at all. But amongst this junk there
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were many facts that I really needed to know. The best of these books was
“Poles Apart”. But, amusingly, there was one subject on which the two books
disagreed about completely. This was about the Milankovich theory. Poles
Apart told us the theory was completely true and accepted by everyone. Ian
Plimer, on the other hand, assured us it wasn’t. But I tend to agree with Plimer.
{This is a technical subject and a normal person doesn’t need to know about
it. And I haven’t studied it. But I am a mathematician and I have had some
experience with similar Fourier fitting problems. I have always felt that the
Milankovich theory has got too many degrees of freedom at its disposal to trust
the theory too much. And the test of a theory is not whether a theory appears
to fit the facts, but whether the theory’s predictions are correct, when new data
arrives. And this theory appears to be failing on this count. But you don’t need
to worry about this subject at all. I don’t.}
The general method both these anti-action writers use to persuade
the reader to their point of view is: first to demonstrate their knowledge and
competence in the field; and then to select a huge amount of evidence that
supports their point of view. And both these writers do this job extremely well.
I have to congratulate them.
I’m afraid I don’t think that my pro-action writers did as good a job at
supporting their case. But in a way this is not their fault. However, to explain
why this is the case is too complicated and it is associated with the IPCC
representative committee and world politics. I explain it all in my book: “A
Special Period to stop Climate Change”. But I can’t do it here.
I’m afraid that as soon as you get involved with real life problems you must
be involved with politics. But this is not my scene at all. I just leave all such
problems to politicians. And I return to the problems, which I think are quite
clear cut. And, even in the large world of wicked politics, there are such
clear-cut problems, if you look carefully for them. And the three following
situations, which I will soon be presenting to you, are such situations.
Having read these 5 books, I realised there were several important ideas that
was missing from them all.
Firstly, no book gave a clear estimate of how much work needed to be
done to create a world that did not need to use fossil fuels at all.
Secondly no book gave a plan of how we could persuade the world
that it was in everyone’s best interest to deal with Climate Change in their own
life time.
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Finally, I wanted to
express my own personal feeling
about the nature of political life.
And this was that our current belief
in Capitalism, Globalism and
Economic Growth was false. Such
a system was unstable because
the rich would become richer, the
poor would become poorer. Also
the people holding power and
their families would become more
entrenched in this power system.
This is precisely the circumstances
we have seen over the past 50
years.
So I wanted to write my
own book and show how all these
problems could be overcome in a
sane manner, where no one will
have to suffer at all.
The picture on the right
shows the cover of my new book to
stop Climate Change.

I am rather proud of this front cover, which I
produced.

Stopping Climate Change is a terribly difficult problem. But we need to
remember that we, over the ages, we have actually faced much worse problems
before. Thus the aggression of Germany in the two world wars was actually a
much more difficult problem for the world to deal with than our stopping of
Climate Change is now.
But the solution to all really difficult problems like these is always the
same. We have to forget our belief Capitalism, Globalism and Economic
Growth and remember that we can run our countries in a more socially
beneficial manner. And this is what we always have to do in any full on war.
So all non-essential jobs are forgotten about and everyone settles down to
defending themselves against the aggressors. And during this time everyone is
supplied with the essentials of life and given employment in helping with war
effort.
So we could do the same thing in stopping Climate Change. Thus
we could use all our free time to build the energy facilities that will need to
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replace fossil fuels, instead of fighting a war.
Of course, ‘changing the way we live’ is
still a huge problem. But it can be done.
What I suggest is that a country considers
accepting a “Special Period”. The 5 basic
conditions of this special period are shown
in my picture on the right.
In my book on stopping Climate
Change, I naturally go through these
conditions in great detail. But I can’t
cover all the details here. My webpages
in my website cover the full details. The
3 simple easy conditions are: “All people
will receive the Necessities of Life”,
“All people will receive Employment”,
“All Costs will be paid by Taxes on all
Luxuries”.
So I won’t say anymore about these
conditions.
This is the “Special Period” picture,
My next condition is that: “The
which I formed.
Rich will be prevented from getting
Richer”. Here I define a rich person to
be anyone who owns more than twice the average wealth of their country.
Clearly this is a far more contentious requirement. But I think it is necessary
because, in a very different situation with the rich already owning most of the
country, there is a huge tendency for some such people to take advantage of the
changing situation to increase their wealth enormously. This is a very difficult
subject of course. But my large webpage, given above, shows how such a
condition can be implemented in a way that is completely fair to all people. So
all people will be completely safe during this period.
My next condition is that: “The Poor will be protected from getting
Poorer”. Here I define a poor person to be anyone who has less then half the
average assets of their country. This condition is similar to my rich condition
and again ensures that all people will be completely safe during this period of
great change.
Finally, there is a webpage called: “Practicality and Spare Time”.
This is quite a large webpage and goes through the various forms of
employment that must change in some manner.
I also I have a webpage called “A Special Period”, which introduces
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this whole topic.
The “Special Period”, which I have described above, will ensure that no
person will have any real reason to complain about their situation during this
period. But this does not mean that the majority of people will wish to accept
accept such a new situation.
But in my book I describe a procedure by which the majority of
people will be “shamed” into accepting the work involved in stopping Climate
Change. In my book I call this “The Three-Pronged Approach”.
The first prong of this approach is, of course, my “Special Period”. And this
means that no person in their country will be able to claim that they are badly
treated or they have to suffer in any way at all. So there should be very few
complaints about poor treatment.
The second prong of this approach is to appeal to the young people of
the country. This is because it is the young people, who will suffer most
when Climate Change starts to affect our world in a big way. But, as I know
personally from my own children and grand-children, these young people
are not particularly worried about Climate Change at all – Climate Change is
simply too far off for them worry about it.
So children need to be taught a little about this coming problem at
school. And, if this is done well, our children should start to complain about
their coming future. And, at the same time, they should learn that, during this
Special Period, no people need undergo any hardship at all.
And finally the children need to be taught that preparing for stopping
Climate Change will be very good for them indeed, because there will be a lot
of good practical jobs for them to do. Thus many energy collecting devices
must be built on the roofs of all local buildings to collect energy. Similarly,
many more windmills must be built in the country. Also high dams must be
built to store energy, when the sun is not shining or the wind is not blowing.
So there will be lots of practical jobs for young people to learn about
and do. Thus young people should have a huge incentive to try and to start
complaining, if nothing was being done about stopping Climate Change.
The third prong of this approach is for children to approach their parents
and ask them “what are you prepared to do about stopping Climate
Change”.
Now the majority of parents and older people usually don’t want to
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do anything about Climate Change, because it will interfere with their current
comfortable lifestyle. So most old people will avoid saying anything about
doing, or not doing, something to stop Climate Change. But, if a child asks
their parents what they want to do about stopping Climate Change then these
parents will be in a quandary about what to reply. They would prefer to say
nothing. But they also wouldn’t like their children to think that they didn’t care
about their children future life, if nothing is done to stop this coming terrible
disaster.
But
everything I
have talked
about here is all
very general and
vague. So what I
do in my Climate
Change book is
to have a chapter
called “Public
Declarations”.
And in this
chapter I have
11 A4 pages on
the details of
possible “Public
Declarations”.
Then children
may show this
handout to their
parents. And
this handout
will force their
parents to say
precisely about This is one of the many “question Checks”, which I designed to force
parents to pay attention to the problems of Climate Change”.
what they know
and what they are
prepared to do about stopping “Climate Change”.
The picture above shows a section of a page showing a part of this
“Public Declaration” questionaire.
So a combination of: “A Special Period”, where everyone is safe; “Recruiting
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the young people”; and “Public Declarations”; should shame a country to do
something about stopping Climate Change. This was my hope.
But unfortunately almost everyone I knew simply refused to read my book. So
there was nothing much I could do. I felt I had done my best and I was pleased
to have written my book. But I could do no more.
However, at the end of
this book I also wrote
some more general
chapters on what to do
when a country declines
and then it becomes
incapable of reforming
itself. I have now taken
these chapters put them
on my website with
different names.
The first
introductory webpage is
called: “The Unstable
Nature of Life”. And
its sub-webpages are:
“A Utopian Period of
my Life”, “We always
accept the Easiest
Path”, “Our five Serious
Current Problems”,
“How Our Problems
Evolve and get Worse”
and “Solving All
Problems in One Go”.
I hope you take a look at
some of these webpages. This diagram shows how our various problems can easily
My picture on the
get worse.
right above shows all the
many reasons why these problems occur.
But this situation is certainly not new. Thus the biblical book of Leviticus
(chapter 25) suggests a similar idea. The book puts foreword the case that,
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every 50 years, there should be a “Jubilee Year”. And during this year all the
lands, which have been bought up by the rich, should be redistributed back to
their traditional owners. This is a similar idea.
So in my terms then, every 50 years there would be a “Jubilee Year”.
And during this year, everyone would relax and all people would be treated
equally. All people would share the work of doing all the essential tasks of
the nation for the year. This year would be like a holiday for everyone with
everyone doing a different job. At the end of the year, the people of the nation,
would appreciate that it is possible to live in a state of equality and safety.
Then from this new position of safety, all people could vote about possible
new tax laws. And then these new kinds of tax laws could bring about a much
more egalitarian nation once again.
But unfortunately no one wishes to know that this very gradual process is
slowly occurring.
In the picture on
the right, I show
all the chapters
of my book.
And you can see
there are many
issues in this
book, which are
not covered in
any other books.
But these are
difficult issues
that no one likes
to think about.
So maybe this
is why no one
would read this
book. But I
think these are
issues that must
be addressed, if
we are to solve
this terrible
problem. But I am old now. So I must leave these problems for a younger
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generation to solve.
During this period, I also worked on two of
my novels. The front covers of these books
are shown on the right. And both novels
naturally discuss the problems of Climate
Change as well.
My first book is called the “No
Boots Club”. This story starts with a party
liloing down Wollangambe Canyon. But
a thunderstorm breaks the party into two
groups. And this split results in the heroine
of this story loosing her marriage partner.
The rest of the story is about her life in a
green community and the resulting fun she
now has as a single woman.
Then my next story is called
“Sandstone and Clock-Towers”. This
story partly continues on from my “No
Boots Club”. But now the story is mostly
about climbing in the Blue Mountains.
The heroine of this story is having her first
year of climbing here. But this heroine
is also trying to form a fully independent
green community-state. And this conflict of
interest is what this novel is all about.
You can read more about these
two novels in my two webpages called the
“No Boots Club” and “Sandstone and
Clock-Towers”. And then, from these two
webpages, there are more links to download
the full novels to read as well.
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This is the cover of my “No Boots
Club” novel.

This is the cover of my only “Climbing
Novel”.

8)
		

Sixth Ambition –
A Better Bedding System
(Aged: 74 – 77, 2014 - 2017)

This last big ambition of mine started in a very innocuous manner. I was living
at the time in Berala in set of units, which Paraquad ran. This was before I
could buy my own flat. On one dramatic night, I awoke to find I was lying in
the mess of my own faeces. This was a terrible situation for me to deal with. It
took me hours to clean up the mess, change my sheets and then have a shower.
I had had a couple of bowel accidents during the day, back when I was in my
rehab hospital. But nothing like this. It was a terrible shock. I didn’t sleep at
all that night. So instead, I spent the whole night working out how I could deal
with this problem without so much terrible stress in the future.
My major problem was how to remake my bed, without so much
difficulty. When a person lives in a wheelchair, it is very hard to remake your
bed. This is because a wheelchair is too large to fit in the region, where the bed
is next to the wall. During that long awful night, this is the solution I finally
worked out.
My solution was to no longer use the standard bottom fitted sheet and a normal
top sheet, which all people usually use. Instead I would use one double sheet
and fold it in half - so that it would become both the top and bottom sheet.
(The fold is naturally best made on the long side of the sheet, because this
gives more width to the total bedding system.) The fold in this double sheet
was then to be attached to the wall, next to the far side of the bed.
My first attempt was rather
clumsy. I first bought a thin metal
tube from the local hardware store.
Then I bought 4 large paper-clamps
from the local news-agents at Berala. I
then inserted the metal tube inside the
fold of the double sheet. The 4 paper
clamps were then used to hold the
sheet firmly around the metal pipe.
Finally, I phoned my old
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This is what my new bed looked like from
above.

climbing partner Reynold to come and help me with the problem. So Reynold
drilled two holes in the wall next to the bed. Then using rawlplugs, two hooks
were screwed into the holes. And so then the tube with sheet could be attached
to the wall using the two hooks. But, before this could done, some holes had to
be made in the folded sheet so that the hooks could go through the sheets.
The system didn’t look all that good. But it worked well enough and
so that finally I could make my bed reasonably easily.
When I left Berala and
bought my flat in Ashfield,
I could make this system a
lot better. Instead of using
a metal tube I used some
of those fibre-glass rods,
which are used in modern
tents. These rods are light,
very strong, flexible and
ideal for this purpose.
I next went to the
local seamstress called
This is group of me and my friends in Ashfield Park at this
Anne, who ran a small
stage of my life.
shop in Ashfield mall. I
carried with me a fibre–glass rod of the correct length and a suitable double
sheet, which was folded ready in the correct manner. First Anne sewed a line
an inch below the fold making a small tube, where the rod could be inserted.
We checked that the rod would fit with plenty of room. The pillow end of the
tube was sewn over so that the rod would stay in place (leaving the bottom end
open for the rod to be taken in or out). Finally, the two “button holes” needed
to be sown in so that so that the hooks could come through and hold the sheet
in the right place when in use.
In this version the hooks are
attached to the bed frame. They
are shown in my picture on
the right. I got them made at
Sydney Mogo company, which
made the wheel-chairs I use.
The hooks worked very well as This photo shows the bars at the back of the bed.
you can see in my pictures. But
these are very hard to describe (at least I find it hard to describe them).
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In this form I use a folded blanket with its
own rod as well in a similar fashion giving
two blankets for the sleeper to choose to use.
And this blanket can use the same hooks.
Again this is shown in the pictures on the
right.
		
This system all worked very well
and I used this system for about 10 years
This photo shows the without any problems at all.
This photo shows the
hook not used.
hook being used.

Finally, I changed the
front part of my bottom
sheet so that it also didn’t
need to be tucked-in as
well. This is also shown
in my pictures on the
right.
In this case,
This photo shows 2 of the Velcro strips holding the bottom
instead of the bottom
sheet in place. (There is third velcro strip as well but you
sheet being tucked-in at
can’t see this.)
the front, it was held in
place by some Velcro
fasteners. So finally nothing in my bedding system needed to be tucked-in at
all. So my whole new bed does not need to be made at all (except, of course
when the sheet needs to be taken off when it is being washed).
The blankets can be used in a similar fashion. The only work that
needs to be done is to pull the blankets to the side depending on how hot or
cold the weather is. And this is very easy to do because the hooks always keep
the blankets in the right place at the side of the bed. Again you can see this in
my picture on the right.
After using this system for about 5 years, I decided I could design “a new
universal bedding system” that all people could use. This system would
rely solely on Velcro fasteners to keep everything in place (my rods would no
longer be used). Then this system would require much less work and hold all
the sheets and blanket in place in a much neater manner.
But this new complete system becomes much harder to describe
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without an actual model to show. I did go to Anne with my various models to
show how the system could be made. I was very prepared to pay all her costs
and give her a few thousand dollars as well. I showed her all the diagrams and
how it would all work. But Anne still refused. The total system was simply too
complex for her to understand.
The crucial feature of this system is that, instead tucking in the sheets
and blankets to keep them in the right position, the sheets and blankets are now
kept in place by Velcro fasteners.
The reasons, why this new bedding system is so hard to describe here, are:
1)
there are so many types of bed that need to be catered for.
2)
most of the Velcro fasteners will be placed on the vertical walls of the
mattress. And these are hard to show in a normal horizontal view of the bed
and mattress, when seen from above.
The Connected Tapes
that surround a Single Mattress

First I must explain that Velcro
On the diagram:
fasteners cannot to be sewn directly
Indicates the mattress edge
onto the mattress. This operation
Shows 5cm tape
would be difficult to do and very
Shows tape sewn together
Shows Velcro on top
inflexible. After all, people always
(hooked)
want to change their mattress and
Shows Velcro beneath
(fluffy)
their bedding (sheets or blankets)
Shows Velcro top and
bottom
independently of each other.
So what I do to overcome this
Mattress
problem, is to have a set of connected
The numbers next to the tapes
the lengths of the sections
tapes, which have all necessary parts are
in cm.
HEAD
of the Velcro fasteners sown onto
them. This set of connected tapes
is then firmly fastened around the
mattress. This system is shown on my
MATTRESS
diagram on the right.
In this picture, of course, the
grey area is the mattress and then
tapes are shown above it. When in use,
AREA
the outside lengths will naturally be
wrapped tightly around the mattress.
The nature of the Velcro
fasteners is a little complex. Velcro
FOOT
fasteners have two parts. One part is
I know it is very hard to understand this
“hooked” and the other part is “fluffy”.
complex diagram.
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I show the “hooked” part as red and the “fluffy” part as pink. But sometimes
a tape must have Velcro on both sides at the same place. And I show this
circumstances in purple. Even I get confused about how this system all works so don’t worry about it too much. But these diagrams of mine should give you
an idea of how it can all fit together.
A Folded Sheet with Velcro

On the diagram:

The form of the folded sheet is shown
for a Single Mattress
in my picture on the right. The sheet is
shown in light yellow.
HEAD
So the sheet is folded along the
middle. Then, on the right, I show the
PILLOW
bottom part of the sheet resting on the
mattress. And, on the left, I show the top
part of the sheet raised (ready to cover the
bottom sheet). What I can’t show properly
are the parts of the sheet that hang down,
next to the sides of the mattress. I try to
indicate these parts of the sheet in the
BOTTOM
SHEET
darker yellow lines, which go around the
bed.
Then the position of the Velcro
fastener is clearly shown in red. And then
I indicate where the Velcro fasteners are
on the sides, by the red lines in the heavier
yellow lines.
A Folded Blanket with Velcro
{The
FOOT
Velcro is
actually under
the sheet and so you shouldn’t be able to see it at
all.}
The form of the folded blanket is now shown
in my picture on the left. The blanket is shown in
blue.
BOTTOM
The way the folded blanket is used, is similar
to the folded sheet. This diagram is a little simpler
BLANKET
here because these blankets only need to be
attached on the left hand side (next to the wall).
So these blanket parts only need Velcro fasteners
on the wall side (so that blankets can easily be
tossed off, if the sleeper feels too warm.)

Shows Velcro on top
(hooked)
Top Sheet

TOP SHEET

Bottom Sheet

TOP BLANKET

HEAD

Velcro

FOOT
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This whole project took me about a year to produce. So the full description
is 31 (A4) pages long. I have now put up the description in my website as 4
webpages. The work is first introduced in my webpage called: “A New Easyto-Use Bedding-Package System”.
Then my webpage called “Single Bed Packages” gives the full details
of the system I have just described here.
The Connected Tapes that surround a Double Mattress

(scale 1:20)
But there are two other very
important bedding systems,
On the diagram:
which must be considered as
well.
The first of these is
called: “Double and Normal
Bedding-Packages”. Most
beds will allow people to enter
their beds from both sides. So
my bedding system ought to
include facilities for beds of this
form.
Now, if a person
wants to get into bed from
either side, then the top sheet
and the blankets cannot be
attached near to the top of the
bed. (The bottom sheet will
be attached independently by
Velcro fasteners where they
cross the mattress tapes.) But,
if the top sheet and the blankets
are securely attach by Velcro
This is the tape system for a double bed.
fasteners at the bottom of the
bed (and partially lower down the sides), then these types of beds can still be
more easily made and used than conventional beds can be.
But the details of how all this can be achieved are complex. But the
webpage, which I give above, does cover all these details.
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Indicates the mattress edge
Shows 5cm tape

Shows tape sewn together

Shows Velcro on top (hooked)
Shows Velcro beneath (fluffy)

Shows Velcro top and bottom
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My last type of bedding is called: “Easy-to-Use, Complete, Temporary,
Floor-Beds”.
My problem now was how to introduce this new kind of bed to the
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general public, when I didn’t know anyone who worked in this field. But there
was one field, which I did know very well indeed. And this was all the outdoor
shops that sell their goods to the climbers and bush-walkers of NSW.
When walkers and climbers camp in tents for a reasonable period of
time, they usually take a sleeping-mat of some kind and a sleeping bag for
sleeping during the night. But these facilities are nothing like as comfortable
as normal beds. So this is the facility, which my “Easy-to-Use, Complete,
Temporary, Floor-Beds” would now provide.
Let me first compare the advantages and disadvantages of normal
bedding (sheets and blankets) in comparison to a sleeping bag. The major
problem with using a sleeping bag is how to keep cool, when the weather is
not particularly cold (a person usually takes a sleeping bag, which will be
adequate for the coldest nights). With normal beds, this no great problem – one
simply tosses off a blanket or two. But, in a sleeping bag, you can’t do this.
What I usually do then is to partially unzip my sleeping bag. This is fine when
the zip is in front of me. But, when I turn over, my back gets cold. I suppose
this is only a minor point. But, in general, sleeping in a sleeping bag is not
as comfortable as sleeping in a normal bed. Also it is much harder to wash a
sleeping bag - than it is to wash a sheet.
Also sleeping mats are not as good as normal beds. Sleeping mats are
of two kinds. One simple form consists of a closed-cell foam mat. The other
simple form consists of a pumped up Lilo (air bed). Then the best form of
sleeping mat is a combination of these two forms. This is called a Thermorest. But these items are rather expensive.
In the more substantial sleeping mats, which I have constructed, I have
used 5 cm thickness of the normal yellow foam as the major part. Then, above
and below this, I have layers of normal closed-cell foam. So the total thickness
of my mat is now 6 cm (closed-cell mats are usually only 5 mm thick). This
combination of layers, when held together by my strapping system (as shown
in my tapes picture before), makes a very comfortable camping mattress
indeed.
So my “floor-beds” are made up: first - the mattress as described
above; and then my bedding system, as described in my “Single Bed
Packages” and its various pictures.
I have had two such “floor-beds” made up (the second was a better
version of the first). In general, they were very successful and I even spent a
night in one of them myself (it is now very hard for me to climb back into my
Wheel-chair). I found the complete system to be very comfortable indeed. So I
was very pleased with the whole system.
But, with my broken back, I couldn’t do the necessary work of:
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first - making these floor-beds myself; and then; going to the various
outlets and demonstrating how useful these beds could be in many different
circumstances. So I had to give up.
My webpage “Easy-to-Use, Complete, Temporary, Floor-Beds”
goes through all the many circumstances, where these simple, cheap FloorBeds could be very useful. But I haven’t room to give these details here.
If a capable, able-bodied person worked on these plans of mine for about six
months, then I am sure that such a person could produce a very practical,
useful product. And this product could be sold to many people through-out
the world. But I am not able-bodied myself. So, instead, I continue to spend
my time writing about the wonderful things we could do - if we would just
forget about the simplistic ideas associated with Globalism, Capitalism and
Economic Growth.
If anyone wanted to work on such a project, then I would certainly
give such a person my full support - and even a few thousand dollars to get
started as well. But I can’t do this work myself in my condition.
This is all I want to say about my new
bedding systems. So now I will talk
again about my family and personal
matters.
As you partially know, my children and
their families are: Tim and his wife Em
with their two children: Phoebe and
Lucas; Naomi with her husband Darren
with their three children: Stephen,
Christopher and Jeremy; Rebecca with
her husband Brendan; and my youngest
children David and Emily who are as yet
not married. So I am quite well off with
children and grandchildren. And they are
well employed in good jobs. I see them
all regularly.
The picture on the next page
This photo shows me belaying Emily at the
shows them all together at a Xmas
Villawood gym.
gathering in 2015.
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This photo shows the whole family at a Xmas gathering in 2015.

I always organise the whole family to go to a performance of the Ashfield
Musical Society twice a year. The following picture shows such a gathering at
a performance.
In my early days of my life at Ashfield, I saw a lot of this Ashfield
musical group
because they
practiced and
performed in
Ashfield town
hall. I went to
most of their
meetings and
got to know
them very well.
I even sang
myself at some
of their informal This is a photo of my family after an AMS performance in Croydon.
meetings and my
singing was even very well received. But it was too hard for me to go up onto
the stage and be part of a performance.
But then the cost of hiring the Ashfield town hall grew too expensive.
So the group moved to Croydon. So I saw less of them. But I always took my
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family and other people to all their performances. So they are good friends of
mine.
Soon after coming to Ashfield, I joined the book club in the library above the
town hall. I go to all their monthly meetings, where we are given new book
to read. I always try to read the chosen book. But quite often I don’t like the
chosen book and don’t read them completely. I often find modern books hard
to read and depressing. But I love to go to the meetings on the chosen books
and hear what the other members of the group think about them.
So instead of reading modern books, I tend to just reread all my old
books many times. I have about 30 books, which I really like, and I cycle
through them every year. I can reread a book I like many times. My webpage:
“My Books” gives all these books and my comments about them.
I have naturally joined the Ashfield Greens political party and I go to all
their monthly meetings at the Ashfield Bowling Club in Pratten Park (this park
is quite close to where I live). At the moment, this group is quite young and
very active.
But mostly I
can’t join in with most
of their discussions.
The items they
often discuss are
problems associated
with: indigenous
people; people with
disabilities; refugees;
and greyhound racing.
I, of course, have
considered all these
This is a photo a group of the Ashfield Greens.
problems myself. But
I consider that, in these problems, all people, in some sense, must be treated
fairly. Eventually all people must accept responsibility for their own actions.
And this situation places restrictions on what I can say on these subjects,
because I think all societies must be able to mostly look after themselves. But
the people at these greens meetings don’t want to hear about such awkward
restrictions. So I have to say nothing.
Let us, for example, consider the case of “Greyhound Racing”. Now
I want my societies to support as much variety as possible. And, to do this, I
give my societies as much “Autonomy” as possible. This means each society
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can make up their own laws about about how their society runs. This means
that some societies will support Greyhound Racing and other societies won’t.
But, if you talk about a difficult subject like “Autonomy”, then the group will
not understand what you are talking about at all. So I am forced to keep quiet.
However, Ashfield Greens is still a very good group and I enjoy
hearing what they have to say on many different subjects.
Over my life, to fill in my ample spare time, I often play games with myself.
This mostly occurs when going for walks. My first obvious game to play was
to find any spare coins lying on the streets. Then I extended this game by
remembering where these coins were. And then I could try to void my wallet
of coins, when I paid for my coffee in the afternoon.
A more difficult challenge was to see the moon during the day in
different circumstances. These ideas are written up in my webpage called:
“Three Challenges in Seeing the Moon”
The game, which I am enjoying most at the moment, I call the “Green
Glass Game”. Around the streets there are often very small pieces of green
glass. I think these fragments arise because green beer bottles occasionally get
smashed and these pieces of glass are what is left of them. So I enjoy finding
these pieces and I try to remember where they are, and so see them again. The
game becomes more complicated because rain tends to wash the pieces away
to different positions. So I have to find the pieces again.
I only do this searching when I
am doing my exercises in my wheel-chair
up and down the mild hills of Miller and
Carlisle Streets, close to where I live.
Miller Street is where I do most of my
searching because this is just a fun push
for me so I have more time. On Carlisle
Street I take my pushing more seriously so
I don’t have as much time to find the green
glass pieces.
The picture on the right shows a
small piece of green glass in Miller street.
This is just a fun way of passing my time,
while doing my outside exercises in my The green glass here is in the middle just
to the left of the ruler. They are not easy
wheel-chair.
to see.

In 2016 I started to have a large number of Bowel Accidents. These accidents
were now mostly during the day. But I still had to do something about this new
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awful situation. The specialist doctor on this subject urged me strongly to have
a Stoma operation. This means that stomach tube is cut before the anus and it
is taken out so that the faeces comes out in the front of one’s tummy, where a
well designed plastic bag receives the faeces. This occured when I was 77 and
it took awhile for me to adjust to the new situation. I had a very tough time for
the next month looking after myself. But, eventually, my situation was a lot
better.
What I did have to do, however, was to
change my exercise regime because I
could no longer do my push-ups. This was
because the bags on my stomack would
now get in the way and possibly come
off. So I now do more chin-ups instead of
push-ups. So, what I do now is 200 chinups per day instead of 120 chin-ups and 80
push-ups. So this was fine. These chin-ups
are not all that hard as you can see in the
photo.
My other problem was that I could
no longer climb back into my wheel-chair,
This is me doing a chin-up. You can just see
if I should fall out. This would be terrible
the bags in both these photos.
if no one was around to help. And there are
always circumstances when a person could
fall out of a wheel-chair. So what I did was
two things.
Firstly I did some sitting-push-ups
as shown in the picture on the right. These
sitting-push-ups would help me transfer
more easily when getting in and out of my
wheel-chair. I did 40 of these per day.
And then I organised a substantial
list of people, whom I could phone, if I did
fall out of my wheel-chair.
In a way, I take care of my safety
very well indeed. I definitely want to live
long enough so that enough people might
This is me doing a sitting push-up.
know about my “6 Glorious Ambitions”.
Then there might be a chance of a few people remembering them. Finally
some unkown people in the distant future might try to implement these
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wonderful glorious ideas.
During this time, I also worked on the two novels you can see on the following
pages.
The first novel is called “The
Wonder Plant”. In this story a
creature has been created, which
is part animal and part plant. Then
this creature becomes very useful
and many people buy it and use it.
But eventually this creature revolts
and this causes havoc to the world.
The story deals with the
lives of 6 climbers who belong to
a small climbing club. Stan is the
president of the club and Dougal
is the main climber in the group.
These people gradually become
aware of the danger associated
with the creature’s extensive
usage. And so they prepare a little
for a possible revolt. The story
mainly deals with the lives of these
climbers on the Islands Mann and
Wright. They become the main
This is the front cover of this novel. I had to draw
leaders on these two islands.
the picture myself.
The Stan leads a party of
200 people to the Isle of Mann and
he becomes a hero there. On the other hand, Dougal creates a very communist,
egalitarian state on the Isle of Wight. The story then deals with how these two
very different communities deal with their different problems of survival.
My other novel is called “Aberrants in the Outer Asteroids”. As you can see
from my cover picture on the next page, this is a rather complex subject. I have
been working on this subject since 1981. Also, as a mathematician, I am fully
trained in this subject. So I know the subject very well.
The major problem about living in space is that life will soon tend
to become very boring (as least in comparison to our wonderful full life on

Earth). So this is the
problem that this novel
principally addresses.
This novel
is set 1,000 years in
the future, when large
space colonies might
exist and regular
travel to them is then
possible. The story
concerns a young guy
from Earth, with a
professional “escort”,
from a nearby large
space colony. Then
they travel to a small
independent colony in
the outer asteroids (and
their possible return?)
The novel
deals with three very
different ways of living
- all of which must be
fully sustainable. So
first, the novel must
deal with the problem
of how to make life
This is the most “way out” of all my novels.
on Earth sustainable
(because our current life on Earth is definitely not
sustainable). Then the novel describes a sustainable
form of living in large space colonies. Finally, the
novel deals with the problem of how small space
colonies in the distant asteroids can make their lives
a little bit more exciting. (This novel is not quite
finished yet.)
This is a good recent
photo of myself.
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9)

Looking Back over My Life

When a person like myself reaches the age of 77 and also has a broken back,
then there is not much left to do in life but to rethink about my past glories.
For me, these glories mostly occurred when I was climbing in Australia in my
early twenties. These ascents have mostly been described in my chapter 1 and
my many webpages.
I then naturally became the president of the Sydney Rock-Climbing Club
because I was very much the
most active climber in NSW.
As such I think I carried out
my duties as the president quite
well and the club continued to
be very active.
But I soon became
dissatisfied with the situation.
All the officers of the club
let me do all their work. And
I must admit I could do all
this work quite easily just by
myself. And this is what I did. This photo shows me climbing a favourite overhang of
mine at Lindfield Rocks.
But I knew that this is not how
a good club ought to work. And
I knew how a good club ought to work because I could see how the Kameruka
Bush-Walking Club worked, which I also belonged to. And, in this club, all the
officers did do all all the various jobs, which the officers were supposed to be
doing (Secretary, Treasurer, Walks Secretary, Social Secretary, etc).
The reason that this did not happen in the Sydney Rock-Climbing
Club was because I, as president, was over dominant. All the officers of
the club could see that I was getting all the glory associated with the club so
they thought it right for me to do all the work. And so I did do all the work.
But I was very unhappy about the situation. I knew how a good club like the
Kameruka club should work – but I couldn’t do it in the SRC. So I regarded
my presidency of this club in a way as failure.
I pondered over this problem for several years. About 10 years later, the SRC
was in the doldrums again. The current president had been in his position for
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This is a different photo of the general climbing people from around Sydney in the 1960s.

several years and the club wasn’t doing much. Members came to me pleading
to become president once again. I refused because I remembered my previous
failure. But, after thinking about the situation carefully for a while, I agreed
to become the club’s secretary. Normally the secretary did very little work
indeed. And this position had no status at all.
But what I, as the secretary, could do was organise the club’s monthly
news-letter. So, monthly, I would go to the Trip’s Secretary for him to put an
entry in news-letter about the club’s trips for the coming month. Then I would
go to Social Secretary and ask them to put in an entry about coming social
activities. Then I would go to the Treasurer to put in an item about the club’s
financial situation. Then I would go to the Membership Secretary to put in an
article about new members. Finally, I would go to to the President to put in a
general article about the club’s progress in general.
Then, after a few months, the club started to function as a club should
with all the officers taking pride in doing their jobs well. Membership
increased and the club was more active in all its areas of activity. So the club
thrived again. I was very proud of what I had done in such an innocuous
manner.
Towards the end of that year of success, I thought I was due to receive my
due reward and become the President of this now thriving club. But now no
one was interested in me becoming President this time. The old President was
re-elected and I remained as the secretary for the next year. Within a few years
the club returned to its old normal President-dominant form and its activities
and membership gradually dwindled. At that stage I started to be more active
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in various folk activities so I was less involved with the club. So didn’t worry
too much about what was going on in the SRC any more.
There is, unfortunately, a terrible idea that most people now believe in and
support. This is that - “a group must have a leader”. I know that it is far
easier for any group to have one main leader. But, if a group has a leader,
then there will always be a strong tendency for the officers of such groups not
to do their jobs, because all the
Climbing Club Meetings
glory goes to the leader. When I
Treasurer
Membership
was young after WW2 and people
Sec.
Secretary
Social
Sec.
had suffered from the powerful
Trips Sec.
Club Rep.
leadership by people like Hitler and
Stalin, people were taught that well
organised groups should not have
Recorder
& Timer
a leader. And, quite precisely, in a
Club
Officers
group - the president, secretary and
treasurer should be independent
Club Members
officers – and so none of these
officers should be more dominant
than the other. But, over the years,
this past wisdom has conveniently
been forgotten.
Of course, there are times
when it is convenient for a group to
have one strong leader. And most
animal packs are run by strong
This diagram shows what a good club “meeting”
leaders. But, if a group wants to be should look like. So there is no one dominant leader.
run in a good democratic fashion,
It has the same form “community meeting” have.
then it is very dangerous to have
an over-dominant leader. This is very much my experience in life. And all the
societies I devise in my various books and novels, which I write, there is never
one dominant leader.
Also the three best clubs I belonged to: namely - the Kameruka Bushwalking Club, the Oxford University Mountaineering Club and the Sheffield
Castle Climbing Club; never had a dominant leader. A dominant leader will
tend to interfere with all the other officers doing their appointed jobs.
In the Ashfield Greens party, which of course I belong to, the dominant
officer is called the convenor. But the same situation applies there. The
various other officers rarely do their jobs properly because they don’t receive
enough recognition for the work they do. And yet this party strongly supports
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grass-roots democracy. As far as I can see, this situation is a very universal
problem.
So now I have had my little moan about this eternal leadership problem, let us
return to my “Glorious Ambitions”
I have had six ambitions. But they are not all of the same importance.
My 3 ambitions: “A Society of Choice”, “An International Scientific
Language” and “A Better Bedding System” are less important because
people are not really interested in these difficult subjects at the moment. So I
won’t talk about these subjects here anymore.
By far the most important of my ambitions is: “Forming Green
Communities”. This is because these communities give a clear and very
different alternative mode of life to our current way of life. Thus our current
life is based on Capitalism, Globalism and Economic Growth. Where as, in
my alternative mode, life is based simply on: Equality, Democracy, Freedom
and Variety. In fact, my society gives more of these very fundamental qualities
than has ever happened before. So I think these Green Communities of mine
are pretty damn good.
But, not only are these communities very good, but they can naturally
grow from very small communities to very large communities in a very easy
manner.
The smallest community is a
small city housing community
holding between 5 and 20 people.
So these communities will be
very easy to form. This is shown
on the left.
My next communities are simply
small self-sufficient farming
communities of 100 people.
These communities will naturally
be more difficult to form. But we
can take our time. This is shown
on the right.
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My next communities are village communities
of about 2000 people. These communities will
be relatively easy to form because they simply
consist of many small farming communities
clustering around a small village centre. This is
shown on the right.

My last community
consists of an
independent town-state of 100,000 people. It
consists of 64 village communities clustering
around a town centre. This community will
naturally will be difficult to form. This state might
take 20 years to form. But this time is nothing
if we remember that this community will show
the world how we ought to be living now in this
modern world. This is shown on the left.
My next most important ambition is to save the world from Climate Change.
And this is all explained in my book called “A Special Period to stop Climate
Change”. And, of course, this work has all been explained in chapter 6.
Reforming a society of any kind is a terribly difficult operation to carry out.
I claim that this reforming process is best done
during “A Special Period”. And the 5 conditions
of this special period are shown in my picture on
the right.
The item I wish to emphasise here is the
fourth condition: “The Rich will be prevented
from getting Richer”. I call a rich person to be
any person who has more than twice the average
assets of the country. In Australia, the average
person has $400,000 of assets. And so a rich
person is defined to be anyone has more $800,000
of assets. The effect of this condition is that,
during this “Special Period”, rich people will not
be able to earn more money. This is good because
this means that the poorer people, who need to get
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this work, will be able to do these rich people’s work. And so, very gradually, a
country will be able to move towards a more egalitarian state.
I think that this is the easiest way this reforming process can be
achieved in a very practical way.
The last “Glorious Ambition”,
which I wish to mention again here,
is “A Visible Understandable
Computer System”. The reason
that I also single out this ambition
is because it could be accomplished
with very little work.
I believe that a competent
programmer, who knew the
program language “C” and was
familiar with how the adobe
“InDesign” system and the “Excel”
systems work, could implement
this total package by themselves.
The full task would only take from
between one to five years. This is
much less work than any of my
other 5 “Glorious Ambitions” I
have described in this book. And
this package might radically change This picture is simply to remind you what this
ambition is all about.
the nature of programming work. So
all people, who work with computer
calculations, could easily understand what is precisely going on within their
computer.
This new system could cause a
wonderful revolution within the computer
world.
On a completely different subject, I really
enjoy the dreams I have during the night.
And I try to remember them in the morning
as best I can. Here are four of the most
significant dreams I have had. Of course,
This is me on the right at about this age,
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when I had my first dream.

like all dreams, these dreams don’t make much sense.
The very first dream, which I have ever had, occurred when I was aged six
when my family were all living on Mt Stromlo.
I dreamt that Clabon (my elder brother) and I were playing together in
a small swimming pool. But then, because Clabon was bigger than me, all the
water flowed to his end of the pool. So I didn’t have enough water to play in.
I was terribly upset. So I rushed into to my parents complaining about Clabon
and about my lack of water in the pool.
But my Mum quietly explained to me that we didn’t have a swimming
pool and it was the middle of the night in any case. She explained that this was
just a dream. Then, after a cuddle to calm me down, I sheepishly returned back
to my own bed.
Before I can relate my next dream, I have to explain two dramatic accidents,
which occurred before this dream.
When I was about 13 years old, I was playing cricket in our school
playing field. I was running to catch a ball, when I suddenly felt very lethargic.
I lay down to have a rest. Then I saw lots of other students running towards
me. I asked them why they were running to me. They then explained to me that
I had been hit by a cricket ball while I was running. I had to go to hospital
for 3 weeks under observation because there was pressure on my brain and I
couldn’t talk easily. The students also got into trouble because they shouldn’t
have been playing in that area with a hard ball. But there weren’t any bad
effects afterwards.
The next incident occurred when I was climbing in Australia. I
describe this incident in greater detail in my webpage called “Four Deaths
on the Crags”. But here I will just give the relevant details. I wasn’t there
when the fatal accident happened but I arrived
20 minutes later. Dave, the climber, had fallen
and had bashed his head on a rock. I could
see his head very clearly bashed-in with a
large amount blood. He was dead when I saw
him, but he had lived for 10 minutes before he
actually died.
Now I can describe my dream, which
The red circle shows where the
occurred about 5 years later. I and my boss
body fell.
were talking together and we got into the lift
together. We talked a bit more and then I momentarily looked away. But
when I turned back to see him again, he wasn’t there. I searched the lift but he
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definitely wasn’t there. I thought this situation was rather funny so I thought
that I must have been dreaming. But I thought couldn’t be dreaming because I
was still there in the lift.
But then I seemed to be lying on the floor of the lift. So then I thought
I must have been hit by a cricket ball. But no one was running to pick me up.
So then I felt my head with my hands to make sure enough my head wasn’t
all caved-in - like Dave’s head had been after his fall. And my head was very
definitely caved-in - so then I
knew I only had another 10
minutes to live.
But then I woke up
with Noela sleeping beside
me as normal. So then I
knew that this whole episode
was just one very complex
dramatic dream.
My next two dreams occurred
fairly soon after my accident
and so I was going to be
confined to living in a wheelchair for the rest of my life.
So they deal with the fact that
I could no longer go walking
or running.
The first dream
was in a park with plenty
of trees. I was learning to
walk again. So first I slowly
picked up one leg and placed This painting of me was created by my son Tim, who is
it forwards. And then I did a professional artist. I like it very much. I am supposed
the same with the other leg. I to be dreaming of past climbs. It has been hung in the
kept on repeating this many
Seymour Centre main vestibule for 2 years.
time using the trees to lean
on and have a rest. Gradually
I got better. Finally, I could walk back to the house where I was staying and
tell the people there that I had learnt to walk.
The second dream was similar. The dream started in Hyde Park where
there was a great crowd of people. To the south of this park, there was a very
beautiful hill with many flowers and trees. I left the crowd and ran up the
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hill with all the crowd watching me. When I got to the top of the hill I took
a circular route back to the crowd, who wildly cheering me on. The crowd
seemed to know that this was my first run since my accident. Finally, I fell into
a bed of beautiful flowers being the hero of the crowd.
In all my later dreams, I could always walk, run and climb as normal. But in
many of these dreams I would often wonder why I no longer regularly went for
a run or climb at Lindfield Rocks. In my dreams I would always then resolve
to start to do this on a regular basis again. Then, of course, I would wake up
and remember I was in a wheel chair and couldn’t even get to Lindfield rocks
let alone climb there. And I also couldn’t run at all.
But I am very glad that my dreams always now assume that I can
walk, run and climb as now. I find dreams to be a pleasant way of spending the
night. I don’t want too much realism in them at all.
I tend to think that dreams must have their own special memory part of
the brain. Thus, over many years, I have dreamt several times of going on a
holiday at a resort in the mountains and spending a happy week there. And
this resort has a very specific form with a station and a railway at the bottom.
But this dream has no physical basis in my life at all. So this resort must be a
memory just associated with my dreaming process.

This concludes the autobiography of my life. But there is one further piece
of work that I definitely want to do before I die. This is to write a small book
called “Forming City/Country Farming Communities”.
Much of my work, up till now, has been about forming new green
communities. But this is difficult because then the member people are forced
to largely change their life-styles completely. But, in this new form of living of
mine, people can mostly continue on in life, which they were living before.
So people can continue to live in their cities or towns in their houses
or flats as they have done before. And similarly the farm, which they might
purchase, would continue to use the same tractors and machinery (as has
been done before this possible purchase). The interested people will need
to meet their fellow members at a meeting place convenient to all possible
members in their city. But this can all easily be arranged. All that people
need to remember is that this possible community is slowly forming in their
midst. So people can become fully active members, when it is easy to do so.
In particular, some of the older children of the members might like to work
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on the farm.
Then these young
people would
get experience
in doing very
practical and
useful jobs.
About 5
years ago I wrote
a webpage called
“A Safe Village
Governmental
Element – Should
Disaster Strike”.
This item shows
how some of
the practical
problems of these
communities can
be solved. But it
is probably best
to wait until this
next small book of
mine is finished in
a little less than a
year’s time.

This picture shows where this community might exist. So the city
centre could be situated at the red dot, shown in Sydney (Stanmore in
fact). Then the farm is shown in the Southern Highlands (also shown
in red at the bottom left).)
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The photos above show: John Ewbank and myself climbing at Lindfield rocks;
our route, Ginsburg, up Bluff Mountain; us together at Ogma Saddle; and finally, John speaking at Escalade in 1993.
Another substantial webpage I could produce for climbers to read
would be called “Our Hero John Ewbank”. In the 1960s John Ewbank and I
did a huge amount climbing together. I could write all this down. This would,
of course, include our famous first ascents of Elijah and Ginsburg on the face
of Bluff Mountain. Then there were our ascents of the Lands Department
Clock-tower and our Echo Point bolt route. And many other climbing routes
besides these.
But more than this, there was a huge amount of affection and rivalry
between us in many different spheres of life. So I produced the first NSW guide
book and the new “carrot” bolting system. But then John produced his own
new guide a few years later, his new grading system and his own jam protection
system. We became rivals in terms of fame and glory in the climbing scene. I
hope this story could be basis of a great saga for all climbers to read.
Please tell me if you would be interested in reading such an item. I would
write it and also get copies printed to circulate, if there was sufficient demand.
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This page shows most of the other webpages on my website, which have not
been mentioned in this book so far.
“Home Page”, “Profile of Bryden Allen”(pdf), “My Activities picture”, “Forming a Website like this”,
“My Climbing”,“A Proposal for a New NSW Climbers Club”, “Our_
Ascent_of_Ginsberg_on_Bluff_Mountain”, “The_Original_Ascent_of_Mt_
Banks”.
“Some Simple but Precise Capture Games”, “A Holiday Game in a Wildlife
Park”.“A Letter to the New Scientist”.
“Political Fundamentals”.“Measures of a Good Society”.
“Current Measures – Economic Growth, Wealth, Low Footprint”, “Equality
Measures”. “Freedom Measures”, “Democracy Measures”, “Variety
Measures”, “A Summary of these Various Measures”.
“Pure, Visible Democracy – versus – Current Democracies”, “The
Difficulty of Reforming a Society”, “The Degenerate Species”. “The Far
Distant Future and Negativism”( +3). “A Summary of my Political Solutions”,
“Equality of Opportunity should be the basis of all Political Forms”.
Here are some simpler webpages: “All_Our_Problems”, “SelfSufficiency_or_Globalism”, “Officers_or_A-Leader”, “Economic-Growth_
or_Free-Time”, “Capitalism_or_Socialism”, “Citizenship+Recognition_ or_
Money”, “Selfish_or_A-Saint”, “What_is_The-Law”,
“There_are_Two_Very_Different_Solutions”.
“The Ultimate Ascent”( + book pdf).“The 4 Cover Pages”, “A Path
to Create a Full Space Colony”( + 22). “The Fundamental Problems which we
must Overcome”, “A Path to Create a Colony on Mars”.
“My Inventions”. “A High 3-rope Swing”, “The Lost Chord”,
“My Life”, “Bush-Walking”, “Sports, Games and Running”,
“Singing”, “Dancing”,, “Musical Activities”, “Philosophy, Beliefs and Purpose
of Life”. “A Time of Suffering”, “Dealing with the Problems of Paraplegia”,
“My Advice to Young People”.
“If I had been born Female - booklet”(pdf).
“Family Photos”, “Oxford - 1965-1967”, “Epping - 1968-1975”,
“Glebe - 1975-1982”, “Sheffield - 1983-1985”, “Stanmore - 1986-1999”,
“Ashfield - 2000-2014”.
“Three_Challenges_in_Seeing_the_Moon”.
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My provisional version of this book had 3 pages, which I
intended to use for any comments my readers liked to make
about my book. I now think that this was a very silly idea on
my part. Let me explain.
Over the 70 years, since the end of WW2, our world has
enjoyed peace and the almost continuous growth of most
people’s standard of living. It has, in general, been a
wonderful 70 years for most people on Earth.
But, the 6 ambitions in this book of mine all suggest powerful
reforms to important aspects of the way we live in this world.
And, as we all know, new reforms can all go horribly wrong
for some people. So any person must be terribly careful about
what they say about this book. It is almost impossible for
anyone to make a judgment on these huge reform ideas of
mine - all of which I spent many years working-on (and alone
- all just by myself).
So sensible people shouldn’t try to make any
meaningful comments on the general scope of this book. I
must accept this situation.
Please just read the bits of this book, which you enjoy. And
then just skip the bits that worry you. But don’t throw the
book away too soon. People are now beginning to realise that
capitalism is no longer giving meaningful jobs to our young
people. So, sometime, some people may like to use some of
the ideas I put forward in this book. (e.g. That the rich people
of a country be simply prevented from getting richer.)
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